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ABSTRACT 

A physical model developed from scattering theory by Hapke was applied to 

bidirectional reflectance factor (BRF) measurement data for several difftise reflecting 

materials. All of the material samples were some form of polytetrafluoroethelyne (PTFE) 

powder. The solar illuminated diffiiser for the Moderate Resolution Imaging 

Spectroradiometer (MODIS) was one of the samples. The BRF was characterized in seven 

wavelength bands, covering a spectral range of 400 nm to 2100 nm. 

The BRFs were determined, using the Santa Barbara Remote Sensing (SBRS) 

scattering goniopolarimeter. by measuring all four linear polarization components and 

using those measurements in the BRF equations of Clarke. The scattering 

goniopolarimeter was carefully characterized in a series of measurements. It was calibrated 

by comparing BRF measurements to the BRF calibration values of a reflectance standard. 

A detailed error analysis was done. The uncertainties for each of the four polarization 

components was considered individually, and then combined to obtain the total estimated 

uncertainty in the BRF values. The mean-square errors of the measured BRF sample 

averages were compared to the estimated uncertainties. Results of BRF evaluations and the 

measurement uncertainties for the different diffiisers are presented. 

A smdy of several variations of the Hapke scattering model was made. The models 

were successfully applied to each of the four polarization components of BRF. in addition 

to the unpolarized BRF. The quality of the models was evaluated using the "root-mean-

square of the fit" merit function. RMSf. 

The simplest Hapke model gave RMSf values from two percent down to less than one 

percent, but the vegetation canopy form of the Hapke model gave higher RMSf values. 

from six to ten percent. The Henyey-Greenstein single scattering phase function, even 

when used in the simplest Hapke model, gave RMSf values between two and eight 
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percent, whereas Legendre polynomial phase functions resulted in RMSf values of less 

than one percent. Equations with an additional forward scatter term usually made a slight 

improvement, on the order of one to two tenths of a percent. To obtain a representative 

model, at least two sets of BRF data at different incidence angles were needed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Accurate knowledge of the amount of energy reflected by a diffuse material is very 

important when that material is used as a reflectance-based calibration device. Even 

materials that are good diffusers are not perfectly diffusing, so for high accuracy 

radiometric calibration it is necessary to know the reflectance in a certain direction, not just 

the total energy reflected. This dissenation reports the results of a project to characterize 

the directional reflectance of several diffuse reflecting materials. 

Bidirectional reflectance is the ratio of the energy reflected in any one particular 

direction to the energy incident from some single specific direction. It is a difficult and 

time consuming task to accurately measure the bidirectional reflectance of a sample of 

material for all possible directions of illumination and reflection, so an accurate model of 

the reflectance is desirable. In this investigation, retlectance models for any general 

illumination and reflection combination have been generated from reflectance measurement 

data on small sets of angle combinations. This allows interpolation and extrapolation to 

compute expected reflectance values at other angles of illumination and reflection. 

The energy reflected from even good diffusers is not perfectly free of polarization 

effects. For high accuracy applications in instances where the radiometer using the diffuser 

as a calibrator has some inherent polarization, it is necessary to know the polarization 

characteristics of the diffiiser. For this reason it is beneficial to measure the polarization 

components of the reflected energy, and to be able to model those components as well. 

That has also been a goal of this project. 

This dissertation will define the pertinent reflectance functions and explain the method 

used to obtain reliable measurements for them. It will provide a discussion of the 



equipment used to make the measurements, the calibration of the equipment, and the 

uncertainties associated with the different aspects of the measurements. 

A review of the scattering theory used in the development of the reflectance models is 

presented, along with a detailed discussion of the retrieval method employed to obtain 

values for the parameters in the models. Results are presented in graphical and tabular 

form. 

1.1 Background 

The scattering of light in its various forms has been described by many authors and 

there are several texts considered to be classic treatments. For example, see van de Hulst 

(1957) for scattering by small particles. Beckmann and Spizzichino (1963) for surface 

scattering, and Chandrasekhar (1960) for bulk scattering, that is. scattering from and/or 

within a medium. A good bibliography of surface scattering references appears in Stover 

{1990), and a thorough bibliography for bulk scattering is found in Hapke (1993). The 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) also has published an extensive 

categorized scattering bibliography (Asmail (1991)). 

The character of scattering from the materials of interest in this work is primarily that of 

bulk scattering rather than that of surface scattering, although the function used to evaluate 

and describe that scattering, the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF). was 

originally devised to describe only surface scattering (Nicodemus et al.. (1977)). This 

parameter has since been adapted in a more general sense to the bidirectional scatter 

distribution function (BSDF; for either reflected or transmitted energy. Another scattering 

quantity closely related to the BRDF is the bidirectional reflectance factor (BRF). These 

terms are defined in the next section. 
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1.1.1 BRDF and BRP definitions 

The BRDF is defined as the differential radiance of a surface scattered into a specific 

solid angle divided by the differential irradiance incident from a specific direction. Thus 

for a standard spherical coordinate system with the z axis normal to the surface. 

where 

9i = zenith angle of incident radiation 

Oi = azimuth angle of incident radiation 

0s = zenith angle of scattered radiation 

Os = azimuth angle of scattered radiation 

Ls = scattered radiance 

Ei = incident irradiance. 

The units of BRDF are inverse steradians (sr'h- The BRDF of a lossless Lambertian 

reflector is K~ ^ sr" ̂  

A closely related parameter is the bidirectional reflectance factor (BRF). The BRF is 

defined as the differential flux reflected by a surface divided by the differential flux that 

would be reflected from an ideal diffuse reflector (i.e.. lossless and Lambertian). with the 

same illumination and reflection geometry; 

BE?DF(0i,(Di;9s.O5) = 
dLs(9i.Oi;9s.(Ds) 

dEi(9i.(pi) 
( 1 . 1 )  

BElF(0i,0i;0s.0s) = P(9i.0i;9s.(i)s) = 
d<f>^(9i.0i:9s.0s) 

(1 .2)  
dOj; ^ 

where 

0s = flux scattered from the sample 

*I's,ideal = scattered from an ideal difftise reflector. 

Since the geometry for the sample and the ideal reflector is the same. 
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BRDFi, 

dO, _ dLg _ BRDF dEj _ BRDF 
(1.3) 

i.e. the BRF and the BRDF are related by the factor 7t. 

BRF(9i,(l)i;95,(i)5) = 7tBRDF(9j,Oi;05,Os). ( 1.4) 

As is evident from equation (1.2), BRF is dimensionless. and the BEIF of an ideal diffuse 

reflector is 1.0. It should be noted that the terms BRDF and BRF are often used without 

specifying the arguments (0i,0i;0s,(I)s), in which case the arguments are always implied. 

The Moderate Resolution Imagmg Spectroradiometer (MODIS) will be one of the 

primary research instruments observing the earth from the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA) Eanh Observing System (EOS) AM-1 satellite, scheduled to be 

launched in 1999. The MODIS instrument was built for NASA by Santa Barbara Remote 

Sensing (SBRS). The instrument will use a solar diffuser panel for on-orbit reflectance 

calibration. The uncertainty requirement for on-orbit system retlectance calibration is 2.0% 

(la), covering a spectral region of 400 nm to 2300 nm. A specification flowdown error 

budget allocation of 1.0% was assigned to the characterization of the BRDF (or BRF) of 

the MODIS solar diffuser assembly (MSDA). This requirement is at the limit of the current 

state of the art in BRDF measurements and it provided the impetus for the measurement 

portion of this work. 

The MSDA reflecting panel is space-grade Specu^alon, which is Labsphere's trademark 

name for their material made from pressed polytetrafluoroethylene (Pi Ft) powder that 

1.1.2 MODIS solar diffuser characterization 



undergoes a proprietary treatment. The BEIF of pressed PTFE powder has been measured 

by many researchers (see for example. Barnes and Hsia (1995). Fairchild et ai.. (1987"), 

Fairchild et al.. {1988). Guzman et al.. (1991). Schutt et al.. (1981), Spyak and Lansard 

(1997). Weidner and Hsia (1981). and Weidner et al.. (1985)) as has the BRF of 

Spectralon (see Bruegge et al.. (1991). Bruegge et al.. (1993), Feng et al.. (1993). Flasse 

et al.. (1993). Guzman et al.. (1991). Hale (1991). Hilsenrath et al.. (1994). and Jackson 

et al.. (1992)). A large bibliography of BSDF publications appears in the National Institute 

of Standards and Technology (NIST) Journal of Research (Asmail (1991)). 

Most of the above measurements were in-plane (of incidence) determinations, but Feng 

et al.. (1993) measured Spectralon BRDF at many angles of illumination and viewing 

within a hemisphere with an uncertainty on the order of one percent. Interpolation errors 

and sample-to-sample variations cause enough uncertainty to make direct use of those data 

unreliable. To be able to measure the MSDA out-of-plane (of incidence) BRF to one 

percent or better, it was judged necessary to measure all four polarization components of 

BRF as was done by Feng et al., (ibid.). 

Since the MSDA is large (approximately 20 x 28 cm), it would not fit on the NIST 

BRDF test equipment, so the measurements were done at SBRS. In order to do that to the 

required accuracy, the SBRS scattering goniophotopolarimeter was extensively modified. 

Models to compute BRF were developed from scattering theory, and the results of the 

measurements were used for validation of the models. The models can be used to obtain 

the BRF at any combination of illumination and viewing angles. The model provides a 

method for smooth interpolation between measured data points. This allows the calculation 

of MSDA BRF for any of the solar illumination angles at which the MSDA will be used. 
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Several other diffuse reflecting samples have been evaluated as well, specifically the 

samples from the EOS BRDF round-robin measurements program. The results of those 

measurements and modeling effons are reported here also. 

1.2 Scattering theory 

This study is primarily concerned with bulk scattering. The first treatment of diffuse 

scattering from closely spaced particles within a body using a simplified solution of the 

radiative transfer equation is attributed to Schuster (1905). who used a two-stream 

approach (e.g. in a planet's atmosphere, energy flowing up and energy flowing down) to 

arrive at a simple expression for the diffuse reflectance of a semi-infinite medium (see 

Kortum (1969), pages 103-105). A similar method was used for diffuse incident light 

along with the assumption of the Lambert cosine law by Kubelka and Munk (1931) to 

arrive at an exponential form for the diffuse reflectance, given as equation (38) in Kortum 

(1969). These solutions were obtained for a semi-infinite continuum of plane parallel 

homogeneous layers. 

Melamed (1963) used a statistical approach to describe the geometrical scattering of a 

discontinuum of layers consisung of continuous bulk material with a layer of discrete 

spherical particles on the surface (see Kortum pages 166-169). Mandelis et al., (1990, 

1991) modified Melamed's model to be consistent with conservation of energy, see also 

Shah et al., (1997). 

Hapke (1981. 1984, 1986) has developed a model from the radiative transfer equation 

using a two-stream approach and the principle of imbedded invariance for a collimated 

source, which says that adding ano±er layer will not change the result. He used this 

model to explain some of the characteristics of the moon's reflectance (1963, 1968), 

notably the high backscatter. Hapke also discussed the use of his model in regard to the 



hot spot observed from the terrestrial surface (1996). A brief discussion of the Hapke 

theory and the assumptions he made appears below. A thorough discussion of the theor\' 

and applications appears in Hapke's journal publications (1981. 1984. 1986). and in a 

concise form in his book (1993). This investigation will concentrate on the application of 

variations of Hapke's model to several diffuse scattering materials. 

The above scattering models all attempt to obtain an analytical solution to the radiative 

transfer equation, and in doing so must rely on some simplifying assumptions to obtain an 

approximate solution for the reflectance. A different approach that has been used is to 

apply numerical methods to integrate the radiative transfer equation, thereby obtaining an 

"exact" solution. This method is often preferred when the scattering is anisotropic. 

Examples of this approach are found in Mishchenko (1990. 1994. 1996). Myneni et al.. 

(1989. 1992. 1995). Shultis et al., (1988). laquinta and Pinty (1997). laquinta et al.. 

(1997). and Joseph et al.. (1996). Liang and Townshend (1996) have compared a Hapke 

model to an "exact" code calculation for a clay soil with good results. 

One characteristic of the Hapke model that differs from the "exact" codes is that the 

model may be fitted to a set of measurements for a particular sample. In this way the 

model is molded to match the sample. This may be a disadvantage when there are little or 

no data, but it is an advantage when enough data exist to generate an accurate model. 

One drawback of the Hapke model is that, even though the tit may be very good, the 

physical meaning of the resulting parameters is uncertain. Sometimes the retrieved 

parameter values imply physical characteristics that are not possible (Mishchenko 1994). 

For example the cosine asymmetry factor may get very large (much larger than one), which 

is physically impossible. This means that the scattering phase function obtained from the 

retrieval does not represent the true phase function. For this reason caution is advised 

when attempting to deduce physical properties of a scattering material from a Hapke model. 
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Another disadvantage of the Hapke model is that it is not designed to handle 

polarization, whereas "exact" codes (e.g. the Mishchenko code) will compute the 

polarization components. However, it turns out that using the Hapke model for each of the 

measured polarization components can result in a good fit. as will be demonstrated in this 

work. 

An advantage of the Hapke model is that, once the model has been obtained for a 

sample, the reflectance at any combination of illumination and viewing angles may be 

easily computed with only a hand-held calculator, eliminating the need to make a new 

computer run or interpolate prior results of an "exact" code calculation. 

There is one characteristic of both the analytic solutions and the numerical methods that 

limits their accuracy in applications to materials like those considered here. This limitation 

concerns the determination of the single scatter albedo (the ratio of the scattered energy to 

the total energy), which is usually computed using Mie theory. However. Mie theory 

assumes that the particles are not close togedier (i.e.. separated by more than a few 

wavelengths). so in the case of closely packed powders it is not a good method to use. 

Unfortunately, as stated by Hapke (1981). "no general (scattering) theory exists for a 

surface in which the particles are close together." So a Mie calculation is often used 

anyway if the estimated error introduced by doing so is tolerable. That is the circumstance 

here, as is discussed in some detail in following paragraphs. 

Two other limitations of both methods relate to particle nonsphericity and the 

microroughness of the surface (on the order of a few particle diameters). Mishchenko 

(1998) stated that it is unfortunate, but "there is nothing available at this moment" to 

account for these characteristics specifically. These limitations may contribute to the 

nonphysical results that sometimes occur in the use of Hapke's model. Nonetheless, if the 

goal is to obtain a reasonably accurate model to describe scattering and not to deduce 



physical characteristics of the materj^M fr<3tn it, then use of the Hapke model is a good 

approach, and its convenience is a dirtinCt advantage. That is the case in tiiis study, so 

Hapke model was selected for the s^jjttefing data analysis. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BEIDF MEASUREMENTS TECHNIQUE 

2.1 Equations and calculations 

It is well Icnown that scattering from pressed PTFE is not completely unpolarized. The 

accuracy needed for the BRDF measurements made it judicious to measure the four 

polarization components of the BRDF and combine them to obtain the BRDF for an 

unpolarized source and detector. Using the polarization components also enables the 

computation of the effective BRDF for a radiometer that has a nonzero degree of 

polarization, as is the case with MODIS, which has as much as 4.6% polarization at 

400 nm. The equations needed to make this measurement were proposed by Clarke et al.. 

(1983). Those same equations have been used with good results more recently by other 

researchers at Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) (Fairchild and Daoust (1987 ), 

Fairchild and Daoust (1988), Fairchild et al., (1990), and Feng et al., (1993)). 

For the test equipment used at SBRS, slight modifications to the Clarke equations were 

derived to account for: a) measurements made at angles other than the reference angle, b) 

out-of-plane angles, c) rotation of the plane of incidence (POI) of the sample during the 

measurement, and d) rotation of the POI with respect to the plane of polarization of the 

radiometer (MODIS) used to view the measured diffuser. 

2.1.1 Clarke equations 

The notation used in this chapter will follow that used by Clarke et al. in the 1983 

publication, in which the equations for the polarization components of BRF are derived. 

The same notation is also used in the four RTT publications cited above. The derivation of 

the most important equations is reproduced here for convenience. 
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Clarke uses the symbol (3 for BRF and the symbol R for the value of a detector 

reading. Subscripts that appear on a parameter, as in (3xy. refer to linear polarization 

states; x is the state of polarization of the incident light, and y is the state of polarization to 

which the detector is sensitive. As is usual, the plane of vibration of the electric vector of 

s- polarized light is perpendicular to the plane of incidence, and the plane of vibration of the 

electric vector of p- polarized light is parallel to the plane of incidence. Light which is 

randomly polarized, or unpolarized. is designated by the subscript r. When a parameter 

has no polarization subscript, the rr (random-random) value is implied . To be able to 

measure all four polarization components of BRP (Pss. Psp^ Pps^ Ppp)- the source 

assembly and the detector assembly in the test equipment must each be fully polarized and 

capable of individually aligning the polarization of each assembly parallel to the plane of 

incidence and perpendicular to the plane of incidence. 

For randomly polarized light incident on a reflecting sample, the flux scattered to the 

detector is 

^det "'^samp^samp^det-samp- (2.1 

where 

^det = flux collected by detector 

Lsamp = radiance scattered by the sample in the direction of the detector 

Asamp = illuminated area of sample that detector views 

^et-samp = projected solid angle subtended by the detector as seen from the 

sample. 

Using equations (1.1) and (1.4) in (2.1), 

*^dei ~ ^^^FOgrc^det-samp ~ ^ ^src^det-satnp (2.2) 
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where 

^t'src = flux from the source falling on area Asamp. 

The detector reading is 

^det ~ ^det^det P'^src^detS (2.3) 

where 

Sdet = responsivity. or sensitivity constant, of the detector in reading units per unit 

In the following derivation, the form of equation (2.3) will be used with the "src" and "det" 

subscripts dropped, assuming that it is obvious that when an equation is in that form, those 

subscripts apply as in equation (2.3). 

If die source illumination is p-polarized. and the detector assembly is oriented to accept 

only p-polarized light, then the detector reading is 

Similarly, for the p-polarized source with the detector oriented to accept only s-polarized 

light, then the detector reading is 

flux 

<T O geometric factor" - JT^Qdet-samp-

^pp ~ Ppp^p^pe (2.4) 

^ps ~ Pps^p^sS (2.5) 

and for the sp and the ss readings 

and 

^sp ~ Psp^s^pe 

^ss ~ Pss^s^sS • 

(2 .6)  

(2.7) 
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It is convenient to express the readings in terms of the expression on the right hand side 

(RHS) of equation (2.4). Defining two polarization bias terms enables that. The 

polarization bias of the source is defined as the ratio of the flux in the beam when the 

source is s-polarized to the flux in the beam when the source is p-polarized. 

and the detector polarization bias is defined as the ratio of the detector responsivity for s-

polarized light to the detector responsivity for p-polarized light. 

The source polarization bias can be measured using a detector that is unpolarized. and the 

detector polarization bias can be measured using an unpolarized light source. 

Using the definitions of A and B. equations (2.5) through (2.7) can be written as 

(2.9) 

r 
— = B O S g pps'^'p'^pfc (2.10) 

rsn 
—^ = b (i) s ^ psp^p^ (2.11)  

(2 .12)  

If readings are made on a reference sample on which the BRF is known, then the 

equations above may be applied to the reference sample. Using primes to designate the 

reference sample readings and reference sample BRF values gives, 



Adding tlie four equations (2.13) through (2.16) and solving for OpSpg, 

Conservation of energy requires that 

Using (2.18) in (2.17) gives 
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^ pp ~ P pp ^p^pS (2.13) 

r' 

b 
£1 = 8' o s -P ps ^p'^pe (2.14) 

r', 

A 

AB 

^ = B' <I> S H sp 

= |3'ss^pspg-

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

^p'^pc 

r' 
r  ps  ^ ^ sp  ^ r'^s 

pp b a ab 

(P'pp +P'ps •'•P'sp +P'ss) 
(2.17) 

(p pp+P ps+P sp+P ss) 
pn- -  4  ( 2 . 1 8 )  

o s ^: 

r ' pp+^+^+^  pp b a ab 

4p- IT 

(2.19) 

Substituting the EIHS of (2.19) into (2.4) for the measurement sample gives 
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Ppp -
n-^^pp 

R' 
R' 

PP 
ps R 

B 
+ • 

sp r. ss 

AB 

(2.20) 

Substituting the RHS of (2.19) into (2.10). (2.11). and (2.12) gives 

Pps ~ • 
rr ^ps 

R' 
PP 

r ' sdb  
B + R- s+-^^ pf a + • 

R 
(2 .21)  

ss 

Psp = 
4(3-rrrsp 

R' ns A R' . ' 
r ' dd  a  +  —^+rsn+— 

PP 3 'p B 

(2.22) 

and 

Pss = 
4|3VR ss 

pp ̂  ps A. + R'sp B + R'ss 

(2.23) 

Equations (2.20) through (2.23) give the BRF polarization components of a test sample in 

terms of 1) the known BRF of a reference sample (P'rr). 2) readings made on the reference 

sample (the R' values). 3) the measured polarization biases of the test equipment (A and 

B), and 4) readings made on the sample itself (the R values). Of course the unpolarized 

BRF of the sample is 

P - (Ppp"'"Pps'^Psp+Pss) 

The "generalized" BRF for a sample illuminated with a source with degree of s-

polarizadon to p-polarization. Pi, and measured with a radiometer with degree of 
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s-polarization to p-polarization, P2, can be calculated from equation (22) in Clarke et al.. 

(1983), 

P12 - I + Pi)(1 + P2 )Pss + (1 ~ Pi){1 + P: )Pps 

+ ( l 4 -p, ) ( i -p:,)(3,p+ ( l -p, ) ( l - P 2 )Ppp (2.25) 

The degree of s-polarization to p-polarization of the source is 

-<t>r 
P, ^ (2.26) 

and the degree of s-polarization to p-polarization of the detector is 

s s  - sn  
P i = —  2 . .  ( 2 . 2 7 )  

sg+sp  

2.1.2 BRP at other angles 

In the preceding section, the readings from the test sample and the readings from the 

reference sample were to be obtained at the same two angles of incidence (AOI) and 

viewing (AOV). For the SBRS scattering goniopolarimeter . to obtain the BRF at any 

other combination of AOI and AOV, 

|3„ (aoi, aov) = (aoirer. aov„f). (2.28) 

This equation has no term for the cosine of AOI since the detector is underfilled by the 

illuminated spot — all of the energy reflected from the spot in the direction of the detector 

is collected by the detector no matter what the illumination angle. 
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For out-ot-plane angles, like those appropriate for the MSDA, the AOI, AOV. and 

sample rotation angles (lab azimuth and lab tilt) must be computed from the equations 

below. In the SBRS scattering goniopolarimeter the sample and detector assembly rotate in 

the horizontal plane (lab azimuth) and the sample tilt is in the vertical plane (lab elevation). 

Refer to Figure 2-1 for the geometry. 

Figure 2-1. Geometry for out-of-plane angle calculations 

(3.5 ) 

Plane of 
Incidence 
(SN)  Q  Lab 

Horizontal 
Plane i [ 

(SM)  ^  (X =  I I  +  e  

a  =  e  +  f  

sun 
Solar 

Diffuser 
Center 

-Y 

In Figure 2-1 the following definitions apply. 

Spacecraft (SC) axes: 

X axis = along uack (AT) 

z axis = nadir direction 
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y axis = cross track (CT) 

N = unit vector normal to solar diffuser 

S = unit vector toward sun 

M = unit vector toward MODIS along MODIS line of sight (LOS) when MODIS 

views solar diffuser 

9jsj = 20.2° = solar diffuser tilt angle in SC x-z plane 

= azimuth angle of solar diffuser normal in the SC x-y plane = 0° 

^5 = solar declination angle in the SC x-z plane (range of is 10° to 17°) 

Sg = zenith angle from z-axis to sun 

Og = solar azimuth angle in the SC x-y plane (range of (l)^ is -13° to -33°) 

9j^ = 3.5° = angle between MODIS LOS and SC x-z plane 

({)j^ = azimuth angle to MODIS LOS = -90° 

b = AOV = angle of view (of solar diffuser by MODIS) 

c = AOI = angle of incidence 

e = sample rotation angle (lab azimuth) 

d = sample tilt angle (lab elevation) 

a = e + f = detector arm rotation angle (lab azimuth) 

5 = angle of rotation of POI 

a, e. n, 5. Y = spherical angles as shown in Figure 2-1, with a = e -i- r] 

The solar declination angles are specified in the spacecraft x-z plane. The range of 

solar declination angles used was 10° to 17°. This 7° span is the angle traversed by the 

spacecraft as the nadir approaches the terminator and guarantees that the solar diffuser 

illumination does not propagate through, nor is scattered firom, any clouds high in the 

atmosphere. The range used for the solar azimuth angles, projected onto the spacecraft x-y 
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plane, was -13° to -33°. This range covers the seasonal change in sun position during the 

year. The solar zenith angle is computed from 

05=90°-tan [cos(|)s tanvj/s]. (2.29) 

The resulting range of solar zenith angles is approximately 73.4° to 81.6°. 

Using the standard equations for spherical triangles. 

a = cos"'[cos0scos9f^ +sin0ssin0i^ cos(0j4 -Os)] (2.30) 

b = cos~'[cos0fviCos0Nj +sin0j^sin0Ncos(0N -0^)] (2.31) 

c = cos~'[cos0scos0is[ -i-sin0ssin0Tsi COS(0n -OS)]- (2.32) 

Then using the spherical trigonometry half-angle formulas. 

s = ,2.33) 

„ = ,2.34) 
V sin b sine 

5 = ,2.35) 
V sine sin a 

_ . -I ism(s-a)sm(s —b) 
y  =  2 s m  \ i — i ( 2 . 3 6 )  

V sinasinb 
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From the law of Sines, 

d = sin '[sinSsinc] (2.37) 

And from Napier's Analogies, 

e = 2tan -I 

( c  +  d \  ( 9 0 °  +  5 ^  
tani —— Icosi 

cos 
90°-5 

J 

(2.38) 

Then 

f = a-e. (2.39) 

Using the law of Sines again. 

e = sm 
sme 

smc 
(2.40) 

Finally. 

r| = a-e. (2.411 

Given a pair of angles to define a solar position (Vg and 0^, solar declination and azimuth 

respectively), the equations above can be used to compute the angles to use for the 

scattering goniopolarimeter (a, d, e, and 5 in Figure 2-1) to simulate that solar illumination 

condition. A set of BRF measurements at any one (^5,05) pair required almost four 

hours, so nine pairs of (^5,05) were used to characterize the MSDA at each wavelength. 
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The table below gives the results of the angle transformation equations above for those nine 

data points. Figure 7-3 illustrates the arrangement of the nine data points. 

Table 2-1. Angle transformations 

All angles in degrees 

Solar Solar Solar AOI AOV Samp Tilt Samp rot'n Det. rot'n POI rot'n 

Dec Az Zenith Incid. ang View ang (lab el) (lab az) (lab az) (lab roll) 

Vs 0s es c b d e a 5 

10 -13 80.25 60.63 20.49 7.47 60.35 79.48 8.58 

10 -23 80.78 62.35 20.49 10.65 61.82 79.43 12.04 

10 -33 81.59 64.93 20.49 13.53 64.16 79.69 14.97 

13.5 -13 76.83 57.22 20.49 7.40 56.91 76.07 8.81 

13.5 -23 77.54 59.14 20.49 10.59 58.55 76.19 12.36 

13.5 -33 78.62 62.02 20.49 13.49 61.16 76.73 15.31 

17 -13 73.41 53.82 20.49 7.33 53.47 72.65 9.10 

17 -23 74.28 55.93 20.49 10.53 55.26 72.94 12.74 

17 -33 75.62 59.10 20.49 13.44 58.12 73.73 15.72 

MODIS View Angle: 0m = 3.50 ©m = -90.00 

Solar Diffuser Normal: 0n = 20.20 <0n = 0.00 

2.1.3 Correction for rotation of plane of incidence 

The equations in this section were derived to allow the expressions for the polarization 

biases to be corrected for any angle of rotation of the plane of incidence. This eliminates 

the need to measure the s- to p- polarization biases at each angle of rotation of the plane of 

incidence used to obtain BRF data. 

hi the SBRS scattering goniopolarimeter, when the sample to be measured is tilted, the 

plane of incidence is rotated. This means that the polanzation bias of the source assembly 

will not be the same as that measured when the plane of incidence was in the horizontal 

plane. To find the polarization bias of the s-polarization to p-polarization planes at any 
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rotation angle of the plane of incidence, it is necessary to differentiate between the 

maximum polarization bias and the polarization bias of the s-polarization to p-polarization 

planes. A derivation of the necessary equations follows. 

A partially (linearly) polarized beam of light is composed of a polarized component. 

Opol, and randomly polarized, or unpolarized, component. ^>unpol- The total flux is 

^tot ^ ̂ pol '^unpol- (2.42) 

Observing the flux that passes dirough a polarization analyzer rotated in the beam, the 

minimum will occur when the analyzer polarization axis is perpendicular to the plane of 

polarization of the polarized component. Since the analyzer will block half of the rjuidomly 

polarized light, the value of the minimum will be 

^min ^ "^^unpol• (2.43) 

The maximum will occur when the analyzer axis is parallel to the plane of polarization of 

the polarized component, and the value of the maximum wiU be 

^ ̂ pol "^'^^unpol- (2.44) 

The maximum to minimum, or total, degree of polarization in the light source is the 

ratio of die polarized portion of the flux in the beam to die total flux. 

v.^ =^£2l (''45) v^rc ^ 
^tot 
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From (2.43) and (2.44) 

^pol ~ ^max ^min • (2.46) 

And from (2.42). (2.43) and (2.44) 

cb = cD — cB = rf) +c£) ('' 47) ^ to t  ^max  ^mm^-^min  ^max^^min  *— ' 

So 

•pnnl <!> — ct) cl) — <i> 
V _ poi _ ^max ^min _ (O 48) 

^toi ^max '^min 

where the notation for "max" and "min" has been shortened to "x" and "n" respectively. 

Now in a manner similar to Clarke's method above, the maximum polarization bias is 

defined as 

a .  =^ .  (2 .49)  

Using this, the degree of polarization in the light source can be written as 

- 1  

^ ( 2 . 5 0 )  
^x+^n  ^  + 1 ^x  +  l  
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From which the maximum polarization bias can be written as 

(2.51) 

The polarized component of the flux follows the law of Malus for flux measured 

through a polarization analyzer. 

where 

4)(0) = flux passing through the analyzer at rotation angle 9 

<l)(0) = flux passing through the analyzer at rotation angle 0°. i.e. when the axis of 

the analyzer is aligned to the maximum transmission angle 

9 = analyzer rotation angle measured from 0°. 

If the s-plane of polarization is at an angle of 0$ from the plane of maximum 

transmission, the flux in the s-plane of polarization will be 

0(0) = 0(0) cos-0 (2.52) 

O5 — <I>(0s) — Opoi cos" 05 + ^ Ounpol ~ (*^x • (2.53) 

so that 

-05  4 -|l- cos -0s j=  A COS" 05 + Sin" 0s (2.54) 

Similarly, the flux in the p-plane of polarization will be 
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Op =fD(es-9O°) = (<I>x-cD„)cos-(0s-9O°) + cD^ =(<Dx -<t)n)sin-0,+cD„. (2.55) 

so that 

—2. = .^sin~0o +(l-sin"95) = A„ sin^B^ +cos"05. (2.56) 
<f) cb ^ ' ' 

Then, using Clarke's definition, the s- to p- polarization bias will be 

A - cos-9s + sin-0s 

Ax sin-©5 + cos" 0s 

Using (2.51) in (2.57) to express A in terms of the degree of polarization. 

1  + V  ^  
'• zl_src 

A = 1 - Y  src y 

t -> 

cos- 0s +sin- 0s 
''V. M  T o  

V  1 - v V '• src / 
cos"05 + 1 

l + V, a 
src 

, 1 - V V ' *src y 
sin- 0. +COS" 0o 

( 2V. 
(2.58) 

src 

1 - V ' *src,/ 
sin" 0s +1 

Multiplying both numerator and denominator by (I -V^rc}. 

_ 2vsrc cos^- 9s + ^ - vsrc _  ( " ^  ^  (2.59) 

2vsrc sin- 0s + 1 - v,rc vsrc(2sin- 0s - l) + 1 

Finally, 

1 +v.rccos(29s) ^ 
A = H- (2.60) 

l-vsrccos(29s) 
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It is also possible to relate the total degree of polarization, Vgrc, to the s- to p- degree of 

polarization. Pi, used by Clarke, 

<t) _<I) a*  cos* 9. + sin" 65- ( a„  sin" 0^-I-cos" 9^ I 
p l=-^  - = — T )— ^ \ 

Ax cos" 05 + sin" 9s + (A^ sin" 9^ + cos" 0^ j 

I.e., 

^ A^ (cos-03 - sin-9s) +(sin-9s-cos-9s) _ (a^ - l)cos(2e) 

ax(cos -0s+s in -0s j  +  ( s in -0s+cos -0s )  ( ^x  +  o  

so. 

Pl = Vs,,cos(20s), (2.63) 

or alternatively, 

V,rc=Pisec(20s). (2.64) 

A similar analysis applies to the polarization bias of a radiometer, like MODIS for 

instance, viewing a diffuser widi its polarization axis rotated from the angle of incidence. 

Defining the maximum polarization bias of the detector or radiometer as 

8 ^ = - ^ ,  ( 2 . 6 5 )  
s •^n 

and wriung the total degree of polarization of the detector or radiometer as 

vdct=-^^^—^ = (2.66) 
S,+S„ B, + l 
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and assuming that the radiometer polarizing components obey Malus's law. leads to an 

analogous expression for Clarke's definition of detector or radiometer polarization bias. 

s, ^ l-hvdet 005(263) 

Sp 1 - Vdet cos(20 j • 
(2.67) 

and for the detector s- to p- degree of polarization. Po. 

pi = vjejc0s(2es). (2.68) 

Using (2.60) for A and (2.67) for B, the equations for BRP polarization components 

[equations (2.20) through (2.23) ] may be adjusted for measurements made when the plane 

of incidence is rotated from the plane in which the polarization biases of the test equipment 

were measured. Furthermore, using (2.63) for Pi and (2.68) for P2, the generalized BRF 

of equation (2.25). Pl2> may be adjusted for a source and radiometer for which the source 

degree of polarization and the detector degree of polarization were measured at angles other 

than in (or perpendicular to) the plane of incidence. 

The SBRS goniopolarimeter as onginally designed is documented in Wells et al., 

(1994). Several modifications, described in detail in Chapter 4, were made to improve its 

sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio so that it could be used for diffuse reflectance 

measurements with the accuracy needed for this effort. The scattering goniopolarimeter is 

comprised of three major assemblies, a) a source assembly, b) a sample-goniometer 

assembly, and c) a detector assembly. A plan view sketch of the scattering 

goniopolarimeter layout is shown in the figure below. 

2.2 Scattering goniopolarimeter configuration description 
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Figure 2-2. Scattering goniopolarimeter layout 
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(See Figure 2-6 for details.) Note: Dimensions are approximate 

The source assembly is fixed in position on a 61 x 122-cm Newport Research 

Corporation (NRC) honeycomb table which is in turn mounted on a 122 x 244-cm NRC 

honeycomb table. The sample-goniometer assembly is fixed on the other end of the 122 x 

244-cm NRC honeycomb table, and provides the angular motion for the sample and the 

detector assembly. All rotary stages, as well as data collection, are controlled by an Apple 

Power PC using Labview programs. The computer is connected to a wide area network 

and can be run remotely using Timbukm Pro, a telecommunications program. 

The detector moves in the lab horizontal plane (azimuth), and the sample moves in both 

lab horizontal and vertical (elevation) planes. The detector assembly can be rotated in 
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azimuth more than 180°. but it can not be operated closer than eight degrees from the 

illuminating beam without vignetting. The sample can be rotated (in elevation) to position 

its normal ±90° from horizontal, and more than ±90° from the source in azimuth. Of 

course, the maximum usable angle of incidence depends on the sample size, since the 

illuminated sample area increases as the angle of incidence increases. For a 50-mm 

diameter sample, the maximum angle of incidence is approximately 70°. 

2.2.1 Source assembly 

The source assembly forms a slightly defocused image of the lamp filament on the 

sample. The spot on the sample is approximately 14 mm in diameter. Several baffles are 

used to reduce the amount of stray light from the source, mainly from multiple reflections, 

that reaches the sample. A schematic diagram of the source assembly is shown in the 

figure below. 

Figure 2-3. Source assembly schematic 
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The lamp in the source assembly is a quartz-halogen DZE 150 W, 24 V, 6.25 A lamp 

with a coiled tungsten filament. The lamp's rated lifetime is 100 hours, with a filament 

operating temperature of 3300 K. It is mounted in a commercial lamp housing with a 100-

mm box fan for cooling. A pair of fused silica plano-convex (PCX) lenses, each of 33-

mm effective focal length (efl), are mounted in a focusing lens holder at the exit port of the 

lamp housing to form an image of the filament onto a 1.3-mm diameter field stop. A 

mounting ring of approximately l9-mm diameter on die second lens limits the beam 

diameter at this point in the system. A fused silica PCX relay lens of 33-mm efl is used to 

produce a collimated beam of approximately l9-mm diameter. Approximately 50 mm from 

the lens is a filter wheel with eight apertures of 22-mm diameter. Seven of the apertures 

hold bandpass filters and one is open. The filter wheel position is controlled by the 

computer. 

The following figure gives a visual representation of the spectral wavebands covered in 

the MSDA BRF measurements, with all transmittances normalized to one. A 900-nm band 

center was chosen rather than one centered at 1000 nm at the request of NASA because the 

900-nm band is closer to two of the MODIS spectral bands. More specific details 

regarding the filters will be given in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 2-4. Spectral wavelength bands for MODIS BRF measurements 
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Approximately 13 mm from the filter wheel is a Glan-Thompson polarizer with a 25-

mm square aperture. The Glan-Thompson polarizer is 63.5 mm thick. It is mounted on a 

motorized stage that can be rotated through 360°, with better than ().0()l° resolution and 

±{).()2° position uncertainty. The rotation angle is computer controlled. Approximately 

318 mm from the back of the Glan-Thompson polarizer is the second relay lens, also PCX 

fused silica of 33-mm etl. This lens forms an image of the field stop, also another image 

of the lamp filament, onto an iris aperture adjusted just barely larger than the field stop 

image diameter of 1.3 mm. This stop reduces stray light created in the system up to this 

point. The chopper blade is placed as close to the back of the iris field stop as possible 

without causing interference. An 89-mm efl F/2.0 camera lens is placed with its first 

principal plane approximately 92 mm from the iris field stop. An aperture within the lens 

acts as the system apenure stop, limiting the beam exiling the lens to 44.5-mm diameter. 

This projection lens forms an image of the lamp filament at a distance of about 255 cm 

from the lens. The sample surface is approximately 130 cm from the lens so the image on 

the sample is slightly out of focus, making the illuminated spot irradiance appear to be 
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nearly uniform by eye. The spot on the sample is approximately 14-mm diameter. Three 

baffles between the projection lens and the sample eliminate multiple reflections and any 

other stray light that still exists in the beam. The whole source assembly is enclosed in a 

light tight shroud so that the only light exiting the source assembly comes from the 

projection lens. 

2.2.2 Sample-goniometer assembly 

Rotary motion of both the sample and the detector assembly is provided by the sample-

goniometer assembly, which is mounted on one end of the 122 x 244-cm NRC table. 

Figure 2-5 is a sketch of the sample-goniometer assembly. 

Figure 2-5. Sample-goniometer assembly schematic 
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The detector assembly arm is attached to the outer rotary stage and the sample yoke is 

attached to the inner rotary stage. These two Parker motorized stages provide rotary 

motion in the horizontal plane (lab azimuth). The sample yoke is mounted on a sliding 

lateral translation stage that is manually adjusted to put the desired portion of the test 

sample directly above the axis of rotation. Holes in the bottom of the yoke and the slide 

allow a pointed rod that centers on the rotation axis to be used in accomplishing this task. 

The test sample is affixed to the inner rotation axis of the sample yoke. A NRC motorized 

stage on this axis provides sample rotation in the vertical plane (lab elevation). All three 

rotary stages use Compumotor controllers and are computer controlled. The resolution of 

all three stages is better than 0.0006° (two arc seconds), and position uncertainty is less 

than ±0.017° (one arc minute). 

For smaller test pieces a 20 x 28-mm sample mounting plate is attached to the sample 

yoke irmer rotation stage, and ±e sample is mounted on the backside of the plate with 

spring attachments. The sample is illimiinated through a 45-mm diameter hole in the plate. 

The backside of the sample mounting plate, and therefore the surface of the sample, is 

aligned to be coincident with the rotation axes of both the sample azimuth rotary stage and 

the sample elevation rotary stage. To measure BRP on the MODIS solar difftiser. the 

sample mounting plate is dismounted from the yoke and replaced with the MS DA mounting 

plate with a special fixture that allows alignment of the solar diffuser surface to the rotation 

axes of both the sample azimuth rotary stage and the sample elevation rotary stage. 

2.2.3 Detector assembly 

The detector assembly is mounted on the detector arm, which is attached to the detector 

assembly rotary stage. Light reflected firom the sample enters the detector assembly 

through a baffle mbe on the front of the detector assembly, and passes through the detector 
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assembly aperture stop on the front of the detector assembly enclosure. In front of the 

aperture stop is a filter holder that is sometimes used for visible band filters, since the 

visible detectors are especially sensitive to stray light in the room. 

Figure 2-6. Detector assembly schematic 
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Approximately 25 mm behind the aperture stop is the Wollaston polarizer, which is 

50-mm thick. The Wollaston prism separates the reflected energy into two polarized 

components at right angles to one another. About 75 mm from the Wollaston prism are 

two identical fused silica collecting lenses of 25-mm efl, mounted in holders with I5-mm 

diameter apertures. These lenses are aligned to the two polarized beams and they form 

very slightly defocused images of the sample surface onto the detector surfaces. 

The detectors are arranged in three pairs to detect visible (VIS) light, near infrared 

(NIR) light, and short wavelength infrared (SWIR) light. A pair of photomultiplier tubes 

(PMTs) is used for VIS, a pair of thermoelectrically cooled (TEC) germanium (Ge) 

detectors is used for NIR, and a pair of TEC lead sulfide (PbS) detectors is used for 



SWIR. The detectors are mounted on a manually rotatabie platform with detent stops to 

position each detector pair at the proper position to accept the energy from the collecting 

lenses. There is a shutter on the front of each detector face to provide protection from high 

levels of irradiance when the detectors are not in use. 

All of the optics inside the detector assembly enclosure, including the Wollaston prism, 

the collecting lenses and the manually rotatabie detector platform holding the detectors, are 

mounted on the detector assembly mounting plate, which is capable of being rotated about 

an axis parallel to the detector arm (lab roll) by a motorized stage. In this way each detector 

can measure the energy in any polarization plane. In the interest of clarity, everything on 

the detector assembly mounting plate, including the Wollaston prism, the collecting lenses, 

the manually rotatabie detector platform, and the detector assembly mounting plate itself, 

will be referred to as the "Wollaston-detectors assembly". The resolution of the stage 

holding the Wollaston-detectors assembly is also better than 0.001°. and position 

uncertainty is less than ±0.02°. 

The VIS detectors used for the 400-nm. 500-nm. 600-nm, and 700-nm wavebands are 

Hamamatsu R1463. 13-mm diameter. 11-stage dynode. head-on type PMTs. This type of 

PMT has a typical peak radiant sensitivity of 60 mAAV at 400 nm. and the -3dB 

wavelengths of its radiant sensitivity curve occur at 230 nm and 600 nm. The radiant 

sensitivity is 5 mAAV at 735 nm. which is the upper edge of the longest wavelength band 

for which the PMTs were used. A ground glass diffuser is placed on the end of the PMT 

to prevent accidental damage to the cathode multialkali coating from high irradiance levels 

produced by the focused spot of the collecting lenses. 

Nonlinearity of signal photocurrent is usually a factor limiting the application of PMTs. 

The nonlinearity of a PMT output is determined by the photocurrent drawn away from the 

dynode bias current. The PMTs are used with Hamamatsu E849-35 socket assemblies 
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with 330KQ divider resistors for a total of 3.63MQ. The lowest PMT high voltage used is 

450 VDC so the lowest dynode bias current is I = 450 V/3.63 MQ = 124 |iA. Two Texas 

Instruments (TI) TL060 operational amplifiers are used in a transimpedence amplifier (TIA) 

configuration as the PMT preamplifiers. These are used with precision 10 feedback 

resistors, effecting a current to voltage gain of 10^. The preamplifiers are mounted as close 

as physically possible to the PMTs. The preamplifiers feed into two EG&G PARC lock-in 

amplifiers (LIAs) which have a nominal input saturation voltage of one volt. So the 

maximum unsaturated signal photocurrent would be I = 1 V/10 M£2 = 0.1 |iA. This is less 

than 0.08% of the lowest dynode bias current, so the PMT nonlinearity is always less than 

0.08%. 

The NIR Ge detectors used for the 900-nm (and sometimes 1000-nm) waveband are 

EG&G Judson models J16TE2-8A6-R05M-SC. This model has a two stage TEC and is 

assembled into a TO-8 package. The TEC is powered by a Judson TC5 temperature 

controller. A gaseous nitrogen (N2) line is used to blow on the detector mounts to help 

remove the heat generated by the Peltier TEC. The preamplifiers are Judson PA-7-70 TIAs 

with switchable gains of 10^. 10^, and 10^. The active area of the Ge detectors is 5 mm in 

diameter. 

The SWIR PbS detectors used for the 1680-nm and 2100-nm wavebands are 

Optoelectronics Textron models OTC-22S-83T. This unit also contains a TEC and has a 

built-in hybrid LF156 operational amplifier used as a voltage preamplifier. The detector, 

preamplifier and TEC are all assembled into a TO-8 package. The gaseous N2 is also used 

on these detectors. The detector is biased with 95 VDC. The PbS active area is 5 mm 

square. 
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2.3 Laboratory methodology 

The measurements of BRF that were made for this study were made by comparing 

readings from the test sample to readings made on a standard, or reference sample, for 

which the BRF is known. For the measurements made at SBRS there were two standards, 

referred to as NIST reference standards (NRS). The two NRS were labeled "A" and "B" 

for identification. Each standard was a 50-nim square piece of space-grade Spectralon. 

SBRS sent the two standards to NIST to be measured on the NIST Special Tri-function 

Automated Reference Reflectometer (Proctor and Barnes (1996), Barnes and Hsia (1992). 

Hsia and Weidner (1981)). The results of those measurements are documented in a NIST 

Report of Test (Barnes (1996)). The NIST report gives the random-random BRDF of the 

Spectralon samples. The measurements were done at 700 nm for several in-plane 

combinations of AOI and AOR (same as the 60° AOI unpolarized data set and the "pre-

MODIS" data sets described in Chapter 9). BRF values for the NRS were also obtained at 

selected AOI. AOR combinations in 7-nm wavelength bands centered at 400 nm. 500 nm. 

600 nm, 700 nm. 800 nm. 900 nm. 1000 nm. 1100 nm. 1400 nm, 1600 nm. and 1800 

nm. The only values that were used at SBRS as prr reference values were the results of 

measurements made at 45° AOI and 0° AOR at each of the waveband centers. This 

AOI/AOR combination is often written as 45°/0°, and sometimes as 45°.0°. The other angle 

combinations were used only to compare SBRS measurements to the NIST results to 

verify that die SBRS scattering goniopolarimeter was performing satisfactorily before 

embarking on the extensive MSDA measurements. 

When measuring the BRF of a test sample, the 45°/0° readings from the NIST reference 

standard (NRS) are obtained at the wavelength of interest first. These are the averages of 

three readings for each polarization component (R'pp, R'ps, R'sp^ R'ss)- Readings are 

recorded from both detectors ("right" and "left") individually, even though only one 
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detector is actually needed. Then the NRS is removed from the sample holder and the unit 

under test (UUT) is put in place. Readings for the UUT. at the same wavelength, are taken 

as soon as may be managed after the NRS readings are completed to minimize the effects 

of drift in detector response or lamp output. When the highest accuracy is desired, the 

45°/0° NRS readings are collected just prior to each AOL'AOR pair for the UUT to minimize 

the number of transfer measurements. This was the procedure followed for the MODIS 

round-robin measurements. 

If time or physical configuration does not permit, or the accuracy requirement is not so 

strict, the transfer is made at only the 45°/0° angle orientation and the 45°/0° UUT readings 

are then used as a secondary transfer to the other UUT angle combinations. This was the 

procedure followed for the MSDA. because of physical configuration constraints. In fact, 

the MSDA physical configuration made it necessary to add another transfer to the process. 

Since the MSDA is too large to mount onto the sample holding plate, the sample holding 

plate had to be removed from the sample yoke altogether and the MSDA holding fixmre put 

in its place. Then the sample alignment process had to be repeated for the MSDA. This 

alignment takes several hours, so a quick transfer was impossible. To provide a transfer 

process that was completed within the required fifteen tninutes, a secondary transfer 

standard of YB-71 white paint on a thin metal sheet 100 mm in diameter was used. This 

sample was selected rather than a piece of Spectralon because it is thin enough so that when 

it is placed on the front surface of the MSDA Spectralon, the surface of the Y1B-71 is still 

only about 1.6 mm from the plane of the rotation axes, which is not the case with a 

Spectralon sample, which is 10 mm thick. This minimizes the spot translation between the 

initial setup AOI of 0° and the measurement AOI of 45° (1.1 -mm translation for ±e YB-71 

versus a 7.1-mm translation for the Spectralon). improving repeatability of spot placement 

on the transfer sample, and thereby decreasing the effects of spatial nonuniformities. 
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A test procedure for the MSDA BRDF characterization has been written that gives the 

details of the process (Walker and Pavlov (1997)). The details are not reproduced here, 

but an explanation of the important points will be given. First a measurement of the 4570° 

NRS readings was made, then the 4570° YB-7I readings were collected. To assure a 

reliable average, five readings were taken instead of three. 

It may be noted that, whenever "reading" or "set of readings" is used in this document, 

it will be referring to a set of four LIA output voltages, one for each of the four polarization 

components. Furthermore, each one of those four voltages represents ten samplings of the 

LIA output voltage. The sampling does not start until a period equal to nine LIA time 

constants has elapsed, after an angle or wavelength change is completed, and is done at one 

second intervals. The computer averages the ten readings and records that average value as 

one voltage. So a set of five readings actually is the result of 50 LIA samplings for each of 

the four polarization components, a total of 200 voltage samplings for each of the two 

detectors. 

The ratios of the 45°/0° readings. R"NRSxy/R'YB-71xy- were computed from the 

averages of the five readings for each material, for all seven wavelengths. Then the sample 

holding plate was removed from the sample yoke and the MSDA holding fixture was 

mounted. 

After the MSDA was aligned, the 45°/0° YB-71 readings were repeated with the YB-71 

very carefully placed against the MSDA Spectralon surface with a piece of tissue paper 

between them to protect the Spectralon surface. Then the YB-71 was removed and the 

MSDA 45°/0° readings were made. The ratio of the reading averages, R"YB-71xy/ 

R'MSDAxy' was computed. The double prime is used to indicate a second reference 

reading. 
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This second ratio was multiplied times the first ratio to obtain a NRS transfer 

coefficient, KNRSxy = (R'NRSxy/R'YB-7lxy)*(R"YB-71xy/R'MSDAxy)- When this 

coefficient is multiplied times any future MSDA 4570° reading, R"MSDAxy- taken at any 

other time, the result is an effective reference reading equivalent to the one that would have 

resulted from a reading on the NRS. with the appropriate source irradiance and system 

responsivity in effect at that time. A proof of this assertion is provided in section 6.2.3.3. 

Of course this transferred NRS reference reading will have a larger uncertainty associated 

with it than would a single NRS reference reading because of the intermediate readings, but 

the uncertainty is still considerably less than would result if the NRS and MSDA readings 

were separated by a day. As an example, the single reading transfer uncertainty estimate at 

400 nm was computed to be 0.098%. and the multiple reading transfer uncertainty estimate 

at 400 nm was computed to be 0.13%. A reasonable estimate of the uncertainty for a full 

day's delay would be more than 1.0%. An equation for the total uncertainty is also 

provided in section 6.2.3.3. 

After the KNRSxy values were obtained, the MSDA measurement routine was 

implemented. This routine automatically selected the appropriate waveband filter, collected 

readings with the MSDA at 45°/0°, collected readings at the nine AOI.AOR orientations 

selected for BRF characterization, then collected readings again at 45°/0°. The average of 

the two 45°/0° readings was multiplied times the NRS transfer coefficient, KNRSxy- Raw 

data were imported into a spreadsheet template that used the Clarke equations in section 

2.1.1 to compute BRF values at each AOI.AOR pair for both left and right detectors. The 

average of the two BRF values for the two detectors was used as the final result. The 

whole process was repeated three more times at each wavelength, giving a total of four 

measurements to assess repeatability. In addition, four measurements were done at 700 

nm and 1680 nm to determine the MSDA spatial uniformity. After all characterization 
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measurements on the MSDA were completed, the transfer to the YB-71 secondary standard 

was repeated going in the reverse direction. That is, the 45°/0° readings on the MSDA were 

taken within a short time of the 45°/0° YB-71 readings. Then the MSDA was dismounted 

and the sample holding plate was reinstalled and aligned. Then 45°/0° readings were taken 

for the NRS within a short time of 45°/0° readings for YB-71. The same set of ratios was 

computed and checked against the original ratios to verify that the transfer had been 

completed correcdy. Results of the MSDA ERF measurements are presented in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTERS 

DESIGN OPTIMIZATION ANALYSES 

Several analyses were done to optimize the final design of the SBRS scattering 

goniopolarimeter, and to determine the methods to be used to make measurements. Of the 

latter, one of the major areas of concern was the effect of source polarization on the 

measurement accuracy. In the test equipment area. ±e achievable signal-to-noise ratio, 

alignment tolerances, and accuracy of BRF over a wide range of AOR all considerably 

influenced the final design. All analyses were done by the author. 

3.1 BRF uncertainty vs. uncertainty in polarization bias 

At the beginning of this work, it was not clear whether the effects of polarization would 

affect the test accuracy enough to require a measurement of all four polarization 

components. Both pressed PTFE and Spectralon are good but not perfect depolarizers. 

Therefore, if the degrees of polarization of the source and detector were small enough, the 

accuracy of a nonpolarized BRF measurement could still be within the requirement of 

1.0%, or even the goal of 0.5%. The question to answer was "how small is small 

enough?" A value of one-fifth of the requirement was adopted as the limit for any one 

contributor to the total uncertainty. The rationale for this error budget rule-of-thumb is that 

it would take 25 contributors of this value before the root-sum-square (RSS) of the 

contributions would total the requirement. This seems to be a reasonably safe allocation of 

uncertainties. So the requirement for this one contributor would be whatever amount of 

uncertainty in the source and detector polarizations would cause <0.2% uncertainty in the 

BRF value, and the goal would be the amount that would cause <0.1% uncertainty in the 

BRF value. 
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At the time of this analysis, measurement readings for the polarization components 

were not yet available, so to analyze the effect of source and detector polarization on 

uncertainty in the BRF value, it was necessary to use published BRF data and to make 

some assumptions. The data used were those from a RIT report on pressed PTFE 

(Fairchild and Daoust (1987)). Since each BRF polarization component, Pxy- is directly 

proportional to the detector reading for that component, Rxy, it was assumed that the 

values of the BRF components could be used in place of the detector readings in die Clarke 

equations. Substituting varying amounts of polarization bias, (A and B) for the source and 

detector, allowed computation of BRF values as a function of polarization bias. The 

differences of those values from the BRFs computed for lest equipment with no 

polarization bias gave the uncertainty in BRF versus source and/or detector polarization. 

The RTT data used in these calculations were for 60° AOI with 15° AOR and 30° AOR. 

These were interpolated to obtain equivalent results for 60° AOI and 20° AOR. since that is 

very near to the illumination and observation angles used on the MODIS solar diffuser. 

Graphs of the results of this analysis are shown below. 

Figure 3-1. Uncertainty in 60°/20° BRF vs. uncertainty in source polarization 
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Figure 3-2. Uncertainty in 6()°/20° BRF vs. uncertainty in detector polarization 
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Both of these graphs are as near to straight lines as can be determined. The graph 

showing the effect of source polarization has a slope of almost exactly - 0.1, and the slope 

of the detector polarization graph is approximately - 0.12. From these graphs, the 

maximum allowable degrees of source and detector polarization to meet the requirement 

(0.29^ contribution to BRP uncertainty) are determined to be approximately 2AWr and 

1.7% respectively. 

The original source in the scattering goniopolarimeter was a ribbon tilament lamp, not a 

quartz-halogen type. The ribbon filament lamp degree of polarization was measured with 

unpolarized silicon and pyroelectric detectors looking into an integrating sphere. The 

detector assembly degree of polarization was measured with an integrating sphere source 

and bandpass filters. The results of the measurements of polarization were converted to 

values for contributions to the uncertainty in BRP using the graphs above, and those 

results are plotted direcdy below. 
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Figure 3-3. Contributions to BEIF uncenainty from source and detector 
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It should be stfessed here that the uncertainties in this graph are not the tinal result of 

the test; they are what would result from using the source assembly with the ribbon 

filament lamp but without using the Glan-Thompson polarizer, and from using the detector 

assembly without the Wollaston prism. The measured detector assembly polarization was 

suspected to arise not from the detector assembly itseU". but from the filters used on the 

integrating sphere, but the values are so low that it is negligible in any case. However that 

is not the case for the source assembly with the ribbon tilament lamp. As is evident from 

the graph, at wavelengths greater than 900 nm. the error budget allocation of 0.2% would 

be exceeded by the source assembly with the ribbon filament lamp were it to be used 

without the Glan-Thompson polarizer. For this reason, it was decided not to use the test 

equipment without the polarizing prisms, and the test equipment was configured to include 

both the Glan-Thompson and Wollaston prisms to allow measurement of all four 

polarization components. 
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The decision to keep the capability to measure all four polarization components turned 

out, serendipitously, to be especially valuable later, when it became necessary to switch to 

a coiled filament lamp, which has considerably more inherent polarization (on the order of 

10% to 20%, as may be seen in Figure 5-1) than does a ribbon filament lamp. This aspect 

will be discussed in more detail in section 3.2.2. 

3.2 Scattering goniopolarimeter source polarization 

From the analysis above it is obvious that the degree of polarization of both source and 

detector assemblies must be known with a fairly high accuracy, so an effort was made to 

determine how effectively the Glan-Thompson and Wollaston prisms were performing the 

tasks of polarizer and analyzer respectively. One way to determine that they were doing so 

in practice was to see how well they followed the theoretical cosine squared performance 

predicted by the law of Malus, given in equation (2.52). To this end. the detector 

assembly output was measured, at various wavelengths, a) as the detector-Wollaston 

assembly was rotated, and b) as the Glan-Thompson prism was rotated, through the 

available range of angles (180° for the detector-Wollaston assembly and 360° for the Glan-

Thompson prism). 

3.2.1 Fourier analysis of polarizer efficacy 

As a way of quantifying the measured results, the resulting signals were compared to 

an ideal cosine squared function, which, by trigonometric identity, may be represented by 

the cosine of 29, where 0 is the rotation angle. The difficulty here was finding the correct 

cosine function amplitude and phase angle. Since the data were collected in discrete steps, 

it was not possible to tell if any data point actually occurred at ±e peak of the cosine 

squared curve. To find the correct cosine function amplitude, a Fourier analysis was 
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performed on the raw data to obtain the coefficients of the sine and cosine terms in a 

Fourier series. Then an ideal cosine squared function was generated using the amplitudes 

of the Fourier series 20 terms and matched to the phase of the raw data by a uial-and-error 

process on the phase shift. Once the best phase was found, the ideal cosine squared 

function generated using the amplitudes of the Fourier series 20 terms was directly 

compared with the raw data. 

The tlrst comparison method was simply graphical. The raw data and the cosine 

squared functions were plotted together to give a qualitadve indication of the goodness of 

tit of the raw data to an ideal cosine squared fimction. A second comparison method was 

used to obtain a quantitative indication of the goodness of tit. This method was a least-

squares (LS) linear regression on a plot of the normalized raw data versus the value 

computed using the cosine squared function. Graphs demonstrating 450-nm results for the 

two polarizers are shown below. 

Figure 3-4. Law of Malus compared to Glan-Thompson s-component 
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Figure 3-5. Law of Malus and LS fit values vs. Glan-Thompson s-component raw data 
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Figure 3-6. Law of Malus compared to Woliaston prism s-component 
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Figure 3-7. Law of Malus and LS tit values vs. Woliaston prism s-component data 
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The regression coefficients for the LS fits on both the s- and p-components of the two 

prisms are in the following table. 

Table 3-1. Regression coefficients for LS fits for two prisms 

It is evident firom the correlation coefficients in this table, that each prism produced 

very good correlation, indicating that both prisms obey the law of Malus quite well. From 

these results, it was concluded that ±e Glan-Thompson and Wollaston prisms would 

adequately perform their functions of polarizer and analyzer, respectively, in the BRP 

measurements. 

There is one other aspect of the polarizers that must be considered in determining 

whether or not they are suitable in this application. That is their polarization efficiency, 

which is a measure of the degree of polarization of the light that the polarizer passes . In 

the VIS region, the prisms have approximately 1000:1 polarization efficiency, which is the 

equivalent of 99.9% degree of polarization. Thus the measured source or detector degree 

of polarization could be in error by 0.1%. According to Figure 3-2 this would cause an 

uncertainty in the BRF measurement of 0.012%, which is completely insignificant. 

However, the polarizer efficiency decreases with longer wavelengths. It is not measured in 

the SWIR by the manufacturer, but is estimated to be approximately 100:1. So the SWIR 

source or detector degree of polarization could be in error by 1.0%. Using Figure 3-2, this 

would contribute an uncertainty in the BRF measurement at 2100 nm of 0.12%, which is 

within the error budget rule of thumb. The SNR at 2100 nm is not so high as at the other 

Glan-Thompson 
s-component p-component 

correlation 

Wollaston prism 
s-component p-component 

coefficient 0.999808 0.999853 

slope 1.002405 0.999604 

intercept -0.0114 -0.0163 

0.999988 0.999989 

1.001383 0.999671 

-0.0028 -0.0066 
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measurement wavelengths, and 0.12% is only about one-fourth of the 2100-nm 

measurement repeatability (refer to section 5.2.5.3), so this was considered acceptable, 

especially since there really is no other polarizer available that has better polarization 

efficiency in the SWIR, and works as well in the VIS and NIR. 

The ribbon filament lamp that was originally used in the scattering goniopolarimeter 

was later exchanged for a tungsten halogen lamp with a coiled filament. The reasons for 

doing so will be discussed in section 4. i .2. Before deciding to make the switch, it was 

desired to determine the effect of the expected increased polarization of the source, so a 

first-order calculation of the expected degree of polarization of a circular tungsten filament 

was computed, using a method suggested by Jim Young (1996) at SBRS. The figure 

below shows the geometry of the calculation. 

3.2.2 Coiled filament polarization prediction 

Figure 3-8. Geometry used for coiled filament polarization calculation 
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The effective p-polarized and s-polarized emissivities of a cylindrical rod can be 

expressed as: 
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K j l  K / 2  

0 0 

and 
K/2 X/2 

£ s=2 |es((j))d0 = 2 j(l-ps(0))d(i) 
0 0 

where 

e = emissivity 

p = reflectance 

0 = angle of reflectance, or incidence, or emittance. 

And the degree of polarization is then 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

V = H. 
£ 5  + £ p  

(3.3) 

An approximation for the reflectance of a metal may be computed using equations on page 

571 of Jenkins and White {1950), 

and 

Ps(<!>) = 
(N-cos(0))~ + kg-

(N + COS(0))~ + ICq-
(3.4) 

where 

Pp(4>) = 

N-
cos(0) 

+ kn~ 

N + 
COS(0) 

+ kn" 

ko = extinction coefficient = cOJAk 

a = absorption coefficient 

(3.5) 
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X = wavelength 

N = real part of refractive index 

The index of refraction and the absorption coefficient for tungsten at 300K were used 

to compute values for degree of polarization. V. The results varied from about 16% at 400 

nm to 26% at 2100 nm. When the degree of polarization was later measured for the coiled 

filament lamp, the result was approximately 11.7% at 400 nm. and at 2100 nm it was 21%. 

This is reasonably good agreement with the prediction, considering that the actual filament 

is not a straight cylinder but a coiled one. 

To evaluate the effect of the polarization of a coiled filament lamp, the graph in Figure 

3-1 is again useful. First it is obvious that use of this type of lamp without accounting for 

the polarization components would be entirely unacceptable, in that 20% of polarization 

would cause a BRP uncertainty of 2% from this one contributor alone. But it is also 

instructive to consider how much uncertainty might occur from the uncertainty in the 

measured value of source polarization. 

First consider how much uncertainty in the degree of polarization can be allowed if the 

goal for the BRF uncertainty caused by this contributor is 0.2%. From Figure 3-1. a 0.2% 

uncertainty in the BRF would result from a source polarization relative uncertainty of 

2.0%. i.e.. AV/W = 0.02. This means that a 20% source polarization is an acceptable 

amount if the actual value is known within 2% of that amount. If the absolute value of the 

degree of polarization is 20% (= 0.2), then the absolute value of the uncertainty is AV = 

0.02*0.2 = 0.004. This is the maximum allowable absolute uncertainty in the degree of 

polarization. The next paragraph estimates the expected value of this uncertainty. 

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the source polarization measurements was more 

than 1000:1, and the uncertainty in finding the phase shift of the polarizer in the cos(20) 

term of the Fourier decomposition of the polarizer rotation data was estimated to be less 
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than 0.1°. The derivative of the flux, <t> = Oocos(20), is d<I) = -2<I>osin(26)d9. which has 

the steepest slope at 0 = 7^/4. So dOmax/'I'o = 2d0 = 2* 0.1°*k/180 = 3.5x10"^. The 

relative uncertainty in flux at the steepest part of die flux curve is 0.35%. Combining this 

with the uncertainty from the SNR gives a total relative uncertainty in flux of 0.36%. 

Since there are two measured flux terms in the equation for source degree of polarization, 

the total relative uncertainty of the source degree of polarization is AV/V = V2*0.36% = 

0.51%= 0.0051. According to Figure 3- U this uncertainty in the degree of polarization 

would produce an uncertainty contribution of 0.05% to the total BRF uncertainty, which is 

a factor of four smaller than the tolerance of 0.2%. The absolute uncertainty for a 20% 

degree of polarization would be AV = 0.005*0.2 = 0.001, also four times smaller than the 

tolerance on the absolute uncertainty. This indicates that a source polarization of 20% can 

be measured accurately enough so that the source polarization contribution to the total BEIF 

uncertainty is within allowable limits. 

3.3 Source optical configuration 

As the measurements progressed, it became evident that much more energy incident on 

the sample would be needed to achieve a reasonable SNR. The SBRS scattering 

goniopolarimeter was originally configured to measure transmitted or specularly reflected 

energy. A calculation of the expected energy reaching the detector for a transmission type 

test resulted in a value 40,000 times the calculated value for a perfect diffiiser. That is a big 

difference. The dynamic range of the test equipment was not large enough to cover that 

much difference. Even after exchanging the bandpass filters for wider bandwidth filters, 

the SNRs were too low to be usable in the NIR and SWIR. It then became necessary to 

modify the source optical system to achieve higher throughput. An analysis of several 

configuration options, including both imaging illuminators and nonimaging (coliimated) 
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illuminators, was done to determine the optimum choice. This section will only describe 

the method of the analysis. A discussion of the options will be conducted in section 4.1.3. 

3.3.1 Optical system throughput 

The major concern in making a change to the optical system was to increase the 

radiometric throughput. T = AD, since the power delivered to the sample is O = LAi^ (as 

before, L is radiance, A is the illuminated area, and Q. is the projected solid angle). 

The imaging optical system throughput is easily computed by considering the beam that 

illuminates the sample spot. At the sample, the illuminating beam projected solid angle of 

the projection lens as viewed from the sample is 

ae_t=-^ = ^^ (3.6) 
Ler 4Ler 

where 

Ae = area of projection lens exit pupil 

de = diameter of projection lens exit pupil 

Let = distance from the projection lens exit pupil to the target (sample) surface. 

And of course the target spot area is 

A t=^  (3 .7 )  
4 

where 

dt = diameter of target illuminated area, 

so the throughput of an imaging optical system is 

Ti=A,n. . ,=[^^] .  (3.8) 
I 4Let J 
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One option that was considered was a nonimaging system that would deliver a 

collimated beam to the sample by eliminating the second relay lens and the projection lens 

(refer to Figure 2-2). To compute the throughput of such a system, it is easier to consider 

the energy radiated through the field stop. In this case, the system aperture stop would 

have to be a beam limiting aperture on the collimating lens. The throughput of a collimated 

system is 

Tc - AfHc-f -

where 

TTClfCl^ 

V y 
(3.9) 

Af = area of field stop 

Qc-f = projected solid angle of the collimating lens entrance pupil as viewed from 

the field stop 

df = diameter of the field stop 

dc = diameter of the collimating lens aperture stop 

fc = focal length of the collimating lens. 

When considering the nonimaging collimated beam system, caution must be used 

regarding the illuminated spot size. Using a collimated beam diameter of the same size as 

the desired spot will actually produce a much larger spot diameter, because of the field 

angle of the source image at the field stop. The sketch below illustrates this concept. 
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Figure 3-9. On-axis and off-axis collimated ray bundles 
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The design of a collimating illuminator then becomes a trade-off between reasonable values 

for the field angle and the collimated bundle diameter, to achieve a workable system with 

sufficient throughput. 

However, it is not hard to prove that a collimating system with any arbitrary spot 

geometry and opdcs will always have less throughput than an imaging system having the 

same spot geometry and optics. The sketch of an imaging illuminator below is used in the 

proof The first-order notations and sign conventions advocated by Roland Shack will be 

used here. Special care must be taken to use the correct signs of the ray heights and 

angles, and distances between components. 
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Figure 3-10. Imaging illuminator geometry 
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The throughput, T. of an optical system is proportional to the Lagrange Invariant. >k . This 

symbol is not available in all equation editors, so the alternate symbol H will be used. 

T = ( -H 
n 

where 

n = real part of the refractive index 

H = Lagrange Invariant. 

The Lagrange Invariant is 

(3.10) 

where 

H = coy - coy = CO' y' -co' y' 

CO = nu 

u = angle that a ray makes with tlie optical axis 

y = ray height from the optical axis. 

( 3 . 1 1 )  
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and a bar over a symbol indicates that the symbol represents a principal or chief ray. 

whereas a symbol without a bar represents an axial marginal ray. i.e. one that crosses the 

optical axis at the object and image locations and passes through the aperture stop at the 

edge or margin of the stop. Unprimed symbols are used for object space rays and primed 

symbols are used for image space rays. This analysis will be concerned with rays at the 

object and the image locations only. For the object and image in air. n = l.O. so the 

refractive index will not be shown in the remaining equations. Referring now to the 

imaging illuminator, the marginal ray height at the image is zero, y' = 0. and the principal 

ray height is the image height. The marginal ray angle is the numerical aperaire. co' = NA. 

For the imaging system, designated by the subscript "i." the Lagrange Invariant, written at 

the image, for the rays as shown in Figure 3-10 above, is 

Notice that, for the rays chosen here, both the marginal ray angle and the principal ray 

height at the image are negative values, so Hj for these two rays is negative. Using for 

the image spot radius (a positive value) in the figure. 

Hi = -co' y'. (3.12) 

(3.13) 

From the figure. 

(3.14) 

where 

ye = exit pupil diameter 

r = distance from second principal plane to image. 
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Substitution gives 

H-=-^ .  (3 .15)  
' !• 

Now the same treatment will be applied to a coilimating illuminator for the same pair of 

rays originating at the object. A sketch showing the pertinent ray heights and angles 

follows. 

Figure 3-11. Coilimating illuminator geometry 
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At the object, the marginal ray is zero, so the coilimating system Lagrange Invariant is 

H,. =-coy. (3.16) 

Notice once again that He is negative, since both marginal ray angle and the principal ray 

height are positive at the image. The principal ray height is 
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y=col (3.17) 

where 

1 = distance from the first principal plane to the object = negative of lens etl. 

The image and object space principal ray angles are equal. 

(0 = 0)'. (3.18) 

and the image space principal ray angle is 

co' = ^. (3.19) 
!• 

Using (3.17) through (3.19) 

y=coI = ^. (3.20) 

From Figure 3-11. 

V  V  
0) = ^ = -^. (3.21) 

Substitution of (3.21) and (3.20) into (3.16) gives 

Hc=-a)y = ̂ . (3.22) 
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From Figure 3-11, the spot size is 

rs =-y'+ye- (3.23) 

So 

y' =ye -fs- (3.24) 

Substituting into (3.22), and using (3.15) gives 

H - yey' ^ ye(ye-fs) ^ 
C  f t  | (  

ye" (3.25) 
r r 11 r 

Notice that fg > ye- If not, either the beam is not collimated or the source vanishes. Since 

Ts > ye, the absolute value of ye-/I' is smaller than the absolute value of Hi. Therefore, 

equation (3.25) says that He is a smaller negative number than Hj. So a collimating system 

with any arbitrary spot geometry and optics will always have less throughput than an 

imaging system using the same spot geometry and optics. For this reason, trading off 

beam and source diameters of a collimating system design using the available optics was 

not pursued further, and an imaging design was adopted. 

Referring back to equation (3.8) for the throughput of an imaging illuminator, it is 

obvious that the way to maximize the energy on die sample spot is to maximize the spot 

size and the aperture stop size, and to minimize the distance from the projection lens to the 

sample. The way that this process was carried out and the outcome are described in some 

detail in discussions of the equipment improvements in Chapter 4. 
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3.3.2 Stops and prevention of vignetting 

Using the results of the previous section, an imaging illuminator system can be 

designed that maximizes the energy on the sample spot. However the system must be 

configured to avoid vignetting, or the ideal throughput will not be achieved because energy 

from the source radiating area will not be fully transmitted. For this reason, a first-order 

(paraxial) ray trace of each option, including all stops and clear apertures, was also done to 

verify that the design configuration avoided vignetting. The paraxial ray trace was applied 

to the limiting edge rays. i.e. the marginal rays emanating from the edge of the source, as 

well as to the principal ray and the axial marginal ray. to define the baffles and glare stops 

in the system so that vignetting would be avoided. A spreadsheet was developed to do the 

acmai paraxial ray trace, and was easily applied to each proposed design. Again, more 

discussion of the results of this analysis may be found in the discussion of the equipment 

improvements in the next chapter. 

3.4 Alignment tolerances 

One of the traits of the optical system that can affect the measurement accuracy is the 

misalignment of the optical elements. Of the optical elements, the polarizing prisms were 

the most likely to produce measurement uncertainties. The alignment of the sample to the 

optical beam and to the detector assembly is also of significant importance to the total BEIF 

uncertainty. 

3.4.1 Polarizing prism alignment 

The most critical of the optical element alignments were those of the polarizing prisms, 

because the prisms rotate during the course of a measurement. All of the other elements do 

not move, so even if they are misaligned, their transmission will not change during a 
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measurement. But if the prisms are misaligned, the ray angles on the other elements will 

change, and more importantly, the degree of polarization will change. If the ray angles on 

the filters change, the bandpass wavelengths will also change, but the wavelength 

sensitivity of PTFE BRF is very slight. In fact, the 45°/0° ERF values measured at NIST 

were all the same, at all wavelengths from 400 nm to 1800 nm. The variation of degree of 

polarization with angle was used to establish an alignment tolerance for the prisms. Figure 

3-12 below gives the geometry for the equations used in the analysis. 

Figure 3-12. Transmission through a medium with plane-parallel surfaces 

Snell's law of refraction applied to the two surfaces is 

n i s in (e i )  =  n2s in (02)  (3.26) 

and 

n2sin(6'2) = n3sin(63). (3.27) 

If the surfaces are parallel, 0'2 = 02. so 

ni sin(6i) = n3 sin(03). (3.28) 

and 
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0 , = 0 3 .  (3.29) 

The Fresnel amplitude transmission coefficients are equations (4.35) and (4.41) on 

page 74 of Hecht and Zajac (1979). 

E ^ ^ot 
, E , \ *^01 y 

Zn j  cosGj  

5  n j  cosGj+nf  cos9 t  
(3.30) 

••P 
•^E ^ *^01 
, E • , V "^01 y 

2n i  cosGj  

n ;  cos6 t  +n t  cosS j  
(3.31) 

where Eq  is the incident electric field amplimde. and the subscripts "t" and "i" represent 

transmitted and incident energy respectively. Applying these equations to the geometry in 

Figure 3-12. 

F ^ Eoi 

V ^ol J s  
-  k z  -

2n i  COS01  

ni cos9i +n2 cosbt 
(3.32) 

Epz l  _  ,  _  2n|Cos9| 

Eol J„ ni cos 02 +n2 cos01 
(3.33) 

' F ^ ^o3 

V ^o2 /s 
- ts3 = 

2nT COS0T 

n2 cos 02+ n3 cos 03 
(3.34) 

^q3 

vEo2y  
= tnl = 2nT COS0T 

n2cos03  +  n3cos02  
(3.35) 
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The amplitude transmission coefficients from medium 1 to medium 3 are 

^03 
F V *^0 1 y 

=  ( l  
l e  

o3 to2 

o2 / 
= ts3^2 (3.36) 

V ^ol 

and 

-o3 

V ^Ol J 

^o3 

1,^02 

\  / f  ^  ^o2 

^Eo i ;  
= t p3tp2- (3.37) 

The transmittance is given on p. 79 of Hecht and Zajac (1979) as 

T = nt COS0J 

^ nj cosSj 
(3.38) 

Applying (3.38) for both surfaces gives 

T = n3COS03 

n2 COS62 

1  
^3 

n-) COS0-) 

n iCOS0 

~ i  1 1  
^2 - ts3 ts2 (3.39) 

1 y 

and similarly 

~ ^p3 ^p2 • (3.40) 

If the incident light is unpolarized, there is equal energy in each component, so 

tip = i-is = Y 

and 

f tp  =  f ipTp  =  ^Tp  (3 .42)  

and 
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<j)-
cb, = d) T = —T ^ts ^ts ^ is (3.43) 

so that the total transmittance is 

<t): 0 :  
(3.44) 

Recall the definition of degree of polarization from above 

^pol ^unpol 

max 

max 

(3.45) 

Also recall that in the SBRS scattering goniometer, the p-component of transmitted light is 

greater than the s-component. so the maximum will occur for the p-component and the 

minimum will occur for the s-component. which implies 

The values of index of refraction for calcite may be found in the Handbook of Optics 

(Driscoll (1978)) page 7-78. The highest value of refractive index at any VIS to SWIR 

wavelength is less than 1.70 (for the ordinary ray). The higher the index of refraction, the 

greater the difference in Tp and Ts, so the larger the degree of polarization. Using n = 1.70 

in equation (3.46) gives the following graph for the maximum of versus of 9i, 

^  ^  ̂ tp -^ t s  ^  2 P 2 ' ̂  "^p-Ts 

0 P 1 ^ 

(3.46) 
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Figure 3-13. Effect of alignment uncertainty for polarizing prisms 
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From this graph it is evident that the BRF uncertainty will not be very sensitive to prism 

misalignment. As an example, assume that the Glan-Thompson prism were positioned 

with its normal five degrees from the optical axis. That would cause a change in degree of 

polarization of less than ±i).2%. which would in turn (using Figure 3-1 once again) cause 

an uncertainty in BEIF of less than 0.04% , an insignificant amount compared to other 

sources of uncertainty. So the alignment tolerance was set at less than five degrees. In fact 

it was set at one degree, since such an alignment is easily accomplished. 

3.4.2 Sample alignment 

The predominate angular alignment contribution to the uncertainty in the BRF 

measurements comes from the sample alignment accuracy. The uncertainty budget 

allocation for this alignment derives from the uncertainty inu^oduced at large viewing 

angles. Recall that the BRF at angles other than the reference angle is proportional to the 

cosine of the angle of viewing, AOV, [refer to equation (2.28)]. 
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The largest observation angle used in any of the tests was 60°. The 0.2% contribution 

rule-of-thumb applied here means that the largest angle uncertainty should be 

A0 < cos"' (1.002 cos 60°) - 60° = 0.066°. {3.47) 

This was rounded to 0.05° for the sample and MSDA alignment accuracy requirement. The 

MSDA BRP characterization procedure (Walker and Pavlov (1997)) provides the method 

of achieving this alignment accuracy. After that alignment procedure has been performed, 

the contribution to BRP uncertainty is less than 0.2%. 

3.5 Elimination of detector assembly vignetting 

A considerable amount of preliminary work was done to verify that the test equipment 

was performing properly long before NIST measurements on the NIST reference standard 

(NRS) were completed. With no standard traceable to NIST available, the next best 

material on which to compare measurements was pressed Pl lrh.. The Fl ht available at 

SBRS was Halon. The measured BRF was compared to the data in the e.xtensive RIT 

report (Fairchild and Daoust (1987)). Unfortunately, even after several weeks of 

measurements the SBRS results were not close to agreement with the RIT data (refer to the 

figure below for typical results). 
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Figure 3-14. BRF of rough Halon at 60° AOI 
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It was suspected at the time that surface roughness effects were the major cause of the 

discrepancies, mainly because the SBRS samples were prepared according to the method 

recommended by NIST (Barnes and Hsia (1995)). using a piece of 150 grit sandpaper. 

That is pretty rough sandpaper. It leaves indentations in the PTFE that are easily 

discernible by eye, in almost any lighting. The RIT data were obtained using PTFE that 

was pressed to a much smoother surface. Several other samples were prepared with 

varying degrees of roughness, and the measurements on them gave results that varied by as 

much as 10% over the same range of angles. It began to look like surface roughness 

variations would make it nearly impossible to use pressed PTFE as a reference for this 

measurement. Fortunately, a short time later, the NIST measurement results on the 

Spectralon NRS became available, so the measurements could be made on the same 

sample, without the complications of surface differences. Later, about half of the 

difference between SBRS and RIT measurements was found to arise from a vignetting 

problem in the detector assembly. This was determined after quite a few measurements 

were conducted on the NRS. 
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Initial measurements on the NRS did give better agreement with the NIST 

measurements than had been achieved in comparing to RTT data for the pressed PTFE. But 

the accuracy was still woefully inadequate to measure the MSDA with 1% uncertainty. 

Some typical early results are in the following graph. 

Figure 3-15. Early BRF comparison to NIST measurements 
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Eventually the major cause of the discrepancies between SBRS and NIST measurements 

were traced to detector assembly vignetting. 

3.5.1 Identification of problem 

It was mentioned above that the detector views an area on the sample surface that is 

considerably larger than the illuminated spot size. Because of this the detector signal is 

very sensitive to su^ay light that hits the sample surface area. In considering whether or not 

such stray light could be contributing differing amounts to the detector as the detector view 

angle changed, and consequently how the view of the sample spot itself changed with view 

angle, it became apparent that vignetting by the detector baffle masks could affect the signal 

in just the way that was being observed. The reason for this is that the sample spot is 
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foreshortened as the detector view angle increases, so the percentage of sampled spot area 

that was not vignetted was getting larger with increasing detector view angle. The figure 

below illustrates this effect. 

Figure 3-16. Foreshortening of sample surface as detector view angle increases 

Two apertures determine the size of the vignetted and unvignetted areas on the sample 

surface. These are the detector assembly iris apermre stop and the detector mounting 

aperture. The figure below schemadcally demonstrates the effect these apertures have on 

the sampled area. The Wollaston prism baffles are there to prevent stray off-axis light from 

bouncing off the prism walls and thereby reaching the detector. 
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Figure 3-17. Detector assembly vignetting 
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There are three regions within the image of the detector on the sample surface that are 

affected by detector assembly vignetting. These are identified on the drawing as a) the 

unvignetted sample area, b) the partially vignetted sample area, and the fully vignetted 

sample area. If the illuminated spot is larger than the unvignetted sample area at zero 

degrees viewing angle, then the detector signal will increase disproportionately as the 

detector view angle increases because of the decreased vignetting that occurs as the sample 

spot foreshortening increases. But if the illuminated spot is not larger than the unvignetted 

sample area, then vignetting has no detrimental effect on the detector signal as the view 

angle changes. 

3.5.2 First-order calculation 

A paraxial ray trace was used to determine which of the situations was in effect when 

the possibility of vignetting was discovered; results indicated that the spot size was indeed 

larger than the imvignetted sample area at zero degrees viewing angle. Another first-order 
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calculation was done to determine approximately how much the vignetting was acmally 

affecting the measurement results. This was a correlation computation of the overlapping 

area of two circles as their centers are displaced from each other. This is essentially the 

same as a "cat's-eye" diagram computation that the commercial ray trace programs do. It is 

also the same as a calculation of the modulation transfer function (MTF) of an ideal 

diffraction limited optical system. The circle diameters of the detector assembly iris 

aperture stop and the detector collecting lens mounting aperture were used to compute the 

projected overlapping area on the sample as the detector view changed from 0° to 60°. The 

resulting increase in overlapped area for the 60° AOI sample spot size was approximately 

10%. The variation of SBRS BRF measurements from those of NIST over that range of 

viewing angles was approximately 10% to 12%. and in the correct direction (BRF 

increasing with view angle). This was considered to be excellent agreement for a first-

order calculation, and indicated that some effort to adjust the geometry to avoid vignetting 

was warranted. 

3.5.3 Optimization and validadng measurements 

The paraxial ray trace was used in conjunction with die circle correlation computation to 

optimize the detector stop sizes. It was obvious that the iris aperture could be stopped 

down to the point that the illuminated spot would be smaller than the unvignetted sample 

area, but reducing the aperture also reduced the detector signal. So it was important to 

make the iris aperture stop diameter as large as possible without vignetting. The 

fu-st-order calculation using the paraxial ray trace dimensions predicted that a 6.3 mm 

diameter on the iris aperture stop would be the largest that could be used without 

vignetting. Several validation measurements were conducted to be sure that the prediction 

was correct, since it was cmcial to assure that no vignetting would occur. The results of 
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those calculations and measurements are plotted in the following graph. This also shows 

excellent agreement between the calculation and the measurements. 

Figure 3-18. Vignetting of illuminated spot 
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Based on these data, the detector aperture stop size for a 19 mm diameter spot, was chosen 

to be 5.3 mm. Later it was determined that the maximum spot size that could be used was 

14.3 mm. so the detector aperture stop size was opened up to 6.3 mm. The reasons for 

this action are discussed in section 4.1.4. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EQUIPMENT IMPROVEMENTS 

4.1 Optical 

This section will present a discussion of the changes made in the optical portion of the 

SBRS test equipment and give the rationale for making the changes, often making use of 

the analytical methods described in Chapter 3. Most of the changes were made to improve 

the SNR of the measurement readings, and they progressed from those changes that were 

minimally invasive to some that were quite extensive. Test equipment moditlcadons were a 

team effort, and included many suggestions by Mike Pavlov and Jim Young at SBRS. 

4.1.1 Spectral filters 

Some of the easiest optical components to replace in the source assembly were the 

spectral bandpass filters. The filters that were originally in use were narrow bandpass 

(10 nm). These were used to provide a well defined wavelength, and because the 

transmission and specular reflection measurements had much more energy directed to the 

detector than do diffuse reflectance measurements. Wider spectral bandwidths not only 

provide a less well defined measurement wavelength, but they also can allow spectral 

content of the source and of the system responsivity to tend to displace the waveband 

centroid from the waveband center. This can be deceptive if the UUT reflectance is a 

highly sensitive function of wavelength. Fortunately, in the case of most of the materials 

measured in this project, the exact opposite is true, over a wide range of wavelengths. The 

hemispherical reflectance of PTFE varies only shghtly (< 1%) with wavelength from 400 

nm to 1800 nm (Weidner and Hsia (1981), Weidner et al., (1985)). At 2100 nm it is 

down by only about 3% (ibid.).So wider bandwidth filters would not have any significant 

deleterious effects for these measurements, and they were therefore employed to increase 
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the in-band energy at each wavelength. Refer to the table below for some specific 

characteristics of the wavebands. The 1680-nm filter was a spare from the Enhanced 

Thematic Mapper (ETM) stock; this waveband is sometimes called the 1700-nm band in 

this dissertation. 

Table 4-1. MSDA BRP Bandpass Filters 

Center Bandwidth, nm Manufacturer Out-of-band Out-of-band 

Wavelength, nm FWHM rejection, max blocked range 

400 50 Oriel 0.01% X-ray to far IR 

500 50 Oriel 0.01% X-ray to far IR 

600 50 Oriel 0.01% X-ray to far DR. 

700 70 Oriel 0.01% X-ray to far IR 

900 70 OCLI <0.01% 10 nm - 4000 nm 

1680 200 OCLI <0.001% 300 nm - 30,000 nm 

2100 100 OCU <0.01% 300 nm - 30.000 nm 

Unfortunately, the 2100-nm waveband suffers from the effect mentioned above, in 

which the source and detector assemblies' spectral characteristics affect the waveband 

centroid. The actual filter that was used is a stock part with a minimum of 80% 

transmittance. It has a 500-nm EWHM bandwidth centered at 2300 nm. However, the 

transmission of the two polarizing prisms is very poor in that region. An analysis was 

done to compute the total transmittance of the source and detector optical paths, plus the 

effect of the spectral output of the lamp. The source was modeled as a 3300 K graybody. 

The spectral absorption of the optical elements was computed for 24 mm of fused silica and 

12 mm of BK7 optical glass. The Glan-Thompson prism was modeled by 63 mm of 

calcite spectral absorption for the extraordinary ray (e-ray), and the Wollaston prism was 
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modeled as 25 mm of ordinary ray (o-ray) absorption and 25 mm of e-ray absorption. The 

2300-nm filter itself was modeled as a nearly square band pass filter of 80<yir transmittance. 

The resulting transmittance in the waveband is definitely not flat. The centroid of the 

resulting spectral transmittance function was computed to be 2112 nm, which was rounded 

to 2100 nm. The average transmittance between 2025 nm and 2575 nm was calculated to 

be approximately 5.0%. The equivalent bandwidth of a square bandpass filter of the same 

peak value was computed to be 100 nm. This equivalent spectral band of 100 nm 

bandwidth centered at 2100 nm is the one that is used when referring to measurements in 

the longest wavelength band. The figure below shows both actual transmittance and the 

equivalent spectral bandpass filter. 

Figure 4-1. Nominal 230()-nm spectral bandpass filter 
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4.1.2 Tungsten halogen lamp 

After making hundreds of measurements during the efforts to increase the scattering 

goniopolarimeter accuracy, it was apparent that the ribbon filament lamp was not likely to 
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last long enough to finish all the measurements for the program. Since there was only one 

spare ribbon filament lamp available, a DZE quartz halogen lamp, for which there were 

many spares, was suggested as an alternate. The quartz-halogen lamp has the advantage of 

a slightly higher filament temperature. 3300 K rather than 3000 K. so it provides slightly 

more energy than the ribbon filament lamp. The following table indicates the expected 

signal-to-noise improvement ratio for the 3300 K filament as compared to the 3000 K 

filament. 

Table 4-2. Improvement in SNR for a quartz-halogen lamp with a 3300 K filament 

There are two possible disadvantages of the quartz-halogen lamp: 1) the image of the 

coiled filament on the sample is not as uniform as the ribbon filament, and 2) the coiled 

filament has more polarization than the ribbon filament. Since the detector is underfilled 

the uniformity would not be a problem unless reflectance of the sample itself were not 

uniform over the spot area. Even though the materials measured for this study were 

expected to be fairly uniform spatially, the image of the lamp filament was slightly 

defocused to make the irradiance more uniform. The effect of the increased polarization of 

the coiled filament was discussed in section 3.2.2. By measuring the degree of 
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polarization of the source with an accuracy better than 2%. the effect of the increase in 

polarization was rendered insignificant. 

4.1.3 Source collimated relay 

TTie original imaging optics in the source assembly had no collimating relay (refer to the 

sketch in Figure 2-3). Instead it used a 100-mm efl camera lens to image the (first) field 

stop onto the sample with the filters and the Glan-Thompson prism between the 100-mm 

lens and the sample. To prevent overfilling the filters and the Glan-Thompson prism, a 

14.3-mm diameter apermre stop was placed just before the filter wheel. Equation (3.3) 

may be used to compute the throughput for this system, with the following dimensions: 

dt = diameter of target illuminated area = 14.3 mm 

de = diameter of projection lens exit pupil = 14.3 nim 

Let = distance from the projection lens exit pupil to the target (sample) surface = 

147 cm. 

For these values equation (3.3) gives a throughput of 1.19 x 10'*^ cm--sr. 

A collimating relay system like the one in Figure 2-2 was first proposed with a larger 

diameter projection lens (75-mm diameter. 250-mm efl). This system would have the 

following dimensions: 

dt = 14.3 mm 

de = 71 mm 

Let = 130 cm. 

For these values equation (3.3) gives a throughput of 3.8 x 10'^ cm--sr. This system 

would put 32 times more energy in the illuminated spot. Unhappily, as is so often the 

case, cost and, especially, schedule constraints prevented acquisition of the 75-mm 

diameter lens, and the decision was taken to improvise with optical elements that were 



already on hand. The system described in Figure 2-2 was the outcome of that stratagem. 

Its dimensions are: 

dt = 14.3 mm 

de = 44.5 mm 

Let = 130 cm. 

For these values equation (3.3) gives a throughput of 1.48 .x 10'^ cm^-sr. Even though its 

throughput is 2.5 times smaller than the proposed system, it is nevertheless 12.5 times 

larger than that of the original system. That is still a considerable improvement. 

After the source optical system was reconfigured to that of Figure 2-2, and the whole 

system realigned, signals were measured to determine the actual gain provided by the 

higher throughput system. The measured signal-to-noise ratio was nine times higher than 

it had been before the modifications were incorporated. This was considered good 

agreement with the 12.5 times prediction, and also an indication that things had gone back 

together correctly. 

4.1.4 Optimization of spot size and detector aperture stop diameter 

In the deliberation of the options for a revised optical system, the magnification of the 

source assembly was also considered. As is evident in equation (3.3), the throughput is 

directly proportional to the illuminated spot size, so maximizing spot size was also of some 

importance. However, not much improvement could be achieved here. A larger spot 

diameter (19 mm) that still satisfied the vignetting requirement discussed in section 3.5.3 

was tried initially, but it was determined that a 19-mm spot size limited the AOI for small 

samples, like the NRS, to values less than 60°. This limit occurred because the mask on 

the hole in the sample holding plate would interfere with the beam, partially blocking the 

spot illumination at AOIs greater them 60°. For this reason, the spot diameter of 14.3 mm 
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was adopted. There was a slight compensation available, though. The smaller spot size 

allowed the detector aperture to be opened slightly to 6.3-mm diameter in agreement with 

the analysis and measurements of section 3.5.3. Earlier, the apermre had been reduced 

slightly below 6.3 mm because the measurements with a 19-mm diameter spot indicated 

very slight detector vignetting (see Figure 3-18). A calculation with the I4.3-mm diameter 

spot and the 6.3-mm diameter detector aperture predicted less than 0.1% vignetting. A 

subsequent measurement indicated that if any vignetting did occur, it was hidden in the 

measurement noise. 

4.1.5 Stray light reduction 

Considerable effort was expended in the elimination of stray light. Two characteristics 

of the detector assembly make it particularly susceptible to stray light. One is the 

underfilling of the detector with the illumination spot: this allows light striking the sample 

surface on a rather large area outside the spot to be imaged onto the detector. The second is 

the use of the detectors without having spectral filters on them. This makes the detector 

sensitive to a wide range of stray light wavelengths, if any unfiltered chopped light from 

the source escapes from the sotu-ce assembly. This could have been remedied by putting 

the filter wheel directly in front of the detectors, but since the detector assembly is rotated 

on a long arm, weight and space constraints prevented this being done. 

Some of the methods to avoid stray light problems have been mentioned already, for 

instance, shrouds enclosing the source and detector assemblies, and the use of several 

baffles in those assemblies. Furthermore, other efforts significantly reduced stray light in 

four major areas, 1) light generated from other equipment in the room, 2) light leaking into 

the room from extemal areas 3) multiple reflections of light from the source, and 4) 

multiple reflections of the source light on the sample. 
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The measurements were conducted remotely so that the local computer monitor could 

be turned off, and the LIAs were programmed to turn off all panel lights during data 

collection. Panel or internal lights on other sources in the room were also thoroughly 

covered. Inspection with all lights out revealed that external light was leaking into the 

room through cracks in the comer joints of the walls and ceiling, and also around the door 

frame. These were sealed entirely to make die room "light tight". 

The multiple reflections from optical surfaces within the source assembly were 

identified using small aperoires along the light path, and eliminated by placing baffles 

between the projection lens and the sample at critical locations. The multiple reflections 

from the sample itself were more difficult to identify and eliminate. Since the samples are 

high reflectance diffusers, almost all of the light is reflected back into the room from the 

surface. This light can then be reflected again from the room structures and, though 

reduced in amplitude, find its way back onto the sample surface area — not just the spot 

area but all of the larger area imaged by the detector. Black curtains were placed around the 

walls and diffuse black materials were placed over the NRC table and rotary stages to help 

reduce this reflected light level. Also, black velvet fabric and black pad material, 

made by Rippey Corporation, were employed to cover the sample holding plate and all of 

the portions of the sample yoke and other mounting structures that could be viewed by the 

detector. 

Measurements were made to evaluate the effectiveness of these actions. The source 

beam was expanded to illuminate an area 40 cm in diameter at the sample surface. A 

temporary obscuration was placed in front of the detector that just blocked the spot 

illumination, but not the rest of the area imaged by the detector. Before the placement of 

the absorbing black diffuse materials on the sample yoke and holding plate, white light 

detector readings were recorded with the obscuration removed. Then the obscuration was 
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put into position and white light detector readings were again recorded. The obscured 

readings were 13% of the unobscured readings. When the same measurements were 

repeated with the normal spot size (14.3-nim diameter), the obscured readings were 

approximately 0.2% of the unobscured readings. 

Next the absorbmg black diffuse materials were installed on the sample yoke and 

holding plate, and the readings repeated. The new obscured readings for the expanded 

beam were <4% of the unobscured readings, indicating a reduction in light reflected from 

the sample holding fixnire by a factor of three or more. The obscured readings for the 

normal spot size were indiscernible firom readings taken with the source lamp off. and 

estimated to be less than 0.05% of the unobscured readings. 

Readings before and after sealing the room and installation of the curtains indicated a 

reduction of stray light fi-om approximately 0.25% to a level too low to measure, again 

judged to be less than 0.05% of the lowest signal levels, which occur at large AOR values. 

At this point stray light was considered to be an insignificant contributor to BRF 

measurement uncertainty. 

4.2 Electrical 

There was far too much electrical noise in the amplifier outputs at the outset, enough 

that even with the high signal-to-noise improvement ratios achieved with the LIAs. the 

measurements were much too noisy to be useful at 400 nm and all wavelengths in the NIR 

and SWIR. Several avenues were pursued to improve the SNRs in those regions. 

4.2.1 Cables and grounding 

The scattering goniopolarimeter uses several stage controllers with digital switching 

power supplies. These supplies radiate a lot of high frequency noise. To keep that high 
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frequency radiation from finding its way into the amplifier signals, special attention was 

given to the shielding of cables and amplifiers, and especially to the grounding of all 

electrical components. The grounding scheme was reworked several times over a period of 

about three weeks, to get as near as possible to a single point ground having no ground 

loops. This reduced the pickup a great deal; in fact, noise was eventually reduced in the 

NIR and SWIR amplifiers by a factor of 40 from the original configuration. 

4.2.2 SWIR detectors 

Initial SWIR testing was done using TEC indium arsenide (InAs) detectors, but the 

SNR with those detectors was never better than about 20 to 40. This was attributable 

partly to the small amount of energy that was passed in the 2lOO-nm band, and partly to the 

instability of the TEC on the detectors. The detectors were mounted in such a tight package 

that it was not possible to attach a heat sink to the base of the detector where the TEC is 

mounted, so the heat transfer to the mounting was not adequate to properly cool the InAs 

detectors. This caused the temperature controller to cycle continuously, never reaching 

stable operation. The responsivity of InAs detectors is very sensitive to temperature, so 

temperature instability caused noisy detector operation. Because of the time that it would 

have taken to redesign the detector platform, the InAs detectors were instead replaced with 

lead sulfide (PbS) TEC detectors in the same package, because the responsivity of PbS 

detectors is much less sensitive to temperature variations than that of the InAs detectors. 

This improved the SNR in the 2100-nm waveband to approximately 125, which was, at 

least, adequate for making measurements, even though it was far lower than for the other 

wavebands. 
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4.2.3 Optimization of chopping frequency 

Most of the electrical pickup noise in the detector preamplifiers was in the kilo-Hertz 

(kHz) range, so the preamplifier frequency response was limited to lower frequencies to 

reduce the amplification of those kHz frequencies. It is also desirable to stay away from 

multiples of the power line frequency (60 Hz). A series of measurements was made to 

determine the SNR (average of 10 LIA readings divided by the standard deviation) versus 

chopping frequency. Results indicated that the SNR was essentially constant for chopping 

frequencies from 10 Hz to about 200 Hz. and decreased for higher frequencies. It would 

seem on die surface that any frequency in the 10 Hz to 200 Hz range would work equally 

well, but that is not the whole story. Many of the measurements were made at a very low 

voltage range on the LIAs. When the LIAs are operating with the very large gain needed 

for the low ranges, the LIA preamplifiers are subject to saturation by the electrical noise of 

the detector preamplifiers over a very wide range of frequencies. So it is an advantage to 

reduce the detector preamplifier noise as low as possible at all frequencies not needed to 

amplify the signal. This is most easily accomplished by using a signal of low frequency 

and reducing the detector preamplifier bandwidth as much as possible. The -3dB 

frequency of the PbS amplifier high pass filter was 10 Hz, so a frequency slightly above 

that. 16.7 Hz, was selected as the chopping frequency. Just as a safety precaution, this 

frequency was chosen so it would not be a whole fraction of 60 Hz, so no interference by 

higher orders or beat frequencies can occur with the power line frequency, and the 60 Hz 

and 120 Hz notch filters in the LIAs can be used without decreasing the signal amplitude. 

4.2.4 Opdmization of preamplifier bandwidths 

Once the chopping frequency had been chosen, it was possible to optimize the detector 

preamplifier bandwidths to minimize the electronic noise. The preamplifier bandwidths for 
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the NIR and SWIR detectors were limited, or "rolled off," as low as could be done without 

reducing the signal. Fourier analysis of a square wave indicates that the sum of the first 

seven multiples of the fiindamental frequency will reproduce the square wave with an error 

of 1%. Of course the square wave does not have to be reproduced exactly. Even if the 

amplifier frequency response were limited to the fundamental, the resulting sine wave 

output could be used in a relative measurement to represent the signal strength. The 

problem that may arise is that the amplified signal amplitude can change if anything 

changes the frequency response. This can occur if the feedback resistor value, or perhaps 

more likely the bandwidth limiting capacitance, changes with time or temperature, or any 

thing else. For this reason it is much safer to provide a bandwidth that reproduces the 

square wave with good accuracy, hence the factor of seven rule-of-thumb. To be sure that 

the square wave would be reproduced with high accuracy, a frequency response of twice 

the nominal factor of seven was chosen, so the -3dB frequencies for the NIR and SWIR 

detectors were set at approximately 235 Hz. The PMT preamplifiers were located very 

close to the detectors and far from the other radiating electronics, so they were very 

insensitive to electrical pickup, and did not need to have their bandwidths limited. Several 

tests were done with all the preamplifiers to verify that their bandwidth limits were not 

having a deleterious effect on the signal, and also that further reductions in bandwidth did 

not improve the noise reduction appreciably. 

4.2.5 Electrical power monitoring 

It takes a long time to make a set of BRF measurements, especially considering the 

preparation and calibration of the test equipment. This means that the source lamp 

accumulates many hours of "on time." All lamps have a finite useful life. The 

recommended lifetime for DZE lamps is 100 hours. This can be extended a bit by 
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operating them below their I50-W rating for setup activities, but quartz halogen lamps 

should not be used too much below their nominal rating. When they are not up to 

operating temperamre, the halogen cycle that scrubs the mngsten off the quartz envelope is 

not active and tungsten will accumulate on the envelope. This decreases the transmission 

of the envelope and changes the filament resistance, so the radiant output of the lamp 

changes. 

Even when a quartz halogen lamp is run at recommended power output the lamp output 

will begin to change after a period of time. This starts slowly and increases as time goes 

on. So it is a good practice to have a way to detect these lamp changes. At first the test 

equipment was configured to monitor the lamp current with every reading, to verify 

constant lamp output. But as the lamp begins to fail, the filament resistance changes, and a 

constant current source will adjust the output voltage accordingly to keep the current fixed. 

This changes the electrical power input to the lamp and therefore the radiant power output 

too. A current monitor alone is not able to detect these changes, so a lamp voltage monitor 

was added. This effectively allows monitoring the lamp power. The percentage change in 

the lamp radiant output at 400 nm is approximately ten times the percentage change in the 

lamp electrical power, so the allowable tolerance on power is nominally set at 0.03%. 

When this is exceeded the data are deemed invalid and a new lamp is installed. 

4.2.6 Background subtraction 

Just in case there is any stray light, and also to account for any offset that may exist in 

the elecuical signals, a background reading is made before each set of readings of the four 

polarization components, and that background reading is subtracted from each subsequent 

reading. The background reading, like all the other readings, is programmed into the 

controlling software. To execute the background reading, the filter wheel is used as a 
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shutter by commanding it to rotate to a position between filters. For the VIS and NIR 

detectors, the background readings were on the order of 0.1% of the signals or less. For 

the SWIR detectors, the background readings were typically 1% to 2% of the signals. 

4.3 Mechanical 

The mechanical configuration of the SBRS scattering goniopolarimeter was well 

established before the stan of the effort to measure BRF of diffuse materials, and served 

well as such. The only additions made here were concerned with detector cooling, with the 

goal being improved SNRs. 

4.3.1 Gaseous nitrogen cooling 

The TECs on the Ge and PbS detectors generate a moderate amount of heat, as much as 

30 Watts, and the detector assembly is Mly enclosed. This causes the temperature to rise 

inside the enclosure, and decreases die heat sinking capability of the detector mounts. A 

fan would not be desirable in the detector assembly because of vibration, and the extra 

electrical wiring would add to the risk of electrical pickup. Instead a hose connected to a 

nitrogen gas (N2) line was installed on the detector arm and mounted to blow onto the 

backs of the two detectors in use at any one time. The flow of N2 is controlled with a flow 

rate meter. The optimum flow rate was found by trial and error. 

4.3.2 Detector heat sinking 

As mentioned earlier, the detector mounting did not have space for heat sinks on the 

TEC detector backs, so the side walls of the detector cans acted as the heat sink path. This 

being the case, special care was taken to make the thermal resistance between the sides of 

the detector can and the detector mounting block as low as possible. To accomplish this. 
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indium shims were tightly placed between the sides of the detector can and the detector 

mounting block, and thermal conducting grease was used to fill any gaps that might have 

been left. 
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CHAPTERS 

CALffiRATION 

After the scattering goniopoiarimeter configuration had been made final and all 

characterizations were done to verify that it was working as it should (see section 7.1). a 

sequence of calibration measurements was performed. The quantitative results of these 

calibrations were required for two applications. First, the source and detector polarization 

bias values were needed for the computations of BEIF fi-om the readings according to 

equations (2.20) through (2.23). Second, several quantities characterizing the final test 

equipment configuration were needed for the error analysis. Only those quantities 

satisfying these specific needs are discussed in this chapter. Calibration activities were also 

a team effort in which Jim Young, and especially Mike Pavlov, at SBRS contributed 

significandy. 

5.1 Source assembly 

Two source assembly calibrations were performed: a) source polarization bias, for use 

in the BRF equations, and b) source stability, for use in the error analysis. 

5.1.1 Source polarization measurements 

Source polarization calibrations were conducted on three DZE quartz halogen lamps 

prior to the commencement of the MSDA BRF characterizations so that if a lamp needed to 

be replaced, the MSDA tests would not have to be interrupted to measure the polarization 

bias of the new lamp before continuing. The evaluations were made using a silicon 

photodiode in the VIS and a pyroelectric detector in the NIR and SWTR. The detector was 

mounted in the viewing port of a 15-cm diameter integrating sphere, which was illuminated 

by the source assembly beam. The Glan-Thompson prism was rotated through 360°. The 
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degree of polarization was computed at each wavelength and a least squares (LS) fit was 

applied to a third-order equation of degree of polarization as a function of wavelength using 

the data for the first lamp measured, which was designated number 38. The third-order 

equation for degree of polarization, V, was of the form 

V(Xc) = a bXj. + cX,(.'^ + dA,(-^ (5.1) 

where 

Xc = bandpass center wavelength 

a = LS fit coefficient = 0.1093 

b = LS fit coefficient = 1.05 x 10'^ 

c = LS fit coefficient = 3.84 x lO'^ 

d = LS fit coefficient = -1.04 x 10" ^ ^ • 

A graph showing the measured results and values computed from the curve fit is below. 

Figure 5-1. Quartz-halogen lamp polarization 
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The three DZE quartz-halogen lamps all had very similar results. In fact, the same LS fit 

coefficients gave results that never differed firom the measured degree of polarization values 

of any of the three lamps by more than 1.5%. which (using Figure 3-1) would introduce a 

BRF uncertainty of 0.15%. so the same curve fit was used for all three lamps. The degree 

of polarization values were converted to polarization bias values using equation (2.51). 

5.1.2 Stability 

The stability of the scattering goniopolarimeter. including the source and detectors was 

characterized to determine a) the minimum "on time" before taking data readings, and b) the 

maximum time between readings that could be allowed, without introducing undesirable 

levels of uncertainty. This was done with each detector pair, and at all wavelengths. To 

measure the detectors' variation, the source was left on for more than two hours, then the 

detectors were turned on and the changes monitored. To measure the source variations, the 

detectors were left on for more than two hours, then the source was turned on and the 

changes monitored. The tests revealed that the TEC detectors need at least half an hoiu* to 

reach thermal equilibrium. After half an hour the readings were indistinguishable from 

readings taken another half hour later. A minimum half hour wait before collecting data 

readings was incorporated into the test procedure. 

The table below summarizes the findings of the stability tests. Values in the table are 

noise-to-signal ratio (NSR) values in percent, for readings taken on the NIST reference 

standard (NRS). The NSR is the reciprocal of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). NSR = 

SNR"^ The term "noise" is sometimes used meaning NSR. The standard definitions of 

signal and noise are applicable; i.e.. the signal is the average of a number of readings, and 

the noise is die standard deviation of those readings. A minimum of twenty readings was 

used for the stability tests. 
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Table 5-1. Stability test NSR results 

Time, min. 

20 

60 

120 or more 

PMT (400 nm) 

0.14% 

0.30% 

0.40% 

Ge (900 nm) 

0.02% 

0.29% 

0.41% 

PbS (2100 nm) 

0.47% 

0.79% 

0.91% 

Stability measurements were taken over a period of several hours. The operating 

procedure was modified to assure that measurements made on the reference sample and on 

the unit under test (UUT) were not more than 15 minutes apart. 

5.2 Detector assembly 

Detector assembly calibration required measurement of detector polarization bias, for 

use in the BRF equations, and of detector linearity and SNRs for the error analysis. 

The polarization bias of the detector assembly was measured using a 150-W quartz 

halogen lamp in a 15-cm diameter integrating sphere as a source, with bandpass filters on 

the sphere exit port. The "Wollaston-detectors assembly" was rotated ±90° from the 

nominal 0° position. The measured degree of polarization at each wavelength was 

computed and plotted on the following graph. 

5.2.1 Detector polarization measurements 
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Figure 5-2. Detector assembly polarization measurements 
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The detector degree of polarization. Vdet, may be converted to detector polarization 

bias. B, by solving equation (2.66) to get. 

As explained in section 2.2.3, the whole "Wollaston-detectors assembly" rotates in the 

SBRS scattering goniopolarimeter. Since nothing in the orientation of the components in 

the "Wollaston-detectors assembly" changes during rotations, randomly polarized light 

incident on it ought to give the same signal at any rotation angle. The only thing that can 

change the polarization character of the assembly as it rotates is the angle of incidence on 

the "Wollaston-detectors assembly." In section 3.4 this angular variation was discussed 

and stated to be less than one degree, which will cause a change in degree of polarization of 

less than 0.1%. The measured values of degree of polarization were suspected to originate 

more from measurement noise, integrating sphere polarization, and the placement of the 

filters in the light path, than from actual detector assembly polarization bias. 

(5.2) 
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For the reasons mentioned above, it was decided to use the value 1.0 for the detector 

assembly polarization bias. This means that the detector assembly degree of polarization is 

assumed to be zero, so an error in BRF could be introduced here if the measured (nonzero) 

values are correct. Noting that the largest measured value of degree of polarization for the 

SBRS detector assembly is 0.84%. the BRF uncertainty contribution of such a value 

would be 0.10%, according to Figure 3-2. So assuming that the detector assembly has no 

polarization bias introduces uncertainties that are insignificant compared to other 

measurement uncertainties. The fact that the measured values of degree of polarization are 

so small fully supports this assumption. 

5.2.2 Electronics system linearity 

Nonlinearities in the test equipment will also introduce uncertainties into the final 

results. Even in this relative measurement, signal levels can vary from the reference 

readings by as much as a factor of about ten. depending upon the viewing angles and the 

material reflectance. This means that the LIAs might change scale either up or down 

between the two measurements. The gains of even high quality LIAs can differ from their 

nominal values by as much as two percent and still be within the instrument's advertised 

specifications. These are actually bias errors that can be compensated by calibration if they 

are too large. A reading in error by two percent would exceed the accuracy requirement 

completely, so a measurement of the LIA linearity was done over the ranges that covered 

three decades of voltage levels, spanning all voltages observed in the BRF measurements. 

The results indicated that both LIAs have less than 0.5% nonlinearity over the three 

decades. An even more informative test was later performed on the whole detection 

system. It is described in the next section. 
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5.2.3 Optical system linearity 

Even though the detectors and preamplifiers are ideally linear over a wide range (refer 

to section 2.2.3 for a discussion of PMT linearity), the linearity of the whole detection 

system, including the LIAs. was checked to be sure that nothing was amiss. This was 

done using an uncoated sapphire window as a fixed attenuator (nominal transmittance of 

0.84). The procedure steps are as follows: 

1) record the signal from a light source. 

2) insert the sapphire attenuator and record the signal. 

3) remove the attenuator and turn down the supply current to the lamp until the 

signal is identical to the signal obtained in step 2. 

4) repeat the process in steps 1 through 3. 

Each time the attenuator is inserted, the signal should go down by a factor equal to the 

transmittance of the sapphire attenuator. Using lO-nm bandpass filters virmally eliminates 

the effects of changes in source spectral content with lamp filament temperature, so that the 

attenuator transmittance remains constant. The table below summarizes the results. The 

values in the table are the relative attenuation uncertainties = NSRjin. defined by 

NSR|i„=^. (5.3) 

The average transmittance, <T >, is the average of the attenuation values recorded. The 

standard deviation of the sample of measured transmittance values is ax. The relative 

transmittance uncertainties obtained over a signal reduction range of 500 (nine scales on the 

LIA), for the PMT and Ge detectors was <0.25%. The schedule did not allow time to 

measure linearity of the PbS detectors, but comparison of preliminary Spectralon signal 

levels for the PbS detectors with those of the Ge detectors, at 900 nm and 1700 nm. 
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indicated that the nonlinearity of the PbS detectors and electronics was essentially the same 

as that of the Ge detectors, so it was concluded that for all detectors and electronics as a 

whole the nonlinearity for any set of measurements is <0.25%. For readings that differ by 

a factor of ten or less, the nonlinearity is <0.10%. 

Table 5-2. Optical test nonlinearity 

Range PMT(400nm) Ge(I500nm) PbS (1700 nm) 

2mVtolV 0.25% 0.22% 0.25% 

lOOmVtolV 0.09% 0.07% 0.10% 

This measurement is slightly pessimistic in that the SNR goes down as the lower signals 

are recorded, primarily because the lamp stability is not as good at low current levels. 

5.2.4 SNR characterization 

As with most other uncertainty contributors, the error budget allocation imposed a 

requirement of 0.2% for the noise-to-signal ratio. NSR = SNR"^ of any polarization 

component reading, for the geometry of the MSDA orientation. Refer to discussion in 

section 3.1 for the origin of the 0.2% allocation. Again, the standard definitions of signal 

and noise are applicable; i.e.. the noise is the standard deviation of a number of readings. 

£ind the signal is the average of those readings. A minimum of ten readings was requisite 

in this particular instance. Sometimes fifteen readings were taken. The 0.2% requirement 

was easily satisfied at 20° AOR in all wavebands except the 2100-nm band. The results 

obtained on the NRS just prior to the MSDA measurements are shown in the table below. 

The signals are smaller at larger viewing angles so the SNRs are lower. 
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Table 5-3. Noise to signal ratios (in percent) for Rps measurements on NRS 

Wavelength 
nm 
400 
500 
600 
700 
900 
1700 
2100 

Type 
PMT 
PMT 
PMT 
PMT 

TECGe 
TECPbS 
TECPbS 

Detector NSR 
(0" AOR) 

0.12% 
0.077c 
0.04% 
0.027c 
0.097c 
0.127c 
0.387c 

NSR 
(20° AOR) 

0.137c 
0.077c 
0.047c 
0.027c 
0.097c 
0.137c 
0.407c 

NSR 
(60° AOR) 

0.237c 
0.147c 
0.08% 
0.047c 
0.177c 
0.247c 
0.737c 

It should be noted that the orientation involved in the MSDA characterization is close to 

the 20° AOR geometry, so the 20° AOR column most closely applies for those data. The 

table shows that even at 2100 nm the NSR is <0.4%, which was reckoned to be adequate, 

even though it is not quite what was desired. 

The error analysis required calibrauon of angle readings for the sample azimuth and tilt 

rotary stages, and for the detector assembly azimuth rotary stage. Also, the stray light 

contribution to a measurement reading had to be quantified to see if it was a significant 

contributor to the error analysis. 

As mentioned in section 2.2.2, the rotary stages in the SBRS scattering 

goniopolarimeter are very accurate, according to the manufacturer (resolution better than 

0.0006°, and position uncertainty less than ±0.017°), but some assessments were made 

with a theodolite to verify that they were operating as advertised. AJl of the stages 

measured well within the manufacturer's specifications, as far as could be determined. 

5.3 Sample assembly 

5.3.1 Angle uncertainties 
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During the optical alignment of the source and detector assemblies, the Glan-Thompson 

and Wollaston prisms were aligned to the optical axis with a theodolite in autocollimation. 

This was checked by rotating the prisms to be sure that their faces and rotation axes were 

perpendicular and parallel, respectively, to the optical axis. The face misalignment was 

measured at less than 0.5 degrees. Figure 3-13 indicates that 0.5° prism alignment 

uncertainty will cause 0.0013% change in degree of polarization, an insignificant 

uncertainty contribution. 

The polarizer rotation angles were found by adjusting the phase shift in the Fourier 

analysis to maximize the coefficient of correlation. The uncertainty of the rotation angle 

was estimated to be <0.1°. This size of change in the POI rotation angle causes <0.03% 

change in the adjusted value of source polarization bias. Figure 3-1 indicates that this 

would introduce a BRF uncertainty of <0.003%. so this uncertainty contribution is 

insignificant. 

The sample aUgnment accuracy error budget allocation rationale was presented in 

section 3.4.2. During the alignment process in the MSDA BRF characterization procedure 

(Walker and Pavlov (1997)) it was ascertained that the sample was aligned within 0.05° 

(3 minutes of arc). This produces a worst-case relative alignment uncertainty contribution 

of 0.15% at 60° AOR (see section 6.1), which is well within the uncertainty allocation nf 

0.2%. 

5.3.2 Stray-light contribution 

The contribution of stray Ught to the readings was discussed at length in section 4.1.5, 

and the measurement results were also stated there, in order to demonstrate the success of 

the endeavor to eliminate stray light sources. In summary, the evaluation of stray light 

indicated that it is less than 0.05% of the smallest readings. Furthermore, it is subtracted 
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out during the background subtraction process, and is therefore an insignificant contributor 

to the BRF uncertainty. 
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CHAPTER 6 

ERROR ANALYSIS 

Using the notation of Frieden (1983) p. 235, the symbol 8 will be used for the mean-

square error of a sample mean, and the symbol a will be used for the standard deviation. 

The absolute uncertainty for a random variable (RV) is its standard deviation. The relative 

uncertainty of a RV is its standard deviation divided by its average value. The uncertainty 

in a sum of independent RVs is the root-sum-square (RSS) of the absolute uncertainties of 

the RVs in the sum. The relative uncertainty in a product of independent RVs is the RSS 

of the relative uncertaintys of the RVs in the product. If a sample of M readings is made, 

the sample mean, <Rxy>, is used in place of the single reading value, and the uncertainty, 

ERxy, of the sample mean is used instead of the standard deviation. This is commonly 

called the mean-square error (MSE) of the sample mean. The relative uncertainty in the 

sample mean for M readings is. 

where NSR = SNR'^. with signal and noise being the mean of the sample and the standard 

deviation of the sample, respectively. This definition will apply to all references to SNR or 

NSR in this chapter. Equation (6.1) applies to both reference-sample readings and unit-

under-test readings. These rules will be applied to the equations for BRF. This makes for 

a fairly complicated, and rather detailed, error analysis. 

xy 
(6.1) 

6.1 Combining uncertainties for variables in BRF equations 

Refer to equations (2.20) through (2.23) for the BRF polarization components. 

Equation (2.20) for Ppp gives 
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Ppp 

R 'pp+  B  

4P ' r rRpp  

R- ps ^ sp R'ss 

A AB 

(6.2) 

Let 

C = R' 
PP 

(6.3) 

D = 
R! ps 

B 
(6.4) 

p = ^P 
A 

(6.5) 

G = 
AB 

(6.6) 

and 

U = [ C + D + F + G] (6.7) 

so, 

Ppp 
4P ' r rR  

u 

pp (6.8) 

The factors in equation (6.8) are all products, so the relative uncertainties RSS, 

^Ppp _ 
2 

+ 
Ppp V P rr y 

2 

+ 
V U 

(6.9) 

The relative uncertainty in P'rr is found in the NIST report of test on the NRS (Barnes 

(1996)). For AORs < 50°, the relative (la) uncertainty in P'n- is ±0.2%, and for AORs > 

50° it is ±0.3%, at all measured wavelengths from 400 nm to 1800 nm. The relative 
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uncertainty in Rpp is calculated using equation (6.1). The expression for U is a sum. so 

the absolute uncertainties RSS. 

+ CTQ + ap +CTGj-. (6.10) 

Applying (6.1), 

_ ^^'pp 

C /r-̂ pp) 
(6 .11 )  

The terms D, F, and G are each products, so their relative uncertainties RSS. From (6.4). 

D 

£R' ps 

R' v \  p s / y  B 
(6.12) 

from (6.5). 

_ 
F 

sp 

A 
(6.13) 

and from (6.6). 

G 

£R', 

v(R'ss)/ 
+  1 ^ 1  +  

B 
(6.14) 

Similar, but not identical, expressions apply for the uncertainties in the ps, sp, and ss 

polarization components. They will not be written out here. 
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Sometimes the reference readings, R'xy, are themselves products, depending on the 

number of transfers needed. Expressions for the uncertainties in the reference readings 

may be found in sections 6.2.3.1, 6.2.3.2, and 6.2.3.3. Expressions for the polarization 

bias uncertainties are in sections 6.2.1.1 and 6.2.1.2. 

Now recall that 

P = Prr = 
_ Ppp Pps Psp Pss (6.15) 

so the uncertainty in P is the RSS of the absolute uncertainties. 

= (^Ppp + ̂ Pps + ̂ Psp + ^Pss)" • (6.16) 

The BRF at viewing angles other than the reference angle, is 

P (AOI, AOR) = P (AOI„f,AOR„f) ( 6 . 1 7 )  

Using I for AOI and R for AOR as shortened notation, the relative uncertainty in one 

measurement of the random-random BRF at any angle of incidence and reflection is 

^PfR -

PiR 

^^cosRref ^ 

cos Rref 
"cosR 

cosR 
^^ref^^ref 

PirefRref 
(6.18) 

The value of Ccosr is sin(AOR)*AAOR where AAOR is the uncertainty in the AOR. 

The same applies for AORref- As an example, consider the detector assembly alignment 
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uncertainty, which was estimated to be I mm centration accuracy at a distance of 83.8 cm. 

This is an angle of approximately 0.07°. The MODIS AOR is 20.5°, so the relative 

uncertainty of the detector alignment is <0.05%. This is a negligible contribution. The 

source to sample alignment was done to <0.05°, which makes a reference angle (45°) 

uncertainty contribution of -0.09%. This value was included in the RSS of BRF 

uncertainties. 

The relative uncertainty in the mean of a sample of W measurements of Pir is 

(6.19) 
(Pir) vw ^pir) 

(Note that the symbol M is used for the number of readings of LIA voltages, whereas 

the symbol W is used for the number of repeated measurements of BRF.) 

This equation allows calculation of estimates for the BRF uncertainies, which were 

evaluated at each waveband center, and at each AOI,AOR combination. These estimates 

for the uncertainties in the BRF values were compared to the uncertainties in the sample 

means for the measured values. The two methods compared favorably, with the measured 

uncertainties almost always being smaller than the estimated uncertainties. Results are 

presented in the next chapter. It is also worth noting that the mean-square error of the 

mean represents the precision, or repeatability, of a set of measurements, and it is only 

representative of the accuracy if there are no bias errors in the measurement. 

Equation (6.19) gives the total estimated measurement uncertainty for a set of BRF 

measurements made at any one location on the sample. For the MSDA several 

measurements were also made at two other sample locations, each 75 mm from the original 

spot, to include spatial uniformity of the material in the BEIF uncertainty. The relative 

uncertainties for those measurements were combined with the uncertainty at the original 
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location by application of equation (6.19) again, where W became the total number of 

measurements at all three sample locations. That value represents the total prelaunch BRP 

characterization uncertainty for the MSDA at the measured wavelengths. 

In an earlier memorandum (Young (1997)). more conuibutors to the uncertainty of the 

BRF of the MSDA from a linear interpolation to MODIS waveband centers, and from other 

on-orbit characteristics, were combined by RSS to obtain a worst case estimate of the on-

orbit reflectance calibration uncertainty (total 1.6%). All the uncertainty contributors are 

described in that memo, and will not be considered here, as the goal of this error analysis is 

to provide a much more detailed evaluation of the prelaunch BRP characterization accuracy. 

6.2 Evaluating uncertainty contributions 

The measurement RVs diat contribute to the BRF uncertainty include 1) polarization 

bias terms. 2) test sample readings, and 3) reference sample readings. These are discussed 

individually in the following paragraphs. 

6.2.1 Polarization bias 

The uncertainty contributions of the source polarization bias will be considered 

separately from those of the detector assembly polarization bias. They are not the same 

because it is the characteristics of the lamp and the characteristics of the detectors that 

primarily determine the polarization biases of the assemblies. The prisms' characteristics 

also affect the polarization bias uncertainties, though, as will be explained below. 
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6.2.1.1 Source assembly 

The source polarization bias, A. is defined as 

0 A= (6.20) 

The source degree of polarization. Vsrc- is 

(f) _<f) 
V,rc = • (6.21) 

^max *^min 

In the SBRS scattering goniopolarimeter source assembly, the lamp is oriented such that 

^max = ^p and ^min = for in-plane angles, so 

V = = i—— (6.22) ^src - - ' / cD_+<D, 1 + A 

or 
1 -  V A = - ! — ( 6 . 2 3 )  

Differentiating gives 
dA ^ 

A (l-v2„) V,„ 
(6.24) 

so 
(Ta ''V *^v £A ^ -Vsrc ^ f (6.25) 

^ (l-^s-rc) ^src ^src 

with fsrc defined as 
9V 

f = " src (6 ''6) 
(i-vy 
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The following table summarizes the range of values that result for the parameters in the 

equations above. In the computation of uncertainties, the acmal measured values of V^rc 

and NSRvsrc at each waveband center are used to obtain the uncertainties in A at each 

wavelength. 

Table 6-1. Range of factors in source polarization bias uncertainty 

Wavelength Vsrc A fsrc NSRv., ^src ^A/A 

400 nm 0.12 0.89 0.24 0.21% 0.03% 

2100 nm 0.21 0.65 0.44 0.81% 0.36% 

It may be recalled that for out-of-plane angles. Vsrc is adjusted for the rotation angle of 

the plane of incidence (POI) according to equation (2.57). The uncertainty in the rotation 

angles is small (0.05°), and the largest POI rotation angle for MSDA characterization is 

<16°. Substituting 16.00° and then 16.05° into (2.57) gives a maximum change in 

adjusted polarization bias of 0.033%. This uncertainty contribution is ten times smaller 

than the maximum estimated measurement uncertainty and is therefore not included in the 

computation of BRF uncertainty. 

Another uncertainty contribution to the measurement of A is the use of the curve fit for 

V(A,). The relative differences of the curve fit values from the measured values were 

typically less than 2%. Applying equation (6.25) indicates die resulting relative uncertainty 

in A would be approximately 0.24% to 0.88%. Again, the actual measured differences 

were used in the uncertainty computadons at each wavelength. These relative uncertainties 

are RSS'd with the estimated measurement relative uncertainties to obtain the total 

measurement uncertainty contribution. 
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The polarization efficiency, V|/, of the Glan-Thompson prism also affects the accuracy 

of the source polarization bias. The prism efficiency (ratio of energy in the e-ray plane to 

energy in the o-ray plane ) is 1000:1 in the VIS. It was assumed to be approximately 300:1 

at 1700 nm, and 100:1 at 2100 nm. These efficiencies imply relative uncertainties in A of 

0.1% in the VIS. 0.33% at 1700 nm. and 1.0% at 2100 nm. These are also RSS'd with 

the measurement uncertainties. 

The final contribution to source polarization bias uncertainty considered here is the 

change in Vsrc caused by misalignment of the prism to the optical hne of sight. The 

discussion in section 3.4.2 described the relationship of the angular alignment uncertainty 

to the relative uncertainty in Vsrc- Section 5.3.1 states that the final prism alignment was 

measured to be better than 0.5°, which will generate a change of 0.0013% in Vsrc Jis the 

prism rotates. This uncertainty is minuscule compared to others, so it is not included in the 

uncertainty computation. 

The total relative uncertainty in source polarization bias may then be written as 

tot 
(6.27) 

where 

(6.28) 

and 
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NSRVsrc = noise-to-signal ratio during Vgrc measurement 

AVls fit = difference between LS fit value and measured value of V^rc 

^src = polarization efficiency of Glan-Thompson prism. 

The values for each of the parameters at the wavelength band centers are used to compute 

the total polarization bias uncertainty at each waveband center. 

6.2.1.2 Detector assembly 

The detector polarization bias. B. was defined in Chapter 2 as 

B = -^. (6.29) 
Sp 

Proceeding in a manner similar to the section above. 

Vdet = 
1 - B  

1 + B 
(6.30) 

and 

B = 1-V, det 

1 + V, 
(6.31) 

det 

so 
g g  . d B  2Vdet dVdet, .  d \ ^ ,  

( l - V ^ d e t )  B B 
'det (6.32) 

'det 

As discussed in section 5.2.1. B was assumed to be 1.0. and the measurement 

uncertainty is mostly attributed to the measurement apparatus. The actual uncenainty in the 

assumed value of B is unknown, so a large value for dVdetA'^det (30%) was assumed. 

This value for dV^et/Vdet makes the relative uncertainty in B. ctb/B, approximately the 
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same as the relative uncertainty in A, cSfiJA. even though there is no curve fit uncertainty in 

B, so it is considered to be relatively conservative. 

The polarization efficiency of the Wollaston analyzer is essentially the same as that of 

the Glan-Thompson polarizer, so the uncertainty contribution is the same also. As with the 

source polarization bias, the uncertainties from prism alignment accuracy and from the 

rotation of the plane of incidence are insignificant contributions to the detector polarizadon 

bias uncertainty, so they are not included in the computation either. The total relative 

uncertainty in detector polarization bias may therefore be written as 

if 1 Met ! + i 
^det ) I Vdet 

with 

fdet — ' 
2V, det 

and 

( 1 - vie, ) 

^det = polarization efficiency of Wollaston prism. 

(6.33) 

(6.34) 

6.2.2 Uncertainties in test sample readings 

The relative uncertainty in the mean of M readings is given by equation (6.1). For 

almost all the data collected in this study, M = 3. Three other contributors to the reading 

uncertainties must also be considered. Those contributors are the system nonlinearity, 

stability, and stray light. 

The measurement of system nonlinearity was discussed in section 5.2.3. and the 

relative nonlinearities for the three types of detectors used are given in Table 5-2. 

Nonlinearity is a system gain, or responsivity, effect and is therefore a multiplicative factor 
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in the readings, so the relative nonlinearity must be RSS'd with the relative reading 

uncertainty of equation (6.1). 

The instability, or drift, of the test equipment was discussed in section 5.1.2. The data 

collections are confined to a period of time less than fifteen minutes, so the drift that occurs 

during any data collect is included in the SNR (or NSR) values, since the SNR 

measurements take just about fifteen minutes to conduct. For this reason no additional 

uncertainty term is RSS'd with the relative reading uncertainty of equation (6.1) to account 

for instability. 

Stray light was discussed in sections 4.1.5 and 5.3.2. The residual stray light of 

0.05% is assumed to be subtracted out of each reading by the process of background 

subtraction, and as a result is an insignificant reading uncertainty contributor, so no 

additional uncertainty term is RSS'd with the relative reading uncenainty of equation (6.1) 

to account for stray light either. 

In consequence, the total test sample reading uncertainty, at any one wavelength and 

AOI.AOR orientation, may be written as 

where 

NSRRxy = noise-to-signal ratio of the sample of M readings 

NSRiin = noise-to-signal ratio of linearity measurements, defined in equation (5.3). 

(6.35) 

6.2.3 Uncertainties in reference sample readings 

The comments of the preceding section regarding a) mean-square error of the mean of 

M readings, b) linearity uncertainties, c) stability uncertainties, and d) stray light, all apply 
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in like manner to the uncertainties in the reference readings. Furthermore, the reference 

reading values that are used in equations (2.20) through (2.23) for the BRF polarization 

components accumulate uncertainties associated with the process used to transfer the BRF 

of the standard, the NRS, to the test sample. So far three distinct methods of making the 

transfer from reference sample to the unit under test (UUT) have been employed. These 

methods each make use of a different number of readings in this transfer, so each one will 

have a different uncertainty associated with it. The methods may be identified with tests of 

three different types of materials, a) MODIS round-robin tests, b) "normal" tests, and c) 

MODIS solar-diffuser tests. 

6.2.3.1 Round-robin tests — one transfer 

When the highest accuracy is desired and the test configuration allows, as was the case 

in the MODIS round-robin tests, the absolute minimum number of transfers (one) was 

used. This was done by first taking the readings on the NIST reference standard (NRS) at 

the reference angle of reflection (AORref), then quickly exchanging the UUT for the NRS 

and immediately taking the readings on the UUT at the desired angle of reflection (AOR). 

This circumvents the 45°/0° readings on the UUT but it requires exchanging the NRS and 

the UUT for each AOR to be measured, and is therefore much more time consuming. It 

does require one less transfer though, so the accumulated uncertainty in BRF is lower. 

For this method there is no uncertainty introduced into the reference reading from 

nonlinearity. Only the one set of reference readings is collected for the transfer. The 

nonlinearity comes into effect when the sample readings are collected, and it is included 

there. The samples measured for the round-robin tests were all similar materials, and the 

sample readings were all within a factor of ten of the reference readings, so the nonlinearity 

applied to the sample reading for round-robin testing was <0.1%. The total relative 
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uncertainty in the reference readings, at any one wavelength, for the round-robin tests (one 

transfer) is just 

f \ 

1—^ = - r = ^NSR (6.36) 

V 

where 

NSRr'xv = NSR for NIST reference standard (NRS) readings. 

6.2.3.2 Normal tests — two transfers 

In the course of normal tests, the reference standard BRP at 45°/0° is first transferred to 

the sample BRF at 45°/0°. then subsequent readings at other AOR values are used to 

transfer the sample BRF at 45°/0° to the BRF at the desired AOR. This process is similar to 

the one described in section 2.3. except that it involves one less transfer. It is effectively 

accomplished by forming the ratio of the first pair of 45°/0° readings. RnRSI/RUUTI-

The xy subscripts are implied here, and the subscript 1 is used instead of a prime to 

designate the first transfer readings. The first transfer readings are obtained by quickly 

exchanging the NRS and the UUT. The ratio formed is the NRS transfer coefficient. 

KnRS = RNRSI'^UUTI. When this coefficient is multiplied by any future UUT 45°/0° 

reading, RuuT2' taken at any other time, the result is an effective reference reading 

equivalent to the one that would have resulted from a reading on the NRS, with the 

appropriate source irradiance and system responsivity in effect at that time. The subscript 2 

is used to indicate a second reference reading. This effective reference reading is 

(6.37) 
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This process involves two transfers, one from the NRS to the UUT at 45°/0° and one 

from the UUT at 45°/0° to the UUT at the desired AOR. Uncertainties in all three readings 

must be included, as well as the uncertainty in linearity between the first pair of transfer 

readings. These are all multiplicative random variables, so the relative uncertainties RSS. 

Shortening the notation further by using N for the NRS and U for UUT. the total 

uncenainty in the effective NRS reading for two transfers is then 

1 

(6.38) Neff 

V 

f \ 
^Rii. 

(RN , ) J [(RU , ) ;  I(RU:) 

Substituting NSRs gives 

/ \ 
^RNeff nsrJ,, NSR 

M 
• + • 

u, 

N ,  M Ut 

NSRt, 
• + NSRr. 

Mu. 
(6.39) 

Since all three of the round-robin materials that were measured were PTFE. the 45°/0° 

NSRs were ail approximately equal, and the number of readings was the same in each case 

(M = 3), so 

Neff 

(^Neff) 
NSRr. 

MN ,  
NSR-;, NSRf.„ (6.40) 

These equations all have implied xy subscripts, so each one must be applied four times, at 

each wavelength. 
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6.2.3.3 MODIS solar diffuser tests — three transfers 

The process of transferring the 45°/0° NRS BRP to YB-71 paint at 45°/0°. and then the 

YB-71 paint at 45°/0° to the MSDA at 45°/0°. is described in section 2.3. This is similar to 

the method in the section above, but it requires one more transfer. 

Using the shortened notation from the previous section, a short proof is given here that 

the result is an effective reference reading equivalent to the one that would have resulted 

from a reading on the NRS, with the appropriate source irradiance and system responsivity 

in effect at that ume. 

A reading value may be expressed as 

R = OS = LAnS = pETS = 7c"'pETS (6.41) 

where 

O = flux reflected to detector 

S = system sensitivity, or responsivity 

p = BRDF 

E = incident irradiance 

T = throughput = AI2 

p = BRF. 

Using the notadon N for NRS. Y for the secondary transfer standard YB-71. D for 

MSDA, and "1, " "2," and "3." for the transfer numbers, the effective NRS reading is 

r Rn, Y Ry, 1 C ,i-'|3nE,T,S, Y h-'3yE,T,S, 1 I j, 
Rd3 - -U p -iR p -T- C PDE3T3S3. (6.42) 

V  Y j X ^ D 2 j  P Y E I ^ S I A ^  y  

Dividing out common terms leaves 
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^Neff ~ ^ ^PNE3T3S3 - PE3T3S3 - <I>N3S3 - Rjvf^ . (6.43) 

This says that the effective reading is the same as would occur during the third transfer. Of 

course it may actually differ by the transfer uncertainty. 

From expression (6.42) the effective transfer reading uncertainty for three transfers is 

Neff 

(^Neff) h 

^Rni 

(Rn, )J  1(RY,)J 1{RV: )J  [ (RD,') 

/ / 
£r 

\2 ^ \ 
^Rd-) 

ER D3 

(Rdb) 
+ 2NSRf:„ (6.44) 

Substimting noise-to-signal ratios gives 

£r 
Neff 

(^Neff) >3 

NSR Ni 

M N, 

NSR 
Yi 

M Yi 

NSR^^ 
•H + 

NSR 

M 

n NSRI. 
^ + ^ + 2 NSRT. 

Md, Mr ID3 

(6.45) 

Since there are two complete transfers included here, there are two nonUnearity uncertainty 

values in the expression. The third noniinearity uncertainty is associated with the final 

MSDA reading at the desired AOR and is included in the equation for that uncertainty rather 

than in this one. 
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All three of the materials that were used in the transfer were high reflectance white 

diffiisers, so the 4570° NSRs were again all approximately equal. The number of samples 

was also the same for all readings (M = 3), so 

£r 
Neff 

NSR 

M 
^ + 2 NSR?: 
Ni 

lin |NSR^N, +2NSR2„ (6.46) 

Again, these equations all have implied xy subscripts, so each one must be applied four 

times, at each waveband center. 
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CHAPTER? 

iMEASUREMENT RESULTS 

7.1 SBRS to NIST comparisons 

Before embarking on the extensive and time consuming MS DA measurements, a final 

set of scattering goniopolarimeter validation measurements was conducted to confirm that it 

was operating satisfactorily. These measurements were made on the NRS at the angles and 

wavelengths that were measured at NIST. and the SBRS results were then compared to the 

NIST results. The agreement was quite respectable, as is demonstrated in the following 

graphs. 

The fu-st graph shows the comparison of SBRS to NIST measurements at 700 nm for 

0° AOI and for 60° AOI. The 700-nm waveband was used because it was the only one for 

which all the angle data were available from NIST. It was originally chosen for those 

calibration measurements because it had a very good SNR. It was considered very 

important to achieve good agreement for the 60° AOI data because the solar illumination 

angles on the MSDA are near 60° AOI. All of the SBRS 60° AOI values were within 

0.36% of die NIST 60° AOI BRF values, and the SBRS 0° AOI values were all within 

0.429c of the NIST 0° AOI BRF values. 
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Figure 7-1. Angular comparison of SBRS results to NIST data for the NRS 
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The graphs in Figure 7-2 compare SBRS results to NIST results on the NRS, at 

several angles, for all the calibrated wavelengths. NIST has not yet completed the 

calibration of the NRS at 2100 nm, so the 4570° value of P'rr at 2100 nm is not available. 

To be able to compute a BRF value using the SBRS 2100-nm measurements, the NRS p'rr 

value at 1700 nm was used as a temporary substitute. This means that all 2100-nm BRF 

values reported in this dissertation are not based on a calibrated value. When NIST 

measures the NRS 4570° BRF at 2100 nm, the 2100-nm data in this work can be calibrated 

by multiplying the BRF values by the ratio p'rr(2100 nm)/P'rr{1700 nm). 

In the graphs of Figure 7-2, there is an apparent offset of approximately 0.59c in the 

07-45° data and also in the 60°/0° data, however, the offsets are in opposite directions. The 

SBRS results are higher than the NIST results in the 0°/-45° data and lower in the 60°/0° 

data. The other graphs do not indicate obvious systematic offsets larger than 

approximately 0.1% to 0.2% . Because there is no clear trend, a significant bias could not 

be positively identified, so no correction factor was assumed to apply. From these 

considerations, it was concluded that the graphs in Figures 7-1 and 7-2, taken as a whole. 
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indicated that the SBRS scattering goniopolarimeter was performing adequately to 

commence the MSDA characterization without using a calibration correction factor, even 

though there were offsets in some of the data. 

Figure 7-2. Wavelength comparisons of SBRS and NIST results for the NRS 
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7.2 MODIS solar diffuser panel 

The nine out-of-plane angular illumination orientations measured on the MSDA are 

listed in the following table. The viewing angle, or AOR. was the same in each case. 

20.49°. The table gives the diffuser AOIs. or zenith angles. 9j. and azimuth angle 

differences. A0 = (4)j - 0^). along with the sun declination and azimuth angles, which were 

defined in section 2.1.2. This group of angles is called the "'MODIS" data set. Figure 7-3 

depicts the illumination geometry and specifies the zenith and azimuth angles. 

Table 7-1. "MODIS" data set angles, in degrees 

sun sun 
declination azimuth 

AOI 

13.5 -33 
17 -13 
17 -23 
17 -33 

10 -13 
10 -23 
10 -33 

13.5 -13 
13.5 -23 

e, AO 
60.63 155.22 
62.35 144.14 
64.93 133.45 
57.22 154.85 
59.14 143.57 
62.02 132.76 
53.82 154.46 
55.93 142.95 
59.10 132.01 
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Figure 7-3. Geometry for "MODIS data set" angles 
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7.2.1 BRP measurements 

The results of the BRF measurements at the "MODIS data set" angles for all seven 

wavelengths are presented pictorially in the figures below. Numerical values for BRFs and 

associated uncertainties are listed in tables in the Appendix. An interesting aspect of the 

400 nm through the 1700-nm graphs is that they are rather unremarkable, being almost 

identical in form and value. This is good, in that it is consistent with expectations. The 

2100-nm graphs are not so consistent. The first 2100-nm graph is presented from a 

slighdy different perspective to show that there is a dip in the surface at the angles 

(azimuth, declination) = (-23°. 10°), and the second 2100-nm graph is the same data 

viewed from a position rotated 90° from the other graphs to view the surface dip more 

clearly. An inspection of the raw data at that (-23°. 10°) position revealed that one of the 

two detectors, the one on the right, had a very low set of Rpp readings at that location. 
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Unlike ail the other wavelengths, only one set of readings was taken at 2100 nm, so this 

one low data point affected the average significantly. The 2100 nm readings are much 

noisier than at the other wavelengths, so it seems likely that noise affected those readings 

excessively, and that one set of data should be considered questionable. It seems unlikely 

that the 2 lOO-nm BRF surface would actually dip at that location, since none of the other 

BRF graphs have any dips. It would probably be more representative of the uiie BRF to 

smooth the surface at that orientation by a simple linear interpolation between the (-13°. 10°) 

and the (-33°. 10°) data points. Perhaps even better would be the use of the Hapke model 

parameters to compute an expected value at that position. That is what was done in the 

final pair of graphs to show the smoothing effect of the model. 

Figure 7-4. Measured BRF values for "MODIS data set" angles by waveband 
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A plot of BRF values at all wavelengths for "MODIS data set" angles, versus the angle 

of incidence, is given below to show the general trend of the BRF with wavelength. It 
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appears that BRFs for the longer wavelengths are a little more sensitive to AOI variations 

than for the shorter wavelengths. The "curves" are not monotonic because the azimuth 

angles are also changing as the AOI varies. It may be noted here that the second from the 

lowest value on the 2100-nm line is the questionable data point discussed above. The 

Hapke model expected value for that point (-0.98) is slightly higher than the third lowest 

value. If that were plotted instead, the 2100-nm line would follow the upward trend of the 

other wavelengths at that AOL 

Figure 7-5a. Measured BRP values for "MODIS data set" angles vs. AOI 
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The same set of data is plotted again, in Figure 7-5b, versus g". the angle between the 

scattering direction and the specular, or forward, scattering diretction. The curves in this 

figure illustrate that the BRF does generally decrease smoothly as the viewing angle gets 

farther from the forward scattering direction. 
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Figure 7-5b. Measured BRF values for "MODIS data set" angles vs. g' 
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7.2.2 Error analysis summary 

In the report of MSDA BRF characterization (Young (1997)). a brief estimate of 

calibration accuracy was presented in which estimates for various conuibutors to the 

uncertanty were RSS'd to arrive at a total on-orbit BRF uncertainty. The prelaunch 

calibration contributors from that report are reproduced in the next table for comparison to 

the uncertainties computed using the methods described in Chapter 6. 

Table 7-2. Contributors to prelaunch BRF characterization uncertainty 

from 1997 report by J. Young 

a. NIST reference sample (NRS) ().59c 

b. Characterization of SBRS scattering goniopolarimeter (relative) 0.7% 

c. Transfer of NIST BRF to MSDA 0.5% 

d. Solar diffuser characterization 0.5% 

e. Solar diffuser spatial nonuniformities 0,7% 

Total RSS 1.3% 
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The following tables summarize the uncertainty contributions that were discussed in 

Chapter 6. and list typical values for both the estimated and the measured mean-square 

errors (MSEs) of the sample means for VIS. NIR. and SWIR wavebands. A complete 

listing of the total BRF uncenainties at all AOI/AOR combinations and for each waveband 

are presented in the Appendix. 

Table 7-3. Typical contributions to uncertainties in readings 

X, nm MRS Sample Transfer Linearity Drift/ Stray 

(UUT) coefficient Instability Light 

400 0.10% 0.10% 0.13% 0.09% <0.01% <0.01% 

900 0.09% 0.09% 0.12% 0.09% <0.01% <0.01% 

2100 0.42% 0.42% 0.54% 0.10% <0.01% <0.01% 

Table 7-4. Typical contributions to uncertainties in source polarization bias 

X, nm Pol'n bias Pol'n LS prism POI cta/A 

evaluation efficiency tit align't rotation total 

400 0.03% 0.10% 0.50% 0.001% 0.03% 0.52% 

900 0.02% 0.10% 0.74% 0.001% 0.03% 0.74% 

2100 0.21% 1.0% 0.01% 0.001% 0.03% 1.02% 

Table 7-5. Typical contributions to uncertainties in detector polarization bias 

K nm Pol'n bias Pol'n prism POI ctb/B 

evaluation efficiency align" t rotation total 

400 0.49% 0.10% 0.001% 0.03% 0.50% 

900 0.73% 0.10% 0.001% 0.03% 0.74% 

2100 0.53% 1.0% 0.001% 0.03% 1.15% 
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Table 7-6. Typical contributions to BRF uncertainties 

A., nm NRS Sample Single Spatial Estimated Measured 

align't evaluation uniformity MSE .MSE 

400 0.20% 0.09% 0.74% 0.21% 0.21% 0.15% 

900 0.20% 0.09% 0.91% not done 0.37% 0.08% 

2100 0.20%* 0.09% 1.46% not done 1.03% 1.23% 

* Assumed in absence of measured value. 

The column labeled "Single evaluation" is the estimated relative uncertainty in a single 

evaluation of BRF. cjpiR/PiR, according to equation (6.18). The column labeled "Spatial 

uniformity" is the mean-square uncertainty of the mean of the spatial uniformity 

measurements, according to equation (6.19) with W = 12. The column labeled "Estimated 

MSE" is the estimated mean-square uncertainty for all measurements, according to equation 

(6.19). with W = 12 at 400 nm. 6 at 900 nm. and 2 at 2100 nm. The "Measured MSE" 

column is the mean-square error of the sample mean for all measurements, according to 

equation (6.19). with W = 12 at 400 nm, 6 at 900 nm. and 2 at 2100 nm. 

7.3 Halon 

Although a substantial number of measurements were made on Halon samples, most of 

them were made before the detector assembly vignetting problem was cured, so the data are 

not considered accurate enough to include here. One data set was obtained after all was 

well with the scattering goniopolarimeter. though. Those data were acquired to calibrate 

the two Halon targets that are used in the radiometric calibration of the 100-cm and 122-cm 

diameter integrating spheres. Those integrating spheres are used as the primary prelaunch 

VIS to SWIR calibration devices for MODIS and the Enhanced Thematic Mapper (ETM). 

The targets are used in an irradiance to radiance transfer with a calibrated PEL lamp. They 

are used in the 0°/45° orientation, so that is the way they were measured. The results are 
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shown in graphical tbrm in Figure 7-6. The designations T#l and T#2 refer to target 

number one and target number two, respectively. The lines marked "SBRS" refer to the 

SBRS measurements at 0°/45° (not the reference angles of 45°/0°), on the Halon targets and 

on the Spectralon NRS. The lines marked "NIST' are the calibration values from NIST 

for those samples. The Halon targets were measured by NIST only at 400 nm and 600 

nm. 

It should be recalled that the 2100-nm data are based on the NRS BRF at 1700 nm. 

The measured 2100-nm BRF values will probably be reduced somewhat when they are 

multiplied by the ratio of 2100-nm BRF to 1700-nm BRF for the Spectralon NRS. 

Figure 7-6. BRF values for Halon targets measured at ()°/45° 
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7.4 MODIS round-robin 

The angles measured for the round-robin are described in secuon 9.1.2, along with 

sketches to illusu^te the geometry. The wavelengths measured were the same as for 

MODIS except that 2100 nm was omitted because of the lack of a reference standard 

calibration BRF at 2100 nm. Because of time consu^nts. only three of the four round-

robin samples were evaluated 1) pressed PTFE, 2) pressed and baked PTFE, and 3) 
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Spectralon. The following set of graphs shows the results of the measurements. The 

scales on the plots for all samples have been kept the same at each AOI so that the 

characteristics of the three materials may be compared easily. It is obvious that the baked 

PTFE has much more forward scattering than the other two samples. 
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Figure 7-7. Round-robin baked PTFE sample BRF 
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Figure 7-8. Round-robin pressed PTFE sample BRF 
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Figure 7-9. Round-robin Spectralon sample BRF 
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There are four data points on these graphs that appear to be questionable. The first is 

the baked PTFE l700-nm 60°/-60° point. It appears to be low by approximately 20%. The 

other three suspicious points are all at 45%65°. They occur on the pressed PTFE sample at 

400 nm. and on the Spectralon sample at 400 nm and 500 nm. The pressed PTFE value 

looks approximately 3% low. and the Spectralon data appear to be roughly 5% and 2% low 

respectively. All four of the suspect BRF values are at large AOR. 60° or more. This 

could indicate that the illumination spot was vignetted by the sample holder baffle. 

Vignetting of the spot is difficult to avoid at large AORs because of the tight tolerance on 

that baffle. 
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CHAPTERS 

SCATTERING THEORY 

8.1 "Exact" models 

The exact codes evaluate the equation of radiative transfer by numerical integration. 

Using the notation common in atmospheric physics, the transfer equation is given by 

equation (1.46) in Liou (1980) [also equation (47) of Chapter I in Chandrasekhar (I960)]. 

dl 
= (8.0) 

k;^pds 

where 

= spectral radiance (intensity in some atmospheric physics usage) of the radiation 

= spectral source function for emission and multiple scattering 

kj^ = mass extinction cross section for the medium 

p = density of the medium. 

8.2 Hapke model 

The basic model proposed by Hapke (1981) is developed from the radiative transfer 

equation by making some simplifying assumptions. However, the assumptions are quite 

general in nature and therefore allow application of the model to a wide variety of real-

world cases. All of Hapke's assumptions apply in the case of pressed 

polytetrafluoroethelene (PTFE — sold under the trademark names Halon and Algoflon). 

and for the material Spectralon, also a trademark name. Spectralon is Labsphere's 

proprietary pressed and baked PTFE. 
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8.2.1 Assumptions and limitations 

The assumptions made by Hapke (1981) are listed below. Numbers one through six 

apply to both the singly scattered and the multiply scattered components. Numbers seven 

and eight apply to only the multiply scattered portion. 

1. Collimated light from an empty half space is incident upon a plane surface that 

separates the empty half space from a second half space containing the 

scattering medium. 

2. The scattering medium contains randomly oriented, partially absorbing particles 

of irregular shape. 

3. The particles are large compared to the wavelength of the light. 

4. The scattering particles are imbedded in a medium of refractive index of n=1.0. 

5. Light traversing the scattering half space is absorbed according to Beer's law, 

also called the Bouguer or Lambert law. This is a direct consequence of the 

radiative transfer equation applied in the case of absorption only. 

6. The two half spaces extend to positive and negative infinity. 

7. A two stream solution may be used for the multiple scatter component. 

8. The multiple scatter term is less sensitive to the single particle scattering phase 

function than the single scatter term. This implies that multiple scatter decreases 

angular sensitivity, so a reasonable first-order approximation to the 

nonisotropic multiple scatter result is obtained by using the multiple scatter 

result for isotropic scatterers. 

9. An approximation for the Chandrasekhar (1960) "H-functions" can be used in 

place of the more exact numerical evaluation of the integral equation. This will 

be discussed more fully below. 
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A value for the single scatter albedo is needed for the model proposed by Hapke. For 

the analysis described in this chapter a Mie scattering calculation was used to obtain an 

approximation for the single scatter albedo, even though two of the assumptions made in 

developing the Mie theory are not satisfied by pressed ETFE. Those two assumptions are: 

1. The particles are separated far enough for the interaction of the electric fields to 

be ignored. 

2. The particles are spherical. 

Neither of these two assumptions apply to pressed PTFE or to most forms of closely 

packed powders. However, as explained in the following two paragraphs, for the particles 

in PTFE these two assumptions have very little effect, so a Mie calculation was used as a 

reasonable first-order approximation to compute the single scatter albedo. 

Some initial efforts at modeling particles in contact have indicated that the field 

resonances that occur for a single particle are greatly attenuated when two or more particles 

are in close proximity (Hapke (1997)). These resonances cause large variations in the 

curve of the single scatter albedo plotted as a function of the dimensionless ratio of radius 

to wavelength, in particular for small values of the radius to wavelength ratio. Several 

examples of this behavior may be found in Mishchenko (1994). 

In the case of PTFE powder, the particles are so much larger than the wavelength of 

visible and NER light (by a factor ranging from approximately 10 to 40) that a graph of 

single scatter albedo (calculated using Mie theory for narrowly dispersed spherical 

particles) versus radius to wavelength ratio is a smooth curve very close to unity. This 

indicates that the scattering mode for particles of PTFE powder is not in the neighborhood 

of the resonances mentioned above. In light of this situation and the fact that there is no 

generally applicable method to compute the single scatter albedo for irregularly shaped 
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particles in contact, the single scatter albedo was calculated using Mie theory as a first-

order approximation. 

8.2.2 Hapke model equations 

Using assumptions one through six above allows exact integration of the singly 

scattered portion of the radiative uransfer equation to obtain the following expression for the 

single scatter BRP (Hapke (1981)), 

BRFi(0i,q)j;0^,(ps) = ^—P(g) (8.1) 
4 

where 

BRFi = single scatter contribution to BRF 

9i = zenith angle (with respect to surface normal) of incident light beam 

9s = zenith angle (with respect to surface normal) of scattered light beam 

Oi = azimuth angle of incident light beam 

Os = azimuth angle of scattered light beam 

CO = single scatter albedo, defined as the ratio of the scattered portion of the energy 

to the total energy (scattered plus absorbed) 

|Ii = COS0i 

|i,s = cosB, 

g = phase angle = cos''[cos9i cos9s + sin9i sin9,cos((j)j - oj] = angle between the 

incident and scattering directions 

P(g) = average particle scattering phase function = probability density that the 

energy will be scattered with phase angle g. 

NOTE: all equations in this chapter apply at only a single wavelength, X. 
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To account for the increase in backscatter in the direction of illumination, sometimes 

referred to as the "'opposition surge" or "hot spot." Hapke {1981) has postulated a modified 

form of the single scatter expression. 

B R F , ( 0 i , 0 i ; 9 , , ( ! ) s )  =  ® — ( 8 . 2 )  

where 

B(g) = the backscatter function. 

Hapke (1981. 1986) describes several forms for the backscatter function. The one used 

herein is from the 1986 publication. 

B(g) = f . . ^ (8.3) 

with 

(8.4) 
coP{0) 

where 

Bo = amplitude of the backscatter peak 

h = parameter describing the angular width of the backscatter peak 

S(0) = fraction of light scattered from particles close to the surface at g=0. 

The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the backscatter peak is approximately 

Ag = 2h. (8.5) 

The exact two stream solution for multiple scattering from isotropic scatterers is 

BRF->(0i.0i;9s,ds) = — ^ fHdii )H(p.s)-1] (8.6) 

where 

BRFt = multiple scatter contribution to BRP 
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H(p.) = Chandrasekhar's "H-function" 

Chandrasekhar (I960) obtained an equation for the H-function, 

H(^i) = l + -Q)nH(^)J-^^^d^'. (8.7) 

This equation must be evaluated numerically. Hapke (1981) has shown that the following 

equation agrees with the results from numerical evaluation within 3%. 

l + 2u 
H(^i) = ^ • (8.8) 

1 + 2|i VI - CO 

This is the form used here. 

Combining the single scatter and multiple scatter terms gives 

BRF(ei.(()i;0s,(i)s) = J^ {P(g)[l + B(g)] + H(tii)H(|i^)-i}. (8.9) 

This is the basic equation used to model scattering from the materials measured in this 

study. 

At this point, the scattering phase function, P(g), often called just the phase function, 

needs to be determined. In the case of Rayleigh scattering, for example. 

P(g) = 7 
4 

1 + COS" 2 (8.10) 

Of course the particles of interest here are much larger than the wavelengths of light so 

the scattering does not fall within the Rayleigh regime. Nontheless. Pinty and Ramond 

(1986) obtained reasonably good results for terrestrial surface data from NIMBUS 7 with 

an empirical scattering phase function of a form similar to the Rayleigh equation. 

P(g)  = l + (l-k~jcos~g.  (8.11; 

by allowing the parameter k to vary between zero and one. A quantitative method of 

evaluating results will be given in the next section, so that qualitative terms such as 
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"reasonably good results" can be converted to a merit function for comparison. For the 

NIMBUS 7 data the uncertainties were on the order of ten to fifty percent. 

A common form for the scattering phase function used in Pinty et al., (1990). 

Verstraete et al.. (1990). Pinty and Verstraete (1991). Liang and Townshend (1996), and 

Flasse et al.. (1993) is the Henyey-Greenstein {1941) expression. 

P(g) = 7 _±1®I (8.12) 
^1 + 0- - 20cos(7r - g)j 

where 0 is an asymmetry factor that ranges from -1 for backscatter to +1 for forward 

scatter. 

Another common form for the scattering phase function is a Legendre polynomial 

expansion, usually expanded to second-order, as in Pinty et al.. (1989). 

^3cos~ g - ij 
P(g) = l + bcosg + c (8.13) 

where b and c are multipliers used to adjust the polynomial to provide the best fit to the 

data. 

8.2.3 Ment function for evaluation 

Whichever form of the scattering phase function is chosen, the inversion procedure 

consists of finding the best values of the unknown parameters in equation (8.9) to match a 

set of measured BRF data. The best match is obtained when the RMS of the tit is 

minimized, 

RMSf = ^,57Np (8.14) 

where 

RMSf = RMS of the fit 
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Np = number of free parameters 

and 

5 - =  l [ B R F k - B R F ( 0 i . k . ® i , k ; 9 i i . k . ® s . k ) ] '  1 8 . 1 5 1  
k=l 

with 

BRFk = measured BRP for the illumination geometry of the data point 

BRF = modelled BRF for the illumination geometry of the k"' data point 

N = number of data points in the data set. 

The number of free parameters for any data set is 

N p  =  N - N u  ( 8 . 1 6 )  

where 

N,, = number of unknown model parameters to be retneved. 

This method has been used in Pinty et al.. (19891. Pinty et al.. (1990). Pinty and 

Verstraete (1991). Jacquemoud et al.. (1992). Liang and Townshend (1996). and Rasse 

et al.. (1993). 

The RMS of the fit may be used as a quantitative merit function to express the accuracy 

of the model. Noise and errors in the data will also affect the value of RMSf. so that the 

model can not be interpreted as being more accurate than the data itself. The method used 

to minimize RMSf for this investigation will be described in a following section. 

In this document the RMSf values reported are expressed in percent. Since the BRF of 

highly reflective diffuse materials is nearly 1.0. percentage RMSf values may be 

conveniently interpreted as approximately representing relative la uncertainties in the BRF 

values computed using the models. 
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8.2.4 Forward scatter addition 

Jacquemoud et al., {1992) have proposed a modified phase function to account for a 

forward scattering peak in the specular direction. 

P(g) = I + bcosg + c 
(3cos-g-l) 

+ dcosg' +e 
3 cos" 2' -1 

(8.17) 

where b. c. d. and e are parameters to be retrieved and g' is the angle between the specular 

direction and the viewing direction, so that 

cos g' = COS0, COS0S - sin0j sinS, cos(0j - Osi (8.18) 

and. as before 

cos g = cosBj cosS, + sinBi sinB, cos((j)i - Os). (8.19) 

8.2.5 Vegetation canopy version 

Pinty and Verstraete (1991) have proposed a modified model for a vegetation canopy. 

BRF(0i.d)i;0„(i),) = - ^ {P(g)[l + B(G)] + H 
4 lC2^i 

/ \ 
Hi. 

/ 

H 
.>^1J V 

-I 

where 

B(G) = 
l + Vp(G) 

(8 .21)  

V (G) = 4( 
' 3tc y 2rA K-, 

(8.22) 

G = tan"0; + tan" 0^ -2tan0i tanO^cos(0i -0^) 
1/2 

(8.23) 

In this model Ki and K2 describe the orientation distribution of the scatterers. r is the radius 

of the sun flecks on the inclined scatterers, and A is the scatterer area density of the 

canopy. 
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This model was used by Flasse et al.. (1993) for data obtained on Spectralon, so it was 

also applied to the data in this investigation for comparison. Here it was assumed that the 

scatterer orientations were equally probable, hence uniform. For a canopy with a uniform 

scatterer distribution (Pinty and Verstraete (1991)) 

Ki =0.5+ 0.877cosSj (8.24a) 
and 

k;2 =0.5+ 0.877cos0^. (8.24b) 

8.2.6 Selection of preferred models 

For this study the simplest model that would produce adequate accuracies was 

preferred. A quantative goal of the effort was to obtain a scattering model that produced 

RMSf values that would be comparable to the difference of the measurements from the 

calibration values, which was on the order of two tenths of one percent (the RMS of SBRS 

measurements compared to NIST calibration values for these data was 0.19%). For the 

comparison portion of the investigation that was aimed at finding the best model, one set of 

in-plane data measured on Spectralon was used. Those data were obtained at an 

illumination angle of 60° and viewing angles from +50° to -60° in ten degree increments. 

The 60° illumination angle was chosen becau.se it is near to the illumination angles for the 

MODIS solar diffuser (53.8° to 64.9°), and the only other data set with more than two 

viewing angles was the 0° illumination angle. 

In addition to the models mentioned above, Rasse et al.. (1993) applied a polynomial 

of order four on the zenith angles 9; and 02 to Spectralon measured data and concluded that 

"an empirical formula of high degree is not capable of representing the bidirectional 

reflectance of Spectalon as well iti a physically-based model." Their results wi± the fourth-

order polynomial were RMSf values of approximately 7 to 8 percent (Flasse et al.. (1993) 
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Table 3). This may be compared to those for the vegetation canopy version of the model, 

which were approximately I.I to 2.5 percent (Flasse et al.. (1993). Tables I and 2). For 

this reason only the models represented by the equations in the previous section were used 

in this smdy. 

The vegetation canopy version of the model did not produce very satisfactory results 

for the data used here. The RMSf values obtained ranged from six to ten percent. Retrieval 

of values for the unknown model parameters was more difficult for this model because 

there are more of them. .^so. since it attempts to describe a complex canopy of vegetation 

of varying illuminated area and tilted components, it includes some terms that are of 

dubious value for a material like Halon or Spectralon. which has a very uniform 

appearance. Because of this and the poor initial results, it was discarded as an unlikely or 

poor candidate model. 

The simplest form of the Hapke model, represented by equation (8.9). gave much 

better results. The use of the Henyey-Greenstein equation. {8.12). for the scattering phase 

function did not give results as good as the Legendre polynomial. (8.13). Values of RMSf 

for the Henyey-Greenstein form were on the order of two to eight percent, whereas for the 

Legendre polynomial form they were less than one percent. 

Slight improvements were noted when the forward scatter version of the Legendre 

polynomial, equation (8.17). were used. Those improvements were on the order of one to 

two tenths of a percent. Also, third- and fourth-order Legendre polynomials were applied 

with similar slight improvements. More discussion of this will be provided later. 

Based on the comparisons mentioned above, the remainder of the data were analyzed 

using the simplest Hapke model, equation (8.9). and one or more of the Legendre 

polynomials (including the forwiird scatter form) for the scattering phase function. When 
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the results are reported, the form of the Legendre polynomial used for the scattering phase 

function is always identified. 

8.2.7 Application to polarization data 

The Hapke model was derived for incoherent, randomly polarized light and as such is 

not intended to handle polarization (Hapke (1997)). Even so. it seemed a worthwhile 

endeavor to apply it to the four polarization components. In such an application it seems 

that the only difference between polarized and unpolarized light is that the scattering phase 

function would represent the scattering characteristics for each polarized component 

individually rather than the composite of all polarization components. 

Flasse et al.. (1993) have applied the vegetation canopy version of the model to data 

measured with a coherent polarized (laser) source with good results. They applied the 

model individually to data for both s- and p- source polarizations. Their detector was 

unpolarized. No publication was found in the literature that reported application of 

Hapke's scattering model to data measured for all four polarization components, as has 

been done in this investigation. The results were rather rewarding, as detailed in the next 

chapter. 

8.2.8 Interpretation of m.odel parameters 

One parameter that may be used to characterize the single scatter phase function of a 

model is the cosine asymmetry factor, q. This parameter is the average value of the cosine 

of the scattering angle 0s, which is the angle of the scattered energy from the forward 

direction. 

1 
q = (cos0s) = — |cos0s • P(0s) -sinOs dOs. (8.25a) 

- 0 
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where P(0s) is the single scatter phase function as before. For in-plane scattering, the 

phase angle, g, is related to the scattering angle by 0s = tt: - g, so 

If the cosine asymmetry factor is positive, the particle scatters most of the energy into 

the forward hemisphere, and if q is negative most of the energy is scattered into the 

backward hemisphere. If the cosine asymmetry factor is zero it implies that the particle 

scatters symmetrically in the forward and backward directions, but not necessarily that the 

particle scatters the same in all directions. Of course the cosine asymmetry factor for a 

particle that scatters the same in all directions, i.e. an isotropic scatterer. will also be zero. 

Since the single scatter phase function is normalized to unity, the absolute value of the 

cosine asymmetry factor must be less than or equal to one. However, when modeling 

scatter with Hapke's equation, sometimes values of q greater than one will occur. This has 

been attributed to approximations made in deriving Hapke's equation and/or noise in the 

data (Mishchenko (1994)). 

If the single scatter phase function is a polynomial of standard form, as in the second-

order equation. 

1 
q = -(cosg) = —Jcosg • P(g)singdg. 

- 0 

(8.25b) 

(8.26) 

then q = -mi/3. For polynomial equations of third- and fourth-order in standard form, the 

result is q = -m[/3 - m3/5. For a standard form second-order polynomial representing the 

single scatter phase function with the forward scattering terms proposed in paragraph 
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P( g) = b + mj cos g + itit cos" g +1113 cos g' +1114 cos" g' (8.27) 

a solution for q can be obtained for a set of in-plane data obtained at one constant angle of 

incidence. 9i, by using g' = g - 20i' 

Equation (8.9) was used as the basic scattering model in this study. The single scatter 

albedo, co, may be considered as one of the unknown parameters to be retrieved, or it may 

be computed from matenal characteristics, by making some assumptions. The latter option 

was used here. More discussion on the single scatter albedo calculation will follow. 

The other unknown parameters to be retrieved in equation (8.9) appear in the 

backscatter term, B(g), and in the scattering phase function P(g). The unknown 

parameters in the backscatter term include the amplitude of the backscatter peak. Bo, found 

in equation (8.4). and the backscatter peak angular width parameter, h. The unknowns in 

Bo are S(0) and P(0). Of course the parameters to be retrieved in the phase function 

depend upon which form of the phase function is chosen. Thus the unknowns to be 

retrieved are h. S(0), P(0), and the parameters that appear in the selected form of the phase 

function, P(g). 

mi m3cos(20i) m4Jtsin(26i)cos(29i) 
— - -

(8.28) 

8.3 Implementation technique 

8.3.1 Parameter optimization methods 

The method chosen for retrieval in this research consists primarily of a simple manual 

approach. First equation (8.9) was solved for P(g), 
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^ 0[l + B(g)I 

In the right hand side (RHS) of this equation the only unknowns are found in B(g). 

Equations (8.3) and (8.4) show those unknowns to be h. S(0). and P(0). For any one set 

of measurement data, substitution of the measured BRF values and insertion of trial values 

for h, S(0). and P(0) produces a set of P(g) values that can be fitted to a Legendre 

polynomial of any chosen order using a least-squares (LS) regression. This gives the best 

set of values for the constants in the Legendre polynomial for that set of trial values of h. 

S(0), and P(0). Then using the retrieved constants from the LS regression and the values 

of h, S(0). and P(0) used to obtain them, the expected BRF values are computed, using 

equation (8.9), at the same viewing angles as the measured data, and RMSf for that set of 

trial values of h. S(0), and P(0) is computed using equations (8.14) and (8.15). 

In this way the problem is reduced to a search for the three unknowns h. S(0). and 

P(0) that minimize RMSf. To further simplify the search for unknowns, the ratio of 

S(0)/P(0) can be considered to be one parameter, effectively making Bo the retrieval 

parameter, and thereby reducing the number of unknowns by one. This was in fact done 

for the first attempts at retrieval. 

At this point it may be noted that the three unknowns left to be optimized all pertain to 

the backscatter peak. They have minimal effect on the scattering characteristics at other 

viewing angles. This means that optimization of these three parameters is only critical for 

determining the backscatter characteristics of the material. 

8.3.' 1 Single scatter albedo 

As mentioned above, the single scatter albedo was computed using a Mie calculation 

for narrowly dispersed spherical particles. The real part of the refractive index for PTFE 
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particles is 1.35. The absorption coefficient of Spectralon was measured by Jordan (1997) 

to be approximately 2x10"^ cm"^. Ninety-five percent of the particle sizes in Spectralon 

are in the range from 15 |im to 35 jim with a mean of approximately 25 |im. They are 

actually very nonspherical. and comprise approximately 60 percent of the total volume after 

baking, whereas pressed Halon (Ig/cm^) is composed of approximately 45% particles and 

55% voids (Springsteen (1997)). The density of PTFE particles is in the range of 2.3 

g/cm^ to 2.36 g/cm^. Since the particles are considerably larger than the wavelengths used 

in these measurements and their absorption is so low. the single scatter albedo is very close 

to 1.0. The value actually used was 0.9999. 

8.3.1.2 Backscatter term 

The effect of backscatter at viewing angles peninent to the spacecraft solar diffuser 

assemblies is negligible. However it is of interest to determine the backscatter for the solar 

diffuser materials because, for those substances that are good diffusers. it is the backward 

and forward directions that primarily characterize their non-Lambertian performance. 

The backscatter peak for Spectralon is neither very large nor very wide. Inspection of 

the data showed only slight backscatter effect when viewing at ten degrees from the 

backscatter direction (the SBRS test equipment could be used no closer than eight degrees 

from the backscatter direction). Rasse et al., (1993) measured ERF at five degrees from 

the backscatter direction; their data also showed very little backscatter effect. Based on 

these data, backscatter peak FWHM values for Ag in the neighborhood of five to ten 

degrees were used as initial estimates. 

As mentioned above, the initial attempts at retrieval were made using trial values for Bo 

rather than S(0) and P(0) individually. However, since there are no measurement data 

available here for the backscatter direction (g = 0), E^vISf is rather insensitive to Bo, so the 
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backscatter effect is not very well defined. A fairly wide range of values of Bo gave 

virtually identical RMSf values. Because of that, using the retrieved parameters in equation 

(8.9) to compute the expected BRF at g = 0. BRF(O). also produced a wide variety of 

possible backscatter peak BRP values [approximately 50% variation in BEIF(O)]. That was 

not very satisfying. 

Keeping the two parameters S(0) and P(0) separate does have an advantage in the case 

where the complex index of refraction of the scattenng material is known. It narrows the 

range of possible tnal values for each parameter considerably, making the retrieval easier. 

This is another instance in which a physical model is superior to a purely empirical one. 

In this case, the initial value for S(0) is estimated from the material refractive index. 

Furthermore, having P(0) available as a separate parameter gives an oppormnity to use the 

backscatter peak as a check by requiring that the trial value of P(0) match the expected 

value of P(g) at g = 0 computed using the constants obtained from the LS fit. This requires 

an iteration on trial values of P(0) and the LS fit. but usually it can be completed with only 

three or four trials. 

S(0) is the fraction of light scattered from particles close to the surface at the backscatter 

angle. If the particles are opaque, all of the scattered light must come from the surface, and 

S(0) would take on the value of 1.0. The case here is nearly the exact opposite. 

Spectralon particles are ver>' weak absorbers, so the value of S(0) would be expected to be 

nearer to the minimum, which is the Fresnel reflection coefficient. 

(8.30) 
(n +1)~ + k" 

where 

n = real part of index of refraction 

k = imaginary part of index of retraction. 
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For Spectralon the Fresnel reflection coefficient is approximately 0.022. so initial trial 

values for S(0) in the neighborhood of 0.02 to 0.1 were used. More details of how the 

values for the backscatter parameters were finalized will appear in the section on parameter 

optimization results. 

8.3.1.3 Average scattering phase function 

The Henyey-Greenstein function, equation (8.12), was used for the average scattering 

phase function in both the simple Hapke model, equation (8.9), and in the vegetation 

canopy version, equation (8.20). Results were not very satisfactory for either application, 

giving RMSf values of approximately two to eight percent, so use of the Henyey-

Greenstein function was not pursued further. 

Legendre polynomials of order two, three and four were all used successfully for the 

average scattering phase function for most of the data analysis reported here. However the 

results were not very good unless the polynomial was allowed to have another parameter to 

vary. Namely, the additive constant value of one was changed to be a variable. Thus the 

second-order Legendre polynomial equation (8.13) becomes 

P(g) = A + Bcosg + C 
(3cos-g-l) 

(8.31) 

where A, B, and C are three fitting parameters extracted by the LS regression. 

Furthermore, to facilitate the fitting routine, the Legendre polynomials were converted to 

standard format, as, for example, in the second-order polynomial equation 

P(g) = b + mi cosg + m2 cos" g . (8.32) 
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where b, mi, and are the fit parameters. Of course it is easy to go from one form to 

another by equating the multipliers. For the second-order polynomial the conversions are 

A = b4-m2/3 (8.33a) 

B = mj (8.33b) 

C = 2m2/3. (8.33c) 

For most of the results reported here, the parameters for the standard forms of the 

polynomials are used, and the parameter names b. mi. mi, m3,and nu are used as 

appropriate. When the parameters reported are for the Legendre form, they are so labeled 

and the letters A, B, C are used. 

8.3.2 Parameter optimization results 

Arriving at a final scattering model required a search for optimum values of h. S(0), 

and P(0). Assuming that P(g) is a smooth curve represented by a polynomial, the expected 

value of P(g) computed from the polynomial equation for g = 0 should not be much 

different than the expected value of Pfg) for g = 10°. so the approach that P(0°) - P( 10°) 

was used as a starting point. However RMSf was very insensitive to variations of the 

three parameters, so the method of using the backscatter peak value as a self check was 

instituted. To do this, a trial value of BRF(O) was used to deduce a reasonable value for 

P(0). The trial value of BRF(O) was computed by using a factor to multiply the BRF value 

at the closest measured data point, which was at g = 10". That value is designated 

BRF(IO); thus 

BRF(0) = fBRF(10) (8.34) 

where f is called the "BRP(O) factor" in this report. 
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The BRF(O) factor was initially assumed to be on the order of 1.0 to 1.2 based on the 

measurements mentioned above. Using a trial value of f produced a trial value of BRP(O) 

that could be used to compute a trial value for P(g) at g = 0. Pc(0). according to equation 

(8.29). This was used as the trial value for P(0). Starting with a trial pair of values for h 

and S(0), a few iterations on P(0) would quickly converge to agree with the computed 

value Pc(0). This made it somewhat easier to see the effect of f. hence P(0). on RMSf. 

One further step using the trial value of BEIF(O) that seemed useful was to modify the 

data set of ERF values to include the trial value as though it were an actual measured value. 

Then the results for the unmodified data set were compared to the results for the modified 

data set. The terms "with extrapolation" and "without extrapolation" were used to label the 

results using the modified data set and the unmodified data set respectively. As expected. 

RMSf results with extrapolation were much more sensitive to variations in the values of h 

and S(0). 

An unexpected result of this approach was that the minimum RMSf value obtained for 

the modified data set was identical to the minimum RMSf value obtained for the 

unmodified data set. The two RMSf values for any set of parameter values for h. S(0). 

and BRF(O) were not the same except for the one set of h. S(0), and BRF(O) values that 

produced the minimum RMSf values. This seemed to indicate that, for a particular 

optimized pair of values of h and S(0), the expected value of BRJF(O), and therefore P(0), 

was most consistent with the scattering model that represented the acmal unmodified data 

set. This helped to increase the confidence that it would be reasonable to use such a model 

to compute the expected backscattering effects for the material that was measured. It also 

gave a more sensitive way to evaluate the effect of the unknown parameters on RMSf. 

This will be demonstrated in the figures that appear in the following discussion. 
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RMSf was a little less sensitive to h than it was to S(0). but it turned out to be more 

well defined. To retrieve an optimum value for h. a three dimensional plot of the surface of 

RMSf versus h and f, the BRF(O) factor, was generated for a fixed value of S(()) = 0.1. 

It should be noted that the scales along the bottom of the three dimensional plots that 

follow are not linear. Even so, they do demonsu^ate the general shape of the surfaces and 

define the region of the minimum of RMSf. It is also noteworthy that all of the values of 

RMSf in the regions near its minimum are well below 0.4%. That means that the model is 

already approaching the goal of being near the RMS measurement difference ( from NIST 

calibrations) value of 0.2%. 

Figure 8-1. Second-order polynomial, RMSf for S(0) = 0.1; without extrapolation 
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There is an obvious trough in the surface shown in Figure 8-1,which indicates that the 

minimtmi RMSf value occurs for h = 0.05, no matter which value of f is used. From this 
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figure it was clear that the optimum value of h for these data is 0.05. and all subsequent 

data analysis for Spectralon. Halon. or Algoflon was performed using this value for h. 

As a check on whether or not this is a reasonable value for h. a rough estimate of the 

particle size distribution can be computed. Following Hapke (1986). a power-law 

distribution for particle sizes may be written as 

n(r)dr = Kr~'^dr (8.35) 

where 

r = mean particle radius 

n = number of particles 

K = constant 

P = a number typically between I and 4. 

Hapke gives equations for h for several values of p. When P = 3. the narrowest 

backscatter peaks occur. For the value P = 3. the expression for h is given in Table I of 

Hapke (1986). 

3 

h = -| •^jA/21n(l-F) In 
( ri "l 1 f A \ 

. <^1 > 
(8.36) 

where 

F = fill factor 

d| = diameter of largest particle 

d^ = diameter of smallest particle. 

Using a fill factor of 0.5, and 21 jim for the smallest particle diameter and 29 jim for the 

largest particle diameter gives 0.049 for h. So it appears in this case that a narrow 

distribution centered at 25 |ixn is consistent with the value of h retrieved from the inversion. 
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The optimum value of S(0) was not quite so easy to ascertain as was that for h. When 

a similar plot of the surface of RMSf, for the unextrapolated model, versus S(0) and f was 

generated for a fixed value of h = 0.05. the dip turned out to be more like a valley than a 

trough. It was not so well defined, and it does not immediately indicate any preferred 

value for S(0). The lowest point on the surface, which is of course the desired minimum 

of RMSf, is difficult to pinpoint. 

Figure 8-2. Second-order polynomial, RMSf for h = 0.05; without exu-apolation 

BRF(O) factor 

S ( 0 )  

From the graph above it is clear that optimum S(0) should be between approximately 0.07 

and 0.17 and that optimum BRF(O) factor should be between 1.0 and 1.3, but it is difficult 

to refine the range much beyond that 

This is where the use of the extrapolation to include the BRF(O) value became 

especially useful. The next graph is essentially the same plot as above except that it is for 

the modified data set, and the S(0) and BRF(O) factor axes are exchanged to show the 
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shape of the surface more clearly. It demonstrates that RMSf is much more sensitive to 

variations in S(0) and f when the extrapolated data set is used. 

Figure 8-3. Second-order polynomial. RMSf for h = 0.05: with extrapolation 
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This graph also shows that RMSf gets larger as either S(0) or f are increased to large 

values. 

The next graph demonstrates even more dramatically the differences in the sensitivities 

of RMSf between the two data sets by showing a direct comparison of the two RMSf plots 

on the same scale. It was obtained using S(0) = 0.11. 
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Figure 8-4. RMS of fit for second-order polynomial with S(0) = 0.11 
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To find the minimum of RMSf, the valley portion of the 3-D figure above is shown below 

in an expanded view, and with more resolution on the RMSf scale. 

Figure 8-5. Second-order polynomial, expanded RMSf for h = 0.05; with extrapolation 
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This graph makes it clear that there are not multiple local minima at other points near the 

bottom of the valley. It also reduces the regions in which to seek the optimum values for 

S(0) to approximately 0.05 to 0.15 and for BEIF(O) factor, f. to approximately l.O to 1.02. 

The center of die valley appears to be near S(0) = 0.1 and f = 1.01, so the minimum RMSf 

should be very near to RMSf at those values. 

One more refinement was used to narrow the quest for the lowest RMSf value. It 

involved a search over the reduced ranges of S(0) and BRF(O) factor for the combination 

of those two values that produced the same value of RMSf for both the modified data set 

and the unmodified data set. The next graph is a plot of the values of S(0) and BRF(O) 

factor when, and only when. RMSf for the modified data set matched the value of RMSf 

for the unmodified data set to within 0.001 %, Note that S(0) is expressed as a percentage 

value to make the axis scale more readable. 

Figure 8-6. RMSf vs. S(0) when RMSf for the extrapolated data set 
matches RMSf for the unextrapolated data set 
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From this graph it is obvious that optimum S(0) is between 0.095 and 0.0115. It may 

also be observed that between 0.075 and 0.0125 the value of RMSf varies by only 

0.003%. so any value in that range will give results that are virtually indistinguishable from 

any other in the range. Nontheless. having gone so far. a few more iterations were done to 

find the true minimum within 0.001%. This occurred at S(0) = 0.011. and for a BRP(O) 

factor of 1.0135. The value of P(0) required by this combination was 0.762. Of course 

the value of h was 0.05. The number of free parameters for the second-order polynomial 

was five. There were twelve measured data values and seven unknowns - co. h. S(0). 

P(0), b, mj. and mT. 

Recall that diese inversion retrieval values were obtained for one specific data set with 

an illumination angle of 60°. However these optimized backscatter parameter values were 

later used for all other data sets on similar materials, under the assumption that the 

backscatter effect would not change much for other illumination angles. This seems to 

have been a reasonable assumption based on the fact that RMSf values for models obtained 

with other data sets were still quite low. all of them being less than 1.1%. .More specific 

results will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 9 

RESULTS OF MODELS APPLIED TO VARIOUS DATA SETS 

The ability of a Hapke model to predict BRF at angle orientations other than the 

measured data points depends on which data are used in the fitting process. An effort was 

made to determine which AOI/AOR combinations would produce satisfactory models for 

BRF prediction, mcluding predictions for out-of-plane angles. This effort involved 

combining several subsets of BRF input data to generate models and then comparing the 

BRF prediction capabilities for the models. This chapter will describe the different data 

sets used in generating the models and then describe the outcome. Results are compared 

quantitatively using the I^Sfu merit function. The cosine asymmetry parameter is used as 

an indicator of how realistic, physically, the scattering phase function for the model is. In 

addition, a series of graphs visually demonstrates the success, or lack thereof, of the 

various data combinations in producing models capable of predicting BRF values for 

AOI/AOR combinations not in the input data set. 

Several different sets of data were analyzed using the models described in the previous 

chapter. In addition to using data collected for a number of combinations of illumination 

and viewing angles on Spectralon. some of the illumination and viewing angle 

combinations were applied to other materials as well. Even though measurements were 

made in several wavelength bands on all of the materials, only the 700-nm data were used 

to generate these scattering models, with the exception of the models for the MODIS solar 

diffuser. For the MODIS solar diffuser, a model was generated for each of the seven 

spectral bands. However, only the model for the 700-nm data was used in making 

comparisons with the other 700-nm models, since the BRF of Spectralon does not vary 

much with wavelength. 
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9.1 Data set descriptions 

The data sets were basically grouped according to the type of sample that was 

measured. The Spectralon sample that was used as the BRDF standard (the NRS) was 

measured at a specific set of angles designed to provide a way of calibrating the 

measurement equipment. The data set for the MODIS round-robin samples was prescribed 

by NIST. The data set for die MODIS solar diffuser was determined by the geometry of 

the diffuser panel mounting on the MODIS instrument, and the orientation of the sun with 

respect to the satellite as it rises over the terminator. 

9.1.1 Spectralon 

All of the data set orientadons were applied to Spectralon. There were three basic data 

sets defined by three different Spectralon samples — the NIST standard, the MODIS solar 

diffuser panel, and the MODIS round-robin sample. 

The measurement orientations for the NIST standard were all in-plane angles ("in-

plane" means that the viewing angle is in the plane of incidence; "out-of-plane" means that 

the viewing angle is not in the plane of incidence). The orientations for the NIST standard 

were divided up into subsets for different purposes. The 60° AOI data set from the NIST 

standard (see Figure 9-la below) was used to optimize the backscatter parameters for all 

the models applied to Spectralon. Then the complete data set for the NIST standard was 

used to develop a model for Spectralon that would be representauve of scattering from that 

material for any general illumination orientation. That data set is called the "pre-MODIS" 

set because it was the set used to verify that all was in order with the test equipment before 

proceeding to the calibration of the actual MODIS solar diffuser panel. 

The data referred to as the "MODIS" data set consists of nine out-of-plane angular 

orientations that were used to cover the expected range of illumination for the solar panel 
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when it is on-orbit (see Figure 7-3). There is one set of nine data points for each of the 

seven wavelengths. The data were analyzed for each wavelength individually, so there are 

seven MODIS data sets. 

A composite data set was made by combining the pre-MODIS set with the MODIS set 

to determine the degree of agreement (or difference) in scattering from two different 

samples of space-grade Spectralon from two different manufacturing lots. This data group 

is called the "all data" set. 

The angles for the round-robin (RR) data set were the same for all samples in the 

round-robin. The RR data was also subdivided into groups by illumination angle. These 

are designated by the illumination angle (e.g. 30° AOI RR) or "all RR data" as appropriate. 

To distinguish the RR data from the NIST standard/MODIS data the "RR" designation has 

been added. 

9.1.1.1 Angle conventions 

In this analysis the observation angles will be referred to as either angle of reflection 

(AOR) or angle of view (AOV). The out-of-plane view angles are given by 

coordinates. The angles are measured from the surface normal to the AOI or AOR. In-

plane angles are positive for clockwise rotations and negative for counterclockwise 

rotations, when the test setup is observed from above. This convention was adopted to 

agree with the angles used by NIST for calibration of the NIST standard. 

9.1.1.2 60° AOI unpolarized data set 

The 60° AOI unpolarized data set for the NIST standard consisted of twelve data 

points. They were the random-random BRF values, Prr- for 60° AOI and the view angles 

shown in the following figure. 
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Figure 9- la. Plan view of 60° AOI unpolarized data set 
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9.1.1.3 60° AOI polarized data set 

The 60° AOI polarized data set for the NIST standard was composed of four subsets, 

each consisting of twelve data points. Each of the subsets contained data for the same 

angles as the 60° AOI unpolarized data set above, but the BRF values were j3pp, Pp^, 3^p. 

and 

9.1.1.4 -Pre-MODIS" data set 

This group of data for the NIST standard was composed of the values in the 60° AOI 

unpolarized data set above, plus Pn- values for the following in-plane angles: a) 30° AOI 

"Pre-MODIS" data set, b) 0° AOI "Pre-MODIS" data set, c) 45°/0° -Pre-MODIS" data set 

and d) 0°/-45° "Pre-MODIS" data set That makes a total of 22 data points for this data set. 

These data sets are illustrated in the figures below. 
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Figure 9- lb. Plan view of 0° AOI and 30° AOI "Pre-MODIS" data sets 
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Figure 9- Ic. Plan view of 07-45° and 45°/0° "Pre-MODIS" data sets 
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9.1.1.5 -'MODIS" data set 

The MODIS data set was measured on the MODIS solar diffuser panel, also called the 

MODIS solar diffuser assembly (MSDA). It is composed of values for nine out-of-

plane angle orientations. They are all measured with the same AOR, or 0^, of 20.49°. The 

nine diffuser zenith angles, 9}, and azimuth angle differences, A0 = (^j - (l)^), are given in 

Table 7-1. Figure 7-3 shows the illumination geomeuy and defines the angles. 
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9.1.1.6 "All data" set 

The NTST standard/MODIS "all data" set is the combination of the 31 data points in the 

"pre-MODIS" and the "MODIS" data sets. 

The MODIS round-robin data were taken at in-plane angles requested by NIST. The 

same set of angles was used for all the RR samples. These data were also subdivided into 

groups by AOI a) 0° AOI RR, b) 30° AOI RR, c) 45° AOI RR, d) 60° AOI RR. and e) all 

RR data. There were six Prr values in the 0° AOI RR data set, eight Prr values for 30° 

AOI, eleven Pn- values for 45° AOI, and twelve Prr values for 60° AOI. The "all RR data" 

set was composed of all 37 of these data points. These data sets are illustrated in the 

following figures. 

9.1.2 MODIS round-robin data 

Figure 9-Id. Plan view of 0° AOI and 30° AOI round-robin data sets 
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Figure 9- le. Plan view of 45° AOI and 60° AOI round-robin data sets 
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9.2 Modeling results 

Various forms of the models obtained from the data sets defined above are presented 

below. Comparisons are made based on the RMS of tit values obtained. The retrieved 

model parameters are also presented. 

9.2.1 Models from 60° AOI impolarized data 

In the table below the retrieval parameters and resulting RMSf values for several 

models used in the optimization of the backscatter parameters for Spectralon are shown. 

The values in the RMSf columns were used to draw the curves seen in Figure 8-4. The 

columns A, B, and C are the fit parameters from the second-order Legendre polynomial of 

equation (8.26). Recall that Np is the number of free parameters. 
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Table 9-1. Second-order Legendre polynomial model parameters 

Table 9-1. 2nd order Legendre polynomial model parameters 

f RMSf% ABC 

not extrapolated 

C 

extrapolated 

RMS f 7c A B C 

I 0.268 1.46212 -0.95348 0.25028 

1.01 0.267 1.46283 -0.95342 0.25103 

1.02 0.268 1.46346 -0.95336 0.25169 

1.05 0.268 1.46505 -0.95322 0.25337 

1.1 0.270 1.46699 -0.95305 0.25544 
1.2 0.274 1.46939 -0.95285 0.25805 

1.5 0.283 1.47245 -0.9526 0.26141 

0.562 1.45862 

0.297 1.46197 

0.356 1.46524 
(.337 1.47482 

3.084 1.49018 

6.541 1.51968 

16.753 1.60465 

-0.94965 0.23645 

-0.95248 0.24763 
-0.95531 0.25873 

-0.9639 0.29198 

-0.9784 0.34711 
-1.00779 0.45675 

-1.09704 0.78378 

CO = 0.9999 S(0) = O.I I h= 0.05 60°AOI. 700nm 

As stated in the preceding chapter, final refining iterations produced the minimum 

RMSf for both unextrapolated and extrapolated data of 0.267%. This occurred at S(0) = 

0.011. and for a BRF(O) factor of 1.0135. The value of P(0) required by this combination 

was 0.762. The value of h was unchanged at 0.05. Values for the LS fit parameters for 

tliis optimum set of retrieval parameters appear in the table in paragraph 9.2.3. 

In the table below die retrieved parameters and resulting RMSf values are presented for 

optimized models for the 60° AOI polarized data. Several things are worth noting in this 

data: 1) the S(0) value for the p-s and the s-p polarizations are the same as for the 

unpolarized data, 2) the optimum BRPfO) value, f, only changed for the p-p polarization, 

3) the RMSf values for the fourth-order polynomial without forward scatter are essentially 

the same as those for the second-order polynomial with forward scatter. 4) the RMSf 

values are quite respectable, even though the Hapke model was not intended to handle 

polarization, and 5) the cosine asyinmetry parameters indicate a slight tendency to scatter 

9.2.2 Models from 60° AOI polarized data 
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more into the forward hemisphere, considerably more so for the ss and pp polarizations, as 

one would expect. 

The results noted in item three above were typical for all models. This does not seem 

to be unreasonable in light of the fact that the fourth-order polynomial without forward 

scatter has the same number of terms in the LS fit. hence the same number of parameters 

that can be varied, as the second-order polynomial with forward scatter, even though the 

exponents of two of the terms are different. 

Table 9-2. Model results for polarization components of 60° AOI data 

Polynomial order 

RMS of fit. % z'"' order LS fit parameters 

Without forward scatter 

S(0) f 3'^ 
^nd 

m2 mi b 

Ppp 0.30 1.05 0.249c 0.64% 0.65% 1.067 -1.5075 1.4888 0.50 

Pps 0.11 1.01 0.19% 0.17% 0.40% -0.152 -0.1876 0.706 0.06 

Psp 0.11 1.01 0.187c 0.17% 0.18% -0.1 -0.2253 0.7976 0.08 

Pss 0.16 1.01 0.14% 0.17% 0.22% 0.642 -1.8959 2.3445 0.63 

Np 3 4 5 

/ith forward scatter 

2nd S(0) f 2nd m4 m3 mi mi b 

Ppp 0.30 1.05 0.26% -0.961 -1.758 -0.082 -3.1149 3.7194 0.58 

Pps O.I l  1.01 0.19% -0.312 -0.318 -0.348 -0.5868 1.2025 0.09 

Psp 0.11 l .OI  0.13% 0.079 0.241 0.062 -0.0465 0.5275 0.07 

Pss 0.16 1.01 0.12% -0.294 -0.479 0.332 -2.3595 2.9744 0.66 

Np 3 

h = 0.05 CO = 0.9999 60° AOI, 700nm 
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The models in the tables above were used to draw graphs of BRF versus AOR as an 

aid in evaluating the accuracy of the models. These graphs appear below. It is interesting 

to note how the forward scatter models affect the BRF in the region beyond the backscatter 

direction differently than the models without forward scatter. Unfortunately there was no 

measured data available to compare to those calculated values, so it was not possible to 

determine which model was more representative of the true BRF in that region. 

Figure 9-2a. 60° AOI polarization components: second-order polynomial models without 

forward scatter vs. measured data 
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Figure 9-2b. 60° AOI polarization components; second-order polynomial models with 

forward scatter vs. measured data 
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Of course, a value for the unpolarized BRF at any angle can be computed from the four 

models for each of the polarization components by adding up the four polarized BRF 

values and dividing by four. In order to determine the quality of such a composite model 

for the unpolarized BRF, that process was done at each of the twelve measured angles for 

60° AOI and a RMS of the deviations for the composite model was computed. The result 

of that computation was a value of 0.182%. To compute a value comparable to the RMS 

of tit for the model obtained from the unpolarized BRF data, the sum of the squares of the 

deviations was divided by the number of free parameters in the unpolarized BRF model (5) 

rather than the total number of angles (12). That gave a RMS value of 0.2819^, which 

compares favorably with the RMS of tit for the unpolarized BRF model from paragraph 

9.2.1 of 0.267%. 

This outcome seems to indicate that the results obtained from the models developed 

from the polarization components may also be combined to produce reasonably accurate 

values for the effective BRF of a sample when viewed by a radiometer that is polarization 
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sensitive. Of course, the effective BEIF is to be computed using equation (2.25). This is 

an application using Hapke models that has not been previously described in the literature. 

9.2.3 Comparison of unpolarized models 

In the table below the retrieved parameters and resulting RMSf values are presented for 

optimized models without forward scatter for the four data sets relating to the calibration of 

the MSDA. In this data the row labeled "fit RMS" is RMSf as before, and the row labeled 

"MODIS data RMS" is 

MODISdataRMS = ,l— 
V N 

where 5^ is calculated using the model expected BRF values computed at the MODIS data 

set angles and the measured MODIS BRF values, and N is the number of data points in the 

MODIS data set (9), not the number of free parameters in the model. Thus "MODIS data 

RMS" is a merit function showing how well the model applies to the MODIS solar diffuser 

out-of-plane measured data set. 
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Table 9-3. Optimized model parameters for four data sets without forward scatter 

TOOnm 2nd order polynomial 
60PAOI pre MODIS all data MODIS only 

fit RMS 0.27% 0.64% 0.54% 0.26% 

MODIS data RMS 0.29% 0.36% 0.27% 0.12% 
b 1.33742 1.33859 1.33090 1.19841 

ml -0.95340 -0.92719 -0.93464 -0.09399 

m2 0.37690 0.40163 0.42105 -0.83375 
0.32 0.31 0.31 0.03 

Np 5 15 24 3 

TOOnm 3rd order polynomial 

ecAGi pre MODIS all data MODIS only 

fit RMS 0.23% 0.617c 0.50% 0.35% 

MODIS data RMS 0.26% 0.27% 0.22% 0.12%: 
b 1.33146 1.32790 1.31884 -0.01636 

ml -0.93967 -0.92460 -0.91202 15.80609 

m2 0.42668 0.47442 0.53181 -68.85114 

m3 -0.06507 -0.07563 -0.13807 95.21909 
0.33 0.32 0.33 -24.31 

Np 4 14 23 2 

7(X)nm 4th order polynomial 
eO'AQI pre MODIS all data MODIS only 

fit RMS 0.09% 0.63% 0.51% 0.35% 

MODIS data RMS 0.34% 0.32% 0.22%r 0.127c 

b 1.33255 1.32628 1.31925 -3.31700 

ml -0.89196 -0.89453 -0.91590 71.54928 

m2 0.38674 0.49178 0.53221 -417.53904 

m3 -0.27823 -0.18493 -0.11932 1053.80954 
mi 0.21458 0.06444 -0.01643 -978.20313 

»• 0.35 0.34 0.33 -234.61 

Np 3 13 22 1 

Q) = 0.9999 S(0) = 0.11 h= 0.05 

Not only are the RMSf values good here, but the results achieved by applying any of 

the models to the MODIS data set are also quite respectable. This indicates that the use of 

in-plane models to make out-of-plane computations is a reasonable thing to do if, for 
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instance, out-ot'-plane data are not available and the view angles are not too far oui-of-

plane, as is the case here. 

An item to note here is that the cosine asymmetry parameter for the higher order 

polynomial tits to "MODIS only" data has become physically unrealistic, even though the 

tits are still quite good, perhaps because of the low number of free parameters in those tits. 

The cosine asymmetry parameter for the second-order polynomial tit is still a physically 

realistic value, its value indicating nearly symmetrical scattering in the forward and 

backward directions. 

A visual presentation of the second-order polynomial models' accuracy appears in the 

figure below. This graph also demonstrates the differences between the model generated 

from the 60° AOI data and the model generated from the "all data" set. 

Figure 9-3. Models versus measured data 
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The numbers in the table above may be compared to those in the table below, which 

were obtained using the forward scatter version of Hapke's model. In this table a column 

was added to show the effectiveness of a model generated from the round-robin data, and 

how good that model is when applied to the MODIS solar diffuser. even though the 

measurements were made on a completely different sample of space grade Spectralon. A 

lot more is yet to come concerning the round-robin results, in a later paragraph. 

Table 9-4. Optimized second-order polynomial model vv///z forward scatter 

NIST 

700nm NIST Std Std/MSDA MSDA SBRR Spect 
QOPAOl all data .MODIS only all RR data 

fit RMS 0.12% 0.29% 0.05% 0.81% 

MODIS data RMS 0.87% 0.24% 0.02% 0.65% 

b 2.20434 1.26923 0.33932 1.28655 

ml -1.58488 -0.94602 -0.37843 -0.73034 

m2 -0.05975 0.47043 -0.42184 0.22385 

m3 -0.67134 0.14894 2.48429 -0.08744 

m4- -0.38953 -0.09960 -1.70406 0.13879 

c 0.35 0.32 0.25 0.25 

Np 3 22 1 31 

w = 0.9999 S(0) = 0.11 h= 0.05 

9.2.4 Models from MODIS data 

In the tables below the retrieved parameters and resulting RMSf values are listed for 

optimized models for the MODIS data sets, at all seven measured wavelengths. Second-

order polynomial models without forward scatter and with forward scatter are both 

presented. The 700-nm models below were used in a comparison to a linear interpolation 

of the measured data. Results of that comparison are presented in a subsequent paragraph. 
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Table 9-5. Second-order polynomial model without forward scatter, for MODIS data only 

(Np=3) 400nm 500nm 600nm 700nm 900nm 1700nm 2100nm 

fit RMS 0.15% 0.23 7o 0.287c 0.267c 0.247c 0.187c 0.987c 

MODIS data RMS 0.077c O.II7c O.I  37c  0.127c 0.117c 0.097c 0.467c 

b 1.2127 1.2004 1.2340 1.1984 1.2302 1.1444 0.5881 

ml -0.1684 0.0755 -0.3294 -0.0940 -0.4292 0.3930 4.3393 

m2 -0.7865 -1.4588 -0.3395 -0.8338 -0.1980 -2.0635 -8.8916 

0.06 -0.03 O.I l  0.03 0.14 -0.13 -1.45 

CO = 0.9999 3(0) = 0 .11  h = 0.05 P(0) = 0.762 

Table 9-6. Second-order polynomial model with forward scatter, for MODIS data onl j  

(Np=I) 400nm 500nm 600nm 700nm 900nm !700nm 2100nm 

fit RMS 0.05% 0.047c 0.057c 0.077c 0.067c 0.087c 1.027c 

MODIS data RMS 0.027c 0.017c 0.02% 0.027c 0.027c 0.037c 0.347c 

b 0.33932 0.69308 0.55223 0.78395 0.71739 0.37468 2.34629 

ml -0.3784 0.03977 -0.3948 -0.0827 -0.4613 0.23678 5.25014 

ml -0.4218 -1.5672 -0.4207 -1.0723 -0.3223 -1.8494 -11.436 

m3 2.48429 1.57319 2.08786 1.34609 1.59603 2.23299 -4.2658 

-I.704I -1.1652 -1.5305 -1.034 -1 .1857 -1.5605 2.43944 

c 0.25 0.05 0.22 0.08 0.22 0.03 -2.05 

CO = 0.9999 S(0) = 0 .11  h = 0.05 P(0) = 0.762 

The nonphysical values for the cosine asymmetry parameter in the 2100-nm models 

above might be caused by the higher noise in the measurements at that wavelength. 

9.2.5 Models from MODIS round-robin data 

The RMSf and model parameter values for the round-robin data are presented in the 

following paragraphs. For comparison to earlier models the results are given in tabular 
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form first. Then a series of graphs is used to provide a more visual display of the character 

of the models. From these data several general and specific attributes can be deduced. 

9.2.5.1 Fit and parameter values 

In the table below the resulting RMSf values are presented for optimized models of the 

round-robin data sets. Two kinds of models are itemized here; a) models without forward 

scatter, designated as "backward scatter terms only" or "B". and b) models with forward 

scatter, designated as "backward and forward" or "B&F\ The data from the University of 

Arizona measurements on the round-robin baked FTFE sample (prepared by NIST) was 

included as a comparison because that sample showed a definite forward scatter peak in the 

30° AOI data. The peak was in both the UA data and in the sbrs data, at all measured 

wavelengths. The other two round-robin samples included in the SBRS measurements 

were pressed PTFE (also prepared by NIST) and Labsphere space-grade Spectralon. 

It was hoped that the forward scatter version would provide a significantly better 

representation of baked PTFE scattering than the model without forward scatter, but that 

would be hard to claim, as it turned out. The RMSf values for the forward scatter model 

were slightly better, but still nowhere near as good as any of the models for the more 

diffuse samples. 
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Table 9-7. RMS of fit, %, for round-robin data sets 

UA UA 
input data set baked PTFE baked PTFE 

4th. B* Np 2nd, B&F* Np 

all RR data 7.129c 33 6.15% 31 
60° AO! RR 4.56% 5 1.26% 3 
45° AOI RR 7.40% 4 6.167c 2 
30° AOI RR 9.96% 3 3.26% I 
0° AOIRR 2.12% 4 1.28% 2 

SB SB SB 

input data set baked PTFE PlPb  Spectralon 

2nd. B&F* Np 2nd, B&F* Np 2nd. B&F* Np 

all RR data 4.79% 31 0.65% 31 0.81% 31 
60° AOI RR 1.27% 3 0.06% 3 0.10% 3 
45° AOI RR 5.14% 2 0.12% 2 0.55% 2 
30° AOI RR 1.11% I 0.07% 1 0.05% I 
0° AOI RR 1.22% T 0.35% 2 0.34% 2 

03= 0 .9999 S(0)=  0 .11  h=  0 .05  

*Order of polynomial, type of terms included 
Note: B&F=backward and forward scatter terms included in model 
Note: 8= backward scatter terms only included in model 

In the table below the model parameters are listed. Recall that for these models the only 

backscatter parameter that needed changing was P(0). which had to be matched to the 

polynomial curve fit. All other backscatter parameters, including ±e BRF(O) value, were 

kept the same, since the samples were all made from basically the same material. ETFE. 
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Table 9-8. Round-robin "all data" sets: 

Parameters for second-order models with forward scatter terms 

II 
C

L UA SBRS SBRS SBRS 
baked baked PTFE Spectralon 
Pihh PTFE 

fit RMS 6.15% 4.79% 0.65% 0.81% 
P(0) 0.510 0.374 0.809 0.826 

b 1.52959 1.51649 1.25445 1.29813 
ml -3.21069 -2.81363 -1.23769 -0.73653 
m2 2.33975 1.68902 0.83658 0.26370 
m3 0.45525 0.04483 0.09686 -0.10895 
m4 0.55231 0.95402 0.08326 0.15491 

0.90 0.77 0.38 0.24 

(0 = 0.9999 S(0) = 0.11 h= 0.05 

9.2.5.2 Graphical comparisons 

On the following eight pages are several graphs that demonstrate the ability of the 

various models to simulate the scattering of the round-robin samples. They are presented 

in similar groupings for easy comparison, and the BRF scales for matching AOI charts are 

made the same, or at least nearly so, where it is reasonable to do that. Each RR sample is 

presented on two adjacent pages. The first pair of pages has results for the UA 

measurements on the NIST prepared baked PTFE, at the wavelength nearest to the 700-nm 

reference wavelength used for the SBRS data. The next six pages are graphs for the SBRS 

measurements and models on the NIST prepared pressed and baked PTFE. pressed but not 

baked Halon, and Spectralon respectively. 

One of the first things of note is that a model generated using only one set of AOI data 

is a very poor representation of scattering for other AOIs, even though it works quite well 

as a model for the AOI that generated ii. However, models created from the combination 
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of all four AOI data sets (the "all data" models) actually do simulate the scattering for any 

AOI quite respectably. 

It is also obvious from the graphs that the models work best for materials that are more 

nearly diffiise. Materials with specular components are less successfully modeled. Of 

course this conclusion is also strongly supported by the RMSf values in the table above, 

but it is easier to visualize in the graphs. 

One general inference that is not obvious from the ElMSf values is that the second-

order B&F models seem to be a slighdy better simulation than the fourth-order B models. 

The reason for saying this is that the fourth-order models can have two peaks and valleys 

in them whereas the second-order B&F models can have a peak and a valley but not two of 

both. This makes die second-order B&F models somewhat smoother, and a smooth BRF 

curve is what would be expected for a diffuse material. On contemplation, this does not 

seem too surprising given that the second-order B&F model for the scattering phase 

function is basically the sum of two quadratics. The charts that demonstrate this character 

are found on the first page of the UA RR graphs and die furst page of the SBRS RR 

graphs: both of these are for the baked Halon sample. Specifically, refer to Figure 9-8 for 

the shape of one founh-order B model. 
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This page is all UA RR data for baked PTFE at 860 nm 

Figure 9-4. 30° AOI BRF vs 
B&F model from all data 
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Figure 9-5. 60° AOI BRF vs 
B&F model from ail data 
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Figure 9-6. 30° AOI BRF vs 
B&F model from 30° AOI data 
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Figure 9-7. 60° AOI BRF vs 
B&F model from 30° AOI data 
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Figure 9-8. 30° AOI BRF vs 4th 
order B model from 30° AOI data 
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Figure 9-9. 60° AOI BRF vs 4th 
order B model from 30° AOI data 
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Figure 9-10. 30° AOI BRF vs 
B&F model from 0° AOI data 
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Figure 9-12. 30° AOI BRF vs 
B&F model from 45° AOI data 
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Figure 9-14. 30° AOI BRF vs 
B&F model from 60° AOI data 
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Figure 9- L1. 60° AOI BRF vs 
B&F model from 0° AOI data 
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Figure 9-13. 60° AOI BRF vs 
B&F model from 45° AOI data 
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Figure 9-15. 60° AOI BRF vs 
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This page is all SBRS RR data for baked PTFE at 700 nm 

Figure 9-16. 30°AOIBtlFvs 
B&F model from all data BRF 
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Figure 9-18. 30° AOI BRF vs 
B&F model from 30° AOI data 
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Figure 9-20. 30° AOI BRF vs 
4th order B model from 30° AOI 
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Figure 9-17. 60° AOI BRF 
B&F model from all data 
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Figure 9-19. 60° AOI BRF vs 
B&F model from 30° AOI data 
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Figure 9-21. 60° AOI BRF vs 
BRP 4th order B model from 30° AOI 
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This page is all SBRS RR data for baked PTFE at 700 nm 

Figure 9-22. 30° AOI BRF vs Figure 9-23. 60° AOI BRF vs 
BRF B&F model from 0° AOI data BRF B&F model from 0° AOI data 
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Figure 9-24. 30° AOI BRF vs Figure 9-25. 60° AOI BRF vs 
BRF B&F model from 45° AOI data BRF B&F model from 45° AOI data 
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Figure 9-26. 30° AOI BRF vs 
B&F model from 60° AOI data 
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Figure 9-27. 60° AOI BRF vs 
BRF B&F model from 60° AOI data 
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This page is all SBRS RR data for PTFE at 700 nm 

Figure 9-28. 30° AOI BRF vs 
BRF B&F model from all data 
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Figure 9-29. 60° AOI BRF vs 
BRF B&F model from all data 
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Figure 9-30.45° AOI BRF vs 
B&F model from all data 
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Figure 9-32. 30° AOI BRF vs 
B&F model from 30° AOI data 
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Figure 9-33. 60° AOI BRF vs 
B&F model from 30° AOI data 
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This page is all SBRS RR data for PTFE at 700 nm 

Figure 9-34. 30° AOI BEIF vs 
B&F model from 0° AOI data 
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Figure 9-35. 60° AOI BRF vs 
B&F model from 0° AOI data BRF 
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Figure 9-36. 30° AOI BRF vs 
B R p B&F model from 45° AOI data 
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BRF B&F model from 45° AOI data 
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Figure 9-38. 30° AOI BRF vs 
B&F model from 60° AOI data BRF 
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Figure 9-39. 60° AOI BRF vs 
BRF B&F model from 60° AOI data 
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This page is ail SBRS RR data for Spectralon at 700 nm 

Figure 9-40. 30° AOI BRF vs 
B&F model from all data 
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Figure 9-41. 60° AOI BRF vs 
B&F modei from all data 
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Figure 9-42. 45° AOI BRF vs 
B&F model from all data 
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Figure 9-44. 30° AOI BRF vs 
BRP B&F modei from 30° AOI data 
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Figure 9-43. 0° AOI BRF vs 
B&F model from all data 
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Figure 9-45. 60° AOI BRF vs 
guP B&F model from 30° AOI data 
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This page is aii SBRS RR data for Spectralon at 700 nm 

Figure 9-46. 30° AOI BRF vs 
BRF B&F model from 0° AOI data 
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Figure 9-47. 60° AOI BRF vs 
BRF B&F model from 0° AOI data 
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Figure 9-48. 30° AOI BRF vs 
BRF B&F model from 45° AOI data 

Figure 9-49. 60° AOI BRF vs 
BRF B&F model from 45° AOI data 
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Figure 9-50. 30° AOI BRF vs 
BRF B&F model from 60° AOI data 
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Figure 9-51. 60° AOI BRF vs 
BRF B&F model from 60° AOI data 
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9.3 Comparison of models for MODIS solar diffuser 

The following graphs visually illustrate the differences in the fits of four models to the 

nine measured 700-nm data points for the MODIS solar diffuser assembly (MSDA). The 

first one is a simple linear interpolation between data points (Figure 9-52). so it fits exactly 

at the measured angles. The last three figures are Hapke models for a) a second-order fit 

on the "all data" set (Figure 9-53; recall that this is MSDA data plus all calibration data on 

the NIST calibrated Spectralon standard), b) a second-order fit to the MODIS data set 

(Figure 9-54), and c) a second-order fit on both backward and forward scatter terms to the 

MODIS data set (Figure 9-55), respectively. 

Of course the BRF surface is expected to be a smooth surface, so the linear 

interpolation (Figtire 9-52) does not simulate that characteristic very well, but the angular 

differences between the measured data points is small enough that errors between them are 

small. For that reason the linear interpolation was originally used to obtain MSDA BRP 

values at angles other than those used in die measurements. 

Now that a physically based model is available that produces a smooth surface for 

BRF, it is useful to compare its various forms to die linear interpolation. The surface for 

the model generated from a second-order fit on the "all data" set (Figure 9-53) is not bad at 

all in comparison, but the comers of the graphed surface show diat it does depart from the 

measured data a little more than the other models. Of course diis is not surprising since 

most of the data used to produce this model is derived from data that were measured on a 

completely different sample of Spectralon than the MSDA itself. In fact it is somewhat of a 

surprise that this model agrees so well with the MSDA data, in light of the fact ±e data 

from the NIST standard was also all in-plane data. 

The model developed from a second-order fit to the MODIS data set (Figure 9-54) 

shows a bit better fit at the comers of the BRF surface, but the upper and lower comers are 
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not quite as close to the measured data values as they are for the graph of the model using a 

second-order fit with forward scatter terms on the same MODIS data set (Figure 9-55"). In 

fact the graph of the forward scatter model (Figure 9-55) compares very well with the 

linear interpolation graph (Figure 9-52) at all nine of the measured angles, and its smooth 

surface gives it an advantage over the linear interpolation in that respect. Thus it seems 

reasonable to propose that this model is a good candidate for use as the MSDA BRF at any 

angular orientation within the range of solar illumination that MODIS will incur. 
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Figure 9-52. Linearly interpolated MODIS 700nni data 
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Figure 9-54. 2nd order fit on MODIS 700nm data only 
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Figure 9-55. MODIS 700nm model with forward scatter 
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CHAPTER 10 

CONCLUSIONS 

A physical model developed from scattering theory by Hapke has been successfully 

applied to BRF measurement data for several diffuse reflecting materials. The models were 

used for each of the four hnear polarization components of BRF. in addition to the 

unpolarized BRF. The BRF was characterized in seven wavelength bands, covering a 

spectral range of 400 nm to 2100 nm. 

A method for evaluating BRF at a pair of AOI/AOR reference angles using the 

measurement readings of the four linear polarization components in equations developed by 

Clarke is described, as is a method for evaluating BRF at other AOI/AOR combinations, 

including out-of-plane observation angles. 

The BRFs were measured using the SBRS scattering goniopolarimeter. which was 

modified to improve its performance at the light levels produced by diffuse materials 

observed at large AORs. A description of the scattering goniopolarimeter. plus the 

modifications to it. and the rationale for the changes, is included. An explanation of the 

instrument calibration and of the measurement error analysis is also provided. 

Considerable attention was given to the uncenainty estimates for the BRF values for the 

MODIS solar diffuser. with the goal of verifying that the BRF characterization accuracy 

requirement of 1% was satisfied. This tolerance was met for all but the 2100-nm 

wavelength, which was only shghtly above the 1 % requirement. 

The BRF was measured several times at each wavelength and angle orientation. The 

mean-square errors of the BRF sample mean values are compared to the estimated 

uncertainties. Results of BRF evaluations and the measurement uncertainties for the 

different diffusers are presented in graphical and tabular form. 
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Several different variations of the Hapke scattering model are compared. Graphical 

methods were used for part of the scattering model parameter retrieval, and a LS fit was 

used to determine values for the parameters in the single scatter phase function. The best 

results for these diffuse materials were obtained by using the simplest Hapke model, that 

is, the one with the fewest number of parameters for which values must be retrieved. The 

simplest Hapke model gave RMSf values from two percent down to less than one percent, 

and the vegetation canopy form of the Hapke model gave RMSf values from six to ten 

percent. The best single scatter phase functions were represented by polynomials. Of 

those, fourth-order polynomials were slightly better than second- or third-order 

polynomials. The Henyey-Greenstein single scattering phase function, even when used in 

the simplest Hapke model, gave RMSf values between two and eight percent, whereas 

Legendre polynomial phase functions resulted in RMSf values of less ±an one percent. 

Use of models with an additional forward scatter term usually gave a slighdy better fit than 

models without the forward scatter term (improvements on the order of one to two tenths 

of a percent), but it was not clear whether this was because the forward scattering was 

better modeled or simply because the forward scatter form added two more terms to die LS 

fit. 

Models generated from data sets at any one AOI were found to be good representations 

of the BRF for that AOI, but not good at representing BRFs for other AOIs. However, 

models generated using two or more AOI data sets were much better at representing BRF 

for other AOIs. The models from multiple in-plane AOI data sets were even capable of 

representing out-of-plane BRFs at the angular orientations that will be used by MODIS. 

The more diffuse ±e material was, the better the models were able to fit the data. It 

was also true that the less noisy the measurements, the better the models worked. Models 
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at 700 run for the two materials that were the most nearly Lambertian. Spectralon and 

pressed PTFE, resulted in RMS of fit values of less than 1%. 
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CHAPTER 11 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS 

Some of the results of the measurements on pressed PTFE were rather distressing. 

The BRF of pressed PTFE appears to be fairly sensitive to surface preparation. Variations 

of more than ten percent in the BRF at large AORs were recorded between samples of 

differing surface texture. This has also been reported at RTT (Fairchild and Daoust 

(1988)). The 150-grit sandpaper recommended by NIST for surface preparation of 45°/0° 

measurements (Barnes and Hsia (1995)) is rougher than that tested at RTT (ibid.). The 

NIST publication dealt with only the 45°/0° orientation. It would be useful to characterize 

the BRF of pressed PTFE prepared according to the NIST instructions (ibid.) over a wide 

range of AORs, and with several different samples of 150-grit sandpaper to document the 

variability, if any. 

It would be helpful to be able to obtain BRF data at or very close to the backscatter 

direction. This would enable more reliable modeling to describe the backscatter peak, and 

would also reduce the number of unknown parameters by one. 

A larger set of out-of-plane measurements would be useful to determine if a better 

model could be obtained for the full hemispherical BRF. A large set of out-of-plane data 

could be compared to a model developed from a small subset of the out-of-plane angles, 

with AORs ranging from 10° to 60° from the plane of incidence, at azimuth angles of 

perhaps 30° and 60°. In this way a small set of out-of-plane angles might be developed that 

would produce more accurate models for the diffuse materials. 

The accuracy of models for other diffliser materials would be interesting to study, 

especially the white paints, for example YB-71, which was used on the solar diffusers for 

SeaWIFS and Landsat 7. Models for the paints would not be expected to work as well as 

the models for the pressed powders, since the scattering theory assumptions were made for 
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close packed powders, but the consistency of the paints might be close enough that suitable 

models would result. 

Finally, it would be very instructive to compare results from one of the "exact" 

numerical models, like the Mishchenko code, to the results of the models herein, especially 

for the polarization components. 
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APPENDIX 

Table A-2 gives the average BRF values for MODIS, and the associated uncertainties, 

for all seven measured wavelengths. (Note that the 21C)0-nm data are not calibrated; they 

were computed using the calibration BRF value at 1700 nm.) The first column is the 

effective BRF of the MSDA when viewed by MODIS, computed using equation (2.25) for 

the BRF of a radiometer with response that is partially polarized. The coliunn labeled 

"uncert'y estimate, %" is the estimated relative uncertainty, expressed in percent, of a 

single evaluation of BRF, cypjj^/PiR, according to equation (6.18). The column labeled 

"estimated unc. of mean, %" is the estimated mean-square uncenainty for all 

measurements, according to equation (6.19). Table A-1 gives the value of W. the number 

of trials in the sample, and the value of polarization measured on the MODIS instrument, 

for each waveband. The "measured unc. of mean, %" column is the mean-square error of 

the sample mean for all measurements in the sample, according to equation (6.19), with W 

being the same as for the preceding column. 

Table A-1. Number of BRF samples for MSDA measurements 

# of MODIS 
trials polarization 

X. nm W Pi 

400 12 0.046 
500 6 0.01 
600 8 0.013 
700 10 0.015 
900 6 0.01 
1700 6 0.01 
2100 2 0.01 
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Table A-2. BRF and uncertainty values for MODIS solar diffuser assembly 

MSDA uncert'y. estimated measured uncert'y. estimated measured 

20.49° AOR estimate. unc. of unc. of estimate. unc. of unc. of 

p.. % mean. % mean. % p.: <7c mean, % mean, % 

AOI 400nm 400nm 400nm 400nm 500nm 500nm 500nm 500nm 

53.8 I.OII 0.737 0.213 0.140 1.012 0.620 0.253 0.067 

55.9 1.005 0.737 0.213 0.143 1.005 0.620 0.253 0.067 

57.2 1.005 0.738 0.213 0.149 1.008 0.621 0.253 0.070 

59.1 0.994 0.737 0.213 0.150 0.994 0.620 0.253 0.102 

59.1 0.998 0.737 0.213 0.148 1.000 0.621 0.253 0.070 

60.6 0.997 0.738 0.213 0.156 1.002 0.621 0.253 0.073 

62.0 0.986 0.737 0.213 0.149 0.988 0.621 0.253 0.070 

62.3 0.989 0.738 0.213 0.154 0.993 0.621 0.253 0.078 

64.9 0.977 0.737 0.213 0.163 0.980 0.621 0.253 0.076 

AOI 600nm 600nin 600nm 600nm 700nm 700nm 700nm 700nm 

53.8 1.014 0.735 0.260 0.130 1.012 0.745 0.236 0.105 

55.9 1.007 0.735 0.260 0.122 1.005 0.744 0.235 0.107 

57.2 1.009 0.735 0.260 0.126 1.006 0.745 0.236 0.107 

59.1 0.996 0.734 0.260 0.120 0.994 0.744 0.235 0.109 

59.1 1.001 0.735 0.260 0.123 0.999 0.745 0.235 0.092 

60.6 1.002 0.735 0.260 0.131 0.998 0.745 0.236 0.108 

62.0 0.988 0.734 0.260 0.121 0.987 0.744 0.235 0.088 

62.3 0.993 0.735 0.260 0.130 0.991 0.745 0.236 0.081 

64.9 0.980 0.735 0.260 0.126 0.977 0.745 0.235 0.066 

AOI 900nm 900nm 900nm 900nm 1700nm 1700nm I700nm 1700nm 

53.8 l.OIl 0.907 0.370 0.076 1.010 0.895 0.365 0.189 

55.9 1.004 0.907 0.370 0.065 1.003 0.895 0.365 0.185 

57.2 1.005 0.907 0.370 0.076 1.005 0.895 0.365 0.143 

59.1 0.992 0.906 0.370 0.073 0.993 0.895 0.365 0.148 

59.1 0.997 0.907 0.370 0.073 0.998 0.895 0.365 0.124 

60.6 0.998 0.908 0.371 0.134 0.998 0.895 0.366 0.120 

62.0 0.985 0.906 0.370 0.068 0.986 0.895 0.366 0.131 

62.3 0.990 0.907 0.370 0.060 0.990 0.895 0.366 0.115 

64.9 0.976 0.907 0.370 0.053 _Q-977 0.895 0.366 . 0,12^ 

AOI 2100nni 2100nm 2100nm 2I00nm 

53.8 1.015 1.459 1.032 0.546 

55.9 1.004 1.459 1.032 0.268 

57.2 1.006 1.459 1.032 1.081 

59.1 0.991 1.458 1.031 0.566 

59.1 1.004 1.458 1.031 2.004 

60.6 0.991 1.461 1.033 1.569 

62.0 0.979 1.459 1.032 1.855 

62.3 0.973 1.460 1.033 1.087 

64.9 0.966 1.459 1.031 2.070 
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The following table gives the average BRF values for the round-robin samples, and the 

associated uncertainties, for the six measured wavelengths. The first column is the 

random-random BRF of the sample, computed using equation (2.24). The column labeled 

"uncert'y estimate, %" is the estimated relative uncertainty, expressed in percent, of a 

single evaluation of BEIF, opjj^/piR, according to equation (6.18). The column labeled 

"estimated unc. of mean, %" is the estimated mean-square uncertainty for all 

measurements, according to equation (6.19). The number of trials for all values in this 

table is W = 6. The "measured unc. of mean, %" colunan is the mean-square error of the 

sample mean for all measurements in the sample, according to equation (6.19), with W 

also always equal to six. 

Note that there is no column for die measured uncertainty of the mean for the round-

robin BRFs like there is for the MSDA in the table above. That is because it was always 

<0.1%, and did not vary much for any AOR or waveband. 

Table A-3. BRF and estimated uncertainty values for round-robin samples 

Baked PTFE uncert'y. estimated uncert'y. estimated uncert'y. estimated 
0= AOI estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of 

BRF % mean, % BRF % mean, % BRF <7c mean, % 

AOR 400nm 400nm 400nm 500nm 500nm 500nm 600nm 600nm 600nm 
-10° 1.121 0.69 0.28 1.139 0.52 0.21 1.139 0.70 0.29 
-20° 1.085 0.69 0.28 1.101 0.52 0.21 1.098 0.71 0.29 
-30° 1.056 0.70 0.28 1.074 0.52 0.21 1.067 0.71 0.29 
-40° 1.030 0.70 0.29 1.046 0.53 0.21 1.036 0.71 0.29 
-50° 1.001 0.84 0.34 1.015 0.70 0.28 1.004 0.84 0.34 
-60° 0.966 0.86 0.34 0.976 0.71 0.28 0.961 0.86 0.34 

AOR 700nm 700nm 700nm 900nm 900nm 900nm 1700nm 1700nm 1700nm 
-10° 1.144 0.74 0.30 1.143 0.91 0.37 1.150 0.77 0.31 
-20° 1.103 0.74 0.30 1.099 0.91 0.37 1.104 0.77 0.32 
-30° 1.073 0.74 0.30 1.066 0.91 0.37 1.070 0.78 0.32 

1.045 0.74 0.30 1.035 0.91 0.37 1.039 0.80 0.32 
-50° 1.014 0.87 0.35 1.003 1.02 0.42 1.001 0.94 0.38 
-60° 0.974 0.88 0.35 0.958 1.03 0.42 0.960 0.99 0.38 
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Baked PTFE uncert'y. estimated uncert'y. estimated uncert'y. estimated 

30° AOI estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of 

BRF % mean, % BRF <7c mean. % BRF <7c mean. ^ 

AOR 400nm 400nm 400nm 500nm 500nm 500nm 600nm 600nm 600nm 

20° 1.003 0.69 0.28 1.014 0.52 0.21 1.012 0.71 0.29 

10° 1.016 0.69 0.28 1.026 0.52 0.21 1.035 0.70 0.29 

OP 1.036 0.69 0.28 1.046 0.52 0.21 1.056 0.70 0.29 

-10° 1.064 0.69 0.28 1.073 0.52 0.21 1.083 0.70 0.29 

-20° 1.105 0.69 0.28 1.114 0.52 0.21 1.124 0.71 0.29 

-30° 1.154 0.70 0.28 1.162 0.52 0.21 1.172 0.71 0.29 

1.166 0.70 0.29 1.168 0.53 0.21 1.180 0.71 0.29 

-50° 1.155 0.84 0.34 1.153 0.70 0.28 1.162 0.84 0.34 

AOR 700nm 700nm 700nm 900nm 900nm 900nm 1700nm 1700nm 1700nm 

20° 1.021 0.74 0.30 1.022 0.91 0.37 1.027 0.77 0.32 

10° 1.034 0.74 0.30 1.034 0.91 0.37 1.035 0.77 0.31 

OP 1.055 0.74 0.30 1.054 0.91 0.37 1.056 0.77 0.31 

-10° 1.084 0.74 0.30 1.082 0.91 0.37 1.085 0.77 0.31 

-20° 1.127 0.74 0.30 1.125 0.91 0.37 1.129 0.77 0.32 

-30° 1.178 0.74 0.30 1.177 0.91 0.37 1.188 0.78 0.32 

-40° 1.187 0.74 0.30 1.185 0.91 0.37 1.194 0.80 0.32 

-50° 1.175 0.87 0.35 1.172 1.02 0.42 1.175 0.94 0.38 

Baked PTFE uncert'y. estimated uncert'y. estimated uncert'y. estimated 

45° AOI estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of 

BRF <7c mean. % BRF % mean, % BRF % mean, % 

AOR 400nm 400nm 400nm 500nm 500nm 500nm 600nm 600nm 600nm 

35° 0.925 0.70 0.28 0.930 0.52 0.21 0.934 0.71 0.29 

25° 0.939 0.69 0.28 0.945 0.52 0.21 0.932 0.71 0.29 

15° 0.959 0.69 0.28 0.966 0.52 0.21 0.962 0.70 0.29 
5= 0.983 0.69 0.28 0.984 0.52 0.21 0.995 0.70 0.29 

-5= 1.004 0.69 0.28 1.010 0.52 0.21 1.020 0.70 0.29 

-15° 1.036 0.69 0.28 1.047 0.52 0.21 1.050 0.70 0.29 

-25° 1.086 0.69 0.28 1.100 0.52 0.21 1.107 0.71 0.29 

-35° 1.171 0.70 0.28 1.189 0.52 0.21 1.201 0.71 0.29 

-45° 1.300 0.70 0.29 1.320 0.53 0.22 1.338 0.71 0.29 

-55° 1.376 0.85 0.35 1.397 0.70 0.29 1.412 0.85 0.35 

-65° 1.502 0.87 0.36 1.502 0.73 0.30 1.497 0.87 0.35 

AOR 700nm 700nm 700nm 900nm 900nm 900nm 1700nm 1700nm 1700nm 

35° 0.928 0.74 0.30 0.936 0.91 0.37 0.934 0.79 0.32 

25° 0.950 0.74 0.30 0.949 0.91 0.37 0.951 0.78 0.32 

15° 0.969 0.74 0.30 0.967 0.91 0.37 0.968 0.77 0.31 

5° 0.993 0.74 0.30 0.989 0.91 0.37 0.990 0.77 0.31 

-5° 1.018 0.74 0.30 1.015 0.91 0.37 1.017 0.77 0.31 

-15° 1.054 0.74 0.30 1.054 0.91 0.37 1.057 0.77 0.31 

-25° 1.120 0.74 0.30 1.110 0.91 0.37 1.114 0.78 0.32 

-35° 1.193 0.74 0.30 1.205 0.91 0.37 1.214 0.79 0.32 

-45° 1.342 0.74 0.30 1.350 0.91 0.37 1.365 0.81 0.33 

-55° 1.424 0.87 0.36 1.428 1.02 0.42 1.419 0.96 0.39 

-65° 1.496 0.88 0.36 1.514 1.04 0.43 1.509 1.04 a42 
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Baked PTFE uncert'y. estimated uncert'y. estimated uncert'y. estimated 

60° AOI estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of 

BRF % mean. % BRF <7c mean. % BRF % mean. % 

AOR 400nm 400nm 400nm 500nm 500nm 500nm 600nm 600nm 600nm 

50° 0.837 0.84 0.34 0.839 0.70 0.28 0.839 0.84 0.34 

40° 0.851 0.70 0.29 0.853 0.53 0.21 0.854 0.71 0.29 

30° 0.865 0.70 0.28 0.867 0.52 0.21 0.871 0.71 0.29 

20° 0.881 0.69 0.28 0.883 0.52 0.21 0.889 0.71 0.29 

10° 0.901 0.69 0.28 0.905 0.52 0.21 0.911 0.70 0.29 

OP 0.927 0.69 0.28 0.931 0.52 0.21 0.936 0.70 0.29 

-10° 0.961 0.69 0.28 0.966 0.52 0.21 0.974 0.70 0.29 

-20° 1.014 0.69 0.28 1.019 0.52 0.21 1.026 0.71 0.29 

-30° 1.094 0.70 0.28 1.101 0.52 0.21 1.113 0.71 0.29 

1.227 0.70 0.29 1.259 0.53 0.21 1.259 0.71 0.29 

-50° 1.591 0.84 0.34 1.589 0.70 0.28 1.588 0.84 0.34 

-60° 2.078 0.86 0.35 2.093 0.71 0.29 2.051 0.86 0.35 

AOR 700nm 700nm 700nm 900nm 900nm 900nm 1700nm I700nm 1700nm 

50° 0.838 0.87 0.35 0.837 1.02 0.42 0.830 0.94 0.38 

40° 0.851 0.74 0.30 0.852 0.91 0.37 0.844 0.80 0.32 

30° 0.871 0.74 0.30 0.865 0.91 0.37 0.862 0.78 0.32 

20° 0.887 0.74 0.30 0.883 0.91 0.37 0.883 0.77 0.32 

10° 0.916 0.74 0.30 0.904 0.91 0.37 0.906 0.77 0.31 

CP 0.932 0.74 0.30 0.931 0.91 0.37 0.932 0.77 0.31 
-[0° 0.979 0.74 0.30 0.971 0.91 0.37 0.974 0.77 0.31 

-20° 1.029 0.74 0.30 1.028 0.91 0.37 1.031 0.77 0.32 

-30° 1.115 0.74 0.30 1.116 0.91 0.37 1.123 0.78 0.32 

-40° 1.265 0.74 0.30 1.267 0.91 0.37 1.277 0.80 0.32 

-50° 1.565 0.87 0.35 1.616 1.02 0.42 1.574 0.94 0.38 

-60° 2.012 0.88 0.36 2.243 1.03 0.42 1.758 0.99 0.40 
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Pressed PTFE uncen'y. estimated uncert'y. estimated uncert'y. estimated 

0° AOI estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of 

BRF % mean. % BRF <7c mean. 9c BRF 9c mean, "c 

AOR 400nm 400nm 400nm 500nm 500nm 500nm 600nm 600nm 600nm 
-10° 1.093 0.69 0.28 1.092 0.52 0.21 1.094 0.70 0.29 

-20° 1.078 0.69 0.28 1.074 0.52 0.21 1.067 0.71 0.29 
-30° 1.060 0.70 0.28 1.050 0.52 0.21 1.051 0.71 0.29 
-10° 1.040 0.70 0.29 1.037 0.53 0.21 1.030 0.71 0.29 

-50° 1.005 0.84 0.34 1.002 0.70 0.28 0.986 0.84 0.34 

-60° 0.969 0.86 0.34 0.983 0.71 0.28 0.959 0.86 0.34 

AOR 700nm 7G0nm 700nm 900nm 90Gnm 900nm I700nm 1700nm 1700nm 

-10° 1.089 0.74 0.30 1.094 0.91 0.37 1.102 0.77 0.31 
-20° 1.070 0.74 0.30 1.072 0.91 0.37 1.076 0.77 0.32 

-30° 1.049 0.74 0.30 1.047 0.91 0.37 1.053 0.78 0.32 

-40° 1.026 0.74 0.30 1.020 0.91 0.37 1.023 0.80 0.32 
-50° 0.994 0.87 0.35 0.987 1.02 0.42 0.986 0.94 0.38 
-60° 0.956 0.88 0.35 0.943 1.03 0.42 0.937 0.99 ___0-38 

Pressed PTFE uncert'y. estimated uncert'y. estimated uncert'y. estimated 

30° AOI estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of 

BRF % mean. 9c BRF 9c mean. 9c BRF 9c mean. 9c 

AOR 400nm 400nm 400nm 500nm SOOnm 500nm 600nm 600nm 600nm 
20° 1.064 0.69 0.28 1.056 0.52 0.21 1.050 0.71 0.29 
10° 1.059 0.69 0.28 1.053 0.52 0.21 1.047 0.70 0.29 

GP 1.058 0.69 0.28 1.054 0.52 0.21 1.048 0.70 0.29 
-10° 1.059 0.69 0.28 1.055 0.52 0.21 1.050 0.70 0.29 
-20° 1.060 0.69 0.28 1.057 0.52 0.21 1.052 0.71 0.29 
-30° 1.060 0.70 0.28 1.057 0.52 0.21 1.053 0.71 0.29 

1.059 0.70 0.29 1.055 0.53 0.21 1.052 0.71 0.29 
-50° 1.056 0.84 0.34 1.052 0.70 0.28 1.049 0.84 0.34 

AOR 700nm 700nm 700nm 900nm 900nm 900nm 1700nm 1700nm 1700nm 
20° 1.057 0.74 0.30 1.060 0.91 0.37 1.059 0.77 0.32 
10° 1.052 0.74 0.30 1.057 0.91 0.37 1.058 0.77 0.31 

CF 1.052 0.74 0.30 1.055 0.91 0.37 1.061 0.77 0.31 
-10° 1.053 0.74 0.30 1.056 0.91 Q31 1.065 0.77 0.31 
-20° 1.053 0.74 0.30 1.055 0.91 0.37 1.067 0.77 0.32 
-30° 1.052 0.74 0.30 1.051 0.91 0.37 1.068 0.78 0.32 
-«° 1.048 0.74 0.30 1.049 0.91 0.37 1.066 0.80 0.32 
-50= 1.036 0.87 0.35 1.042 1.02 0.42 1.062 0.94 0.38 
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Pressed PTFE uncert'y. estimated 1 uncert'y. estimated i uncert'y. estimated! 

45° AOI estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of 

BRF % mean. 9c BRF <7c mean. 'Tc BRF mean, 

AOR 400nm 400nm 400nm 500nm 500nm 500nm 600nm 600nm 600nm 

35° 1.023 0.70 0.28 1.013 0.52 0.21 1.003 0.71 0.29 

25° 1.017 0.69 0.28 1.009 0.52 0.21 1.000 0.71 0.29 

15° 1.018 0.69 0.28 1.010 0.52 0.21 1.003 0.70 0.29 

5° 1.022 0.69 0.28 1.016 0.52 0.21 1.009 0.70 0.29 

-5° 1.028 0.69 0.28 1.022 0.52 0.21 1.016 0.70 0.29 

-15° 1.036 0.69 0.28 1.031 0.52 0.21 1.026 0.70 0.29 

-25° 1.049 0.69 0.28 1.043 0.52 0.21 1.039 0.71 0.29 

-35° 1.064 0.70 0.28 1.060 0.52 0.21 1.057 0.71 0.29 

-45° 1.087 0.70 0.29 1.080 0.53 0.22 1.080 0.71 0.29 

-55° 1.115 0.85 0.35 1.112 0.70 0.29 1.111 0.85 0.35 

-65° 1.110 0.87 0.36 1.138 0.73 0.30 1.157 0.87 0.35 

AOR 7G0nin 700nm 700nm 900nm 900nm 900nm 1700nm 1700nm 1700nm 

35° 1.010 0.74 0.30 1.008 0.91 0.37 0.995 0.79 0.32 

25° 1.007 0.74 0.30 1.005 0.91 0.37 0.997 0.78 0.32 

15° 1.008 0.74 0.30 1.008 0.91 0.37 1.005 0.77 0.31 
5° 1.013 0.74 0.30 1.013 0.91 0.37 1.014 0.77 0.31 
-5° 1.021 0.74 0.30 1.020 0.91 0.37 1.025 0.77 0.31 

-15° 1.031 0.74 0.30 1.029 0.91 0.37 1.040 0.77 0.31 

-25° 1.044 0.74 0.30 1.044 0.91 0.37 1.059 0.78 0.32 

-35° 1.064 0.74 0.30 1.064 0.91 0.37 1.087 0.79 0.32 

-45° 1.089 0.74 0.30 1.091 0.91 0.37 1.124 0.81 0.33 

-55° 1.121 0.87 0.36 1.124 1.02 0.42 1.162 0.96 0.39 

-65° 1.161 0.88 0.36 1.154 1.04 0.43 1.188 yw 0.42 
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Pressed PTFE uncen'y. estimated uncen'y. estimated uncen'y. estimated 

60° AOI estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of 

BRF % mean. % BRF % mean. % BRF 7c mean, 

AOR 400nm 400nm 400nm 500nm 500nm 500nm 600nm 600nm 600nm 

50° 0.979 0.84 0.34 0.964 0.70 0.28 0.948 0.84 0.34 

0.966 0.70 0.29 0.950 0.53 0.21 0.936 0.71 0.29 

30° 0.961 0.70 0.28 0.946 0.52 0.21 0.936 0.71 0.29 

20° 0.962 0.69 0.28 0.948 0.52 0.21 0.939 0.71 0.29 

10° 0.966 0.69 0.28 0.954 0.52 0.21 0.947 0.70 0.29 

OP 0.976 0.69 0.28 0.966 0.52 0.21 0.959 0.70 0.29 

-10° 0.993 0.69 0.28 0.982 0.52 0.21 0.976 0.70 0.29 

-20° I.Oll 0.69 0.28 1.006 0.52 0.21 1.002 0.71 0.29 

-30° 1.046 0.70 0.28 1.042 0.52 0.21 1.041 0.71 0.29 

-10° 1.096 0.70 0.29 1.094 0.53 0.21 1.093 0.71 0.29 

O 1 1.143 0.84 0.34 1.166 0.70 0.28 1.184 0.84 0.34 

-60° 1.245 0.86 0.35 1.285 0.71 0.29 1.309 0.86 0.35 

AOR 700nm 700nm 700nm 900nm 900nm 900nm 1700nm 1700nm 1700nm 

50° 0.946 0.87 0.35 0.945 1.02 0.42 0.919 0.94 0.38 

40° 0.936 0.74 0.30 0.932 0.91 0.37 0.919 0.80 0.32 

30° 0.936 0.74 0.30 0.932 0.91 0.37 0.923 0.78 0.32 

20° 0.940 0.74 0.30 0.926 0.91 0.37 0.930 0.77 0.32 

10° 0.948 0.74 0.30 0.946 0.91 0.37 0.941 0.77 0.31 

OP 0.961 0.74 0.30 0.958 0.91 0.37 0.957 0.77 0.31 

-10° 0.979 0.74 0.30 0.977 0.91 0.37 0.980 0.77 0.31 

-20° 1.006 0.74 0.30 1.006 0.91 0.37 1.015 0.77 0.32 

-30° 1.046 0.74 0.30 1.048 0.91 0.37 1.068 0.78 0.32 

-40° 1.104 0.74 0.30 1.111 0.91 0.37 1.148 0.80 0.32 

-50° 1.190 0.87 0.35 1.200 1.02 0.42 1.251 0.94 0.38 

-60° 1.320 0.88 0.36 1.334 1.03 0.42 1.416 0.99 .O-r^O 
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Spectralon uncert'y. estimated > uncert'y. estimated uncert'y. estimated 

0° AOI estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of 

BRF % mean. % BRF % mean. 9c BRF % mean. 9c 

AOR 400nm 400nm 400nm 500nm 500nm 500nm 600nm 600nm 600nm 

-10° 1.079 0.69 0.28 1.069 0.52 0.21 1.066 0.70 0.29 

-20° 1.056 0.69 0.28 1.057 0.52 0.21 1.052 0.71 0.29 

-30° 1.038 0.70 0.28 1.043 0.52 0.21 1.037 0.71 0.29 

-40° 1.018 0.70 0.29 1.025 0.53 0.21 1.017 0.71 0.29 

-50° 0.992 0.84 0.34 1.002 0.70 0.28 0.988 0.84 0.34 

-60° 0.950 0.86 0.34 0.964 0.71 0.28 0.952 0.86 0.34 

AOR 700nm 700nm 700nm 900nm 900nm 900nm 1700nm 1700nm 1700nm 

-10° 1.068 0.74 0.30 1.071 0.91 0.37 1.068 0.77 0.31 

-20° 1.053 0.74 0.30 1.054 0.91 0.37 1.052 0.77 0.32 

-30° 1.037 0.74 0.30 1.033 0.91 0.37 1.036 0.78 0.32 

-40° 1.017 0.74 0.30 1.014 0.91 0.37 1.016 0.80 0.32 

-50° 0.991 0.87 0.35 0.986 1.02 0.42 0.988 0.94 0.38 
-̂ ° 0.950 0.88 0.35 0.947 1.03 0.42 0.954 0.99 (U8_ 

Spectralon uncen'y. estimated uncert'y. estimated; uncert'y. estimated 

30° AOI estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of 

BRF % mean. % BRF % mean. % BRF 9c mean. 9c 

AOR 400nm 400nm 400nm 500nm 50Gnm 500nm 600nm 600nm 600nm 

20° 1.047 0.69 0.28 1.045 0.52 0.21 1.043 0.71 0.29 

10° 1.047 0.69 0.28 1.045 0.52 0.21 1.043 0.70 0.29 

OP 1.047 0.69 0.28 1.046 0.52 0.21 1.044 0.70 0.29 

-10° 1.047 0.69 0.28 1.047 0.52 0.21 1.046 0.70 0.29 

-20° 1.047 0.69 0.28 1.047 0.52 0.21 1.046 0.71 0.29 

-30° 1.044 0.70 0.28 1.045 0.52 0.21 1.045 0.71 0.29 

-10° 1.039 0.70 0.29 1.043 0.53 0.21 1.041 0.71 0.29 

-50° 1.031 0.84 0.34 1.033 0.70 0.28 1.030 0.84 0.34 

AOR 700nm 700nm 700nm 900nm 900nm 900nm 1700nm 1700nm 1700nm 

20° 1.040 0.74 0.30 1.044 0.91 0.37 1.041 0.77 0.32 

10° 1.042 0.74 0.30 1.044 0.91 0.37 1.043 0.77 0.31 
0= 1.045 0.74 0.30 1.046 0.91 0.37 1.044 0.77 0.31 

-10° 1.048 0.74 0.30 1.047 0.91 0.37 1.046 0.77 0.31 

-20° 1.049 0.74 0.30 1.047 0.91 0.37 1.049 0.77 0.32 

-30° 1.051 0.74 0.30 1.047 0.91 0.37 1.049 0.78 0.32 

-40° 1.049 0.74 0.30 1.043 0.91 0.37 1.047 0.80 0.32 

-50° 1.044 0.87 0.35 1.036 1.02 0.42 1.042 0.94 0.38 
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Spectralon uncert'y. estimated uncert'y. estimated uncert'y. estimated 

45° AOI estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of 

BRF % mean, % BRF % mean. % BRF % mean, % 

AOR 400nm 400nm 400nm 500nm 500nm 500nm 600nm 600nm 600nm 

35° 1.010 0.70 0.28 1.006 0.52 0.21 0.997 0.71 0.29 

25° 1.010 0.69 0.28 1.007 0.52 0.21 1.001 0.71 0.29 
15= 1.013 0.69 0.28 1.011 0.52 0.21 1.006 0.70 0.29 
5° 1.017 0.69 0.28 1.015 0.52 0.21 1.015 0.70 0.29 

-5= 1.022 0.69 0.28 1.022 0.52 0.21 1.020 0.70 0.29 

-15° 1.029 0.69 0.28 1.029 0.52 0.21 1.034 0.70 0.29 
-25= 1.037 0.69 0.28 1.038 0.52 0.21 1.040 0.71 0.29 
-35= 1.046 0.70 0.28 1.049 0.52 0.21 1.052 0.71 0.29 
-^5= 1.056 0.70 0.29 1.058 0.53 0.22 1.061 0.71 0.29 

-55° 1.068 0.85 0.35 1.069 0.70 0.29 1.077 0.85 0.35 
-65= 1.045 0.87 0.36 1.071 0.73 0.30 1.090 0.87 0.35 

AOR 700nm 700nm 700nm 900nm 900nm 900nm 1700nm 1700nm 1700nm 
35= 0.998 0.74 0.30 1.002 0.91 0.37 0.995 0.79 0.32 
25= 1.003 0.74 0.30 1.003 0.91 0.37 0.998 0.78 0.32 
15= 1.009 0.74 0.30 1.008 0.91 0.37 1.004 0.77 0.31 
5= 1.017 0.74 0.30 1.013 0.91 0.37 1.011 0.77 0.31 

-5= 1.028 0.74 0.30 1.021 0.91 0.37 1.020 0.77 0.31 

-15° 1.039 0.74 0.30 1.029 0.91 0.37 1.031 0.77 0.31 
-25= 1.046 0.74 0.30 1.040 0.91 0.37 1.043 0.78 0.32 
-35= 1.059 0.74 0.30 1.051 0.91 0.37 1.059 0.79 0.32 
-45= 1.071 0.74 0.30 1.065 0.91 0.37 1.075 0.81 0.33 
-55= 1.092 0.87 0.36 1.080 1.02 0.42 1.090 0.96 0.39 
-65= 1.097 0.88 0.36 1.088 1.04 0.43 1.100 1.0^ 0^42 
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Spectralon uncert'v. estimated uncert'v. estimated uncert'v. estimated 

60° AOI estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of estimate. unc. of 

BRF % mean. % BRF % mean, % BRF % mean. % 

AOR 400nm 400nm 400nm 500nm 500nm 500nm 600nm 600nm 600nm 

50° 0.972 0.84 0.34 0.954 0.70 0.28 0.952 0.84 0.34 

40° 0.955 0.70 0.29 0.948 0.53 0.21 0.941 0.71 0.29 

30° 0.957 0.70 0.28 0.949 0.52 0.21 0.942 0.71 0.29 

20° 0.950 0.69 0.28 0.954 0.52 0.21 0.954 0.71 0.29 

10° 0.965 0.69 0.28 0.961 0.52 0.21 0.962 0.70 0.29 

OP 0.975 0.69 0.28 0.972 0.52 0.21 0.972 0.70 0.29 

-10° 0.986 0.69 0.28 0.987 0.52 0.21 0.986 0.70 0.29 

-20° 1.000 0.69 0.28 1.006 0.52 0.21 1.006 0.71 0.29 

-30° 1.023 0.70 0.28 1.032 0.52 0.21 1.038 0.71 0.29 

-tt)° 1.064 0.70 0.29 1.067 0.53 0.21 1.061 0.71 0.29 

-50° 1.095 0.84 0.34 1.109 0.70 0.28 1.105 0.84 0.34 

-60° 1.170 0.86 0.35 1.180 0.71 0.29 1.177 0.86 0.35 

AOR 700nm 700nm 700nm 900nm 900nm 900nm 1700nm I700nm 1700nm 

50° 0.951 0.87 0.35 0.948 1.02 0.42 0.934 0.94 0.38 

40° 0.950 0.74 0.30 0.944 0.91 0.37 0.936 0.80 0.32 

30° 0.952 0.74 0.30 0.947 0.91 0.37 0.941 0.78 0.32 

20° 0.957 0.74 0.30 0.951 0.91 0.37 0.948 0.77 0.32 

10° 0.964 0.74 0.30 0.961 0.91 0.37 0.958 0.77 0.31 
0= 0.974 0.74 0.30 0.970 0.91 0.37 0.970 0.77 0.31 

-10° 0.987 0.74 0.30 0.986 0.91 0.37 0.986 0.77 0.31 

-20° 1.007 0.74 0.30 1.006 0.91 0.37 1.010 0.77 0.32 

-30° 1.032 0.74 0.30 1.034 0.91 0.37 1.041 0.78 0.32 

-10° 1.067 0.74 0.30 1.072 0.91 0.37 1.083 0.80 0.32 

-50° 1 . 1 1 1  0.87 0.35 1.120 1.02 0.42 1.140 0.94 0.38 

-60° 1 . 1 7 6  0.88 0.36 1 . 1 9 4  1.03 0.42 1 . 2 1 6 _  _ 0.40 
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